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PREFACE

In this study of school supervised work experience programs, in
which the basic purpose is to examine its cost-effectiveness, we have an
opportunity to set forth not only the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the conduct of such a study, but also to stress the fact that
the cost-effectiveness approach, despite its limitations of the method-
ology and the quality and availability of data, is a first approximation
of explicitly determining whether society should continue to invest in
such a program.

But we have an equally fortunate opportunity oa demonstrate that
the cost-effectiveness approach is not solely a materialistic, dollar
and cents method of examining an educational program which ignores other
important humanistic and social values. In this study we find that the
extra costs of school supervised work experience programs exceeds the
extra dollars earned in the labor market as compared with regular
vocational programs. But the study also reveals that there are positive
gains made in the personal development of students as well as their
school and on-the-job attitudes and satisfactions.

It is not the responsibility of the project staff to decide whether
these extra costs justify the continuation of the program which yields
positive effects outside of the labor market. That is a decision for
society and educational administrators, not for analysts. However, the
analysis provides the basis for making decisions based on reasonable
information, rather than guess and intuition, for society in general and
administrators in particular. We cannot emphasize too strongly that all
decisions are essential cost-effective decisions. The only issues are
whether or not they are explicit or implicit, correct, or incorrect.
The cost-effectiveness methodology attempts to make the factors explicit
and, hopefully, correct. We would urge educational administrators to
begin to accept this approach with the methodology.

In the conduct of the study, many persons were involved. Although
the project director suggested the study and provided general super-
vision of the project, the principal investigator, Morgan V. Lewis,
assumed.the major burden, and was primarily responsible for writing the
Executive Summary and Chapters 2, 6, and 7. Gerald P. Clyde had
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primary responsibility for Chapters 3 and 5. Daun E. McKee assisted in
the certain aspects of the field work and contributed to Chapters 1 and
7. Lee Ann Kozak was involved in the writing of Chapter 4; Ronald M.
Crandall, Chapter 8; and Patricia E. Flanary, Chapter 1. Finally,
Lenley Lewis had a heavy editorial, re-writing, and reorganizing re-
sponsibility to make the report readable and logical in its presenta-
tion.

We should acknowledge the work of the secretarial staff which went
through the traumatic experience of repeated revisions--Bonnie Grove,
Debra Schultz, and Cindy Layser.

Special appreciation should also be expressed to Rick Brewer and
Sarah Crandall who handled the task of digesting the data via the
computer.

Needless to say, the cooperation of the various personnel in the
individual schools and students was essential to the conduct of the
study. The many persons involved are too numerous to mention.

Jacob J. Kaufman
November 22, 1976
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EXECTIT TNIP SW" NRY

The terms "cost-effeeLi _ind "work experience" in the tit
of thil report imply that this study will answer the question: "Do

the results of school supervised work experience programs justify their
costs?" It should be stated at the very beginning that the answer to
this question cannot be a simple "Yes" or "No." The results that were
obtained cover a variety of outcomes that could be influenced by work
experience and they are not all clearly positive or negative.

As A broad generalization, work experience programs do appear to
accomplish their objectives while the students are in school but the
evidence on program effects after the students leave school is more
mixed. The work experience students studied while they were in school
were found to like their courses more, to work in jobs that required
more skill and were more related to the skills they were.studying, and
to report they'were learning more on these jobs than students in the
comparison groups. The former work experience students who were fol-
lowed up were also more likely to be employed in higher skilled jobs
which were more related to their training than students in the com-
parison group. Their apparent higher skill levels, however, were not
reflected in the wages they received or in their satisfaction with their
jobs.

The failure to find significant differences between the wages of
work experience students and others, to which they were compared, poses
a particular inconsistency for the cost-effectiveness analyst. It is in
conflict with the most accepted theory of investment in education, human
capital theory. Under this theory, educational expenses are justified
by th...ir contributions to the future productivity of The student. This
productivity is best measured by the earnings which the student can
command in the labor market. When the earnings of the student who has
been the recipient of extra investment are not higher than those who did
not receive the investment, the value of the investment is questionable.

In this particular study, it was found that work experience pro-
grams are more expensive. They are more expensive primarily because
supervision of the job placement by a coordinator is an expense added to
the regular costs of in-school instruction. It was also found that

13



virtually all the measures of the results of this extra expense as re-

flected by the students are positive. Work experience makes school a

better educational and more enjoyable experience. Yet the better educa-

tion which the work experience students appear to have obtained wz,s not

reflected in the wages they received when they left school.

Do the other educational and attitudinal effects of school super-

vised work experience justify its extra cost even if these effects do

not lead to extra earnings? This question a study of this type cannot

answer. What the study can and doeb do T luantify the inputs and

outputs of the program and thus provides ex?licit information on which

decision makers can base their judgmenr The manner in which this

study went about gathering its data and its major results are summarized

below.

Conducting the Study

The Sample. The population from which the sample was drawn was

defined as the fifty largest standard metropolitan statistical .reas

east of the Mississippi River and their codtiguous nonmetropolitan

counties. For a school system to be included in the study, it had to

offer a school supervised work experience program for which students

received academic credit. A sample of six of the districts serving the

major cities in this area were randomly selected and asked to cooperate

in the study. When the cooperation of each central city systems was

obtained, a suburban and a rural district in the same geographic area

were randomly selected and coutacted.

Response Rates. Out of twenty-three districts that were selected

as suitable for the study, fifteen agreed to participate. In these

fifteen districts, data were collected from thirty-three high schools.

Self-administered questionnaires were collected in May of 1975 from

2,854 students who were at that time in work experience programs or in

comparison groups of students with similar characteristics. These 2,854

students represent 73 percent of the students originally asked to partici-

pate. Mail questionnaires were obtained from 2,253 former students who

had been graduated in years 1972 through 1974. Three mailings and per-

sonal follow-ups yielded a response rate of 43 percent of the original

sample or 51 percent of the sample that was contacted (original sample

minus undeliverable letters). Comparisons were made across the mailings

and personal interviewer contact and showed that females were more

likely to have responded to the first mailing. This bias was controlled

by the analyses which presented male and female results separately.

Information on race, IQ, and grade point average were obtained from

the school files of those students'for whom where appropriate releases

had been obtained. School officials of the fifteen districts completed

questionnaires on the costs of work experience and in-school programs.

2
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Classifications for Analysis. Classifying the various work experi-
ence programs offered by the fifteen districts which participated in the
study proved a difficult task. They ranged from the cooperative educa-
tion model in which job placement is closely related to in-school instruc-
tion over a broad spectrum of workstudy program with varying degrees of -

supervision and integration with school studies. It was decided that
all the noncooperative programs would be grouped into a single category.
However, even implementin2: this definition had its difficulties because
of missing data and c dictions between information provided by the
schools and studer , :es. Finally, it was decided to base the
categories on infot .ovided by the students themselves.

Among the current students, those who reported they were enrolled
in regular vocational courses and were employed in jobs where they and
their employers were visited by a school coordinator were defined as co-
ops. Students who were not in regular vocational courses but were in
school supervised jobs were classified "work-study." Students who
worked at jobs without school supervision were labeled "part-time," and
those without jobs were classified "no job." Among the former students,
the co-op and work-study definitions were the same, however, it was not
possible to separate those who had worked part-time while in high.school
from those who had not. Consequently, these groups were combined and
labeled "comparison." Whenever references are made to work experience
programs, in general, they include both co-op and work study programs.

Once these '.1assifications were derived, comparisons were made
acros:1 the sludents in the various groups on their personal and educa-
tional backgrounds. There is some evidence from other studies, and
indeed from the comments of the coordinators themselves, that their best
students are the most likely to be placed in co-op jobs. This is, of
course, a very reasonable strategy for the schools to follow. The
coordinators wish to preserve the willingness of employers to accept
their students so they send them their best students. There was little
evidence, however, that the co-ops differed significantly in race,
family background, or academic ability from the other students.

Where the current co-ops did differ significantly from the other
groups was in the vocational programs in which they were enrolled.
Among the male students, half of all the current co-ops were in the
distributive education program. In the other groups the figure was only
about 10 perctent. Among the females, distributive education was also
higher among the co-ops--30 percent compared to 10 percent. The pro-
portion of females in office occupations, however, was about one-half
across all groups.

3:
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Among the former students, trade and industrial was the dominant

vocational program of males and office occupations was dominant among

females. These programs were fairly equally distributed across the

groups.

Since very few of the analyses presented in this report are by

program, these differences in the compositions of the groups which are
compared should be considered when evaluating the results obtained.

Economic Costs and Benefits

Calculation of Costs. Costs for work experience and in-school

prLgrams wen -,lculated using data provided by the schools on the

oxs and coordinators, thi ir salaries and fringe benefits,

lc, ,ated expenses, consumable supplies, and repair costs.
The measure of educational output used was student enrollment, expressed

in terms of average daily attendance. According to the cost analysis,
work experience programs entail an added cost per student of about $125.

Current enrollments in work experience programs appear to be well below

the level that would lead to optimal functioning.

This finding will probably stand in contrast to the day-to-day

experience of the average vocational educator who "knows" that the

student who is placed on the job costs less than the student in the

classroom. After all, the educator will argue the student on the job

does not take up classroom space and teacher time or use school equip-

ment or materials. How can the work experience student cost more?

The answer appears to lie in the extra costs of school supervision

of job placement--primarily the cost of the coordinator's salary and

travel--and the fact that the other major in-school cost--teacher
salaries--are the same whether the student is on the job or in the shop.

Data both from the schools and the students indicate that the average

co-op student spends almost as much time receiving classroom instruction

as the nonco-op. The information this study was able to gather does not

indicate any savings accruing to the schools from job placements of

their current students.

Economic Benefits. Among the current students the appropriate com-
parison for the economic effects of participating in work experience

programs is with those students who worked part-time in jobs that were

not school supervised. When this comparison is made, there is little

evidence that school supervision increases earnings. It clearly is not

associated with higher wage rates, and when earning advantages were

found, they were usually due to longer hours and less unemployment.

Among the former students the results were much the same as for the

current students. Wage rates did not differ across the groups, but co-

ops did experience slightly less unemployment. As was noted above, wage

1_6
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differences were not found despite the fact that most of the evidence
indicates that work experience students, especially co-ops, have more
marketable skills.

From a strictl/ monetary point of view, then, investment in work
experience, rather than nonwork experience vocational programs, is not
justified. Even though work experience graduates do not earn higher
wages in the first two years after graduation, however, many other mea-
sures indicate the program achieves other educational, developmental,
and attitudinal objectives. These effectr are discussed in the next
sections.

Effects on Personal Development, Education
and Employment

Career Development

Course Choices. Career choices are not one-time events that occur
in the ninth or tenth grade which students must then follow the rest of
their lives. They are instead the result of developmental influences
only some of which the school can affect. The current students were
asked several questions on the reasons underlying their choices of
their courses of study. All of the students rated hobbies,:leisure time,
activities, and part-time or summer jobs as the experiences that had the
most influence on their choices. Students who had school supervised
jobs reported having more, and more helpful experiences.

Post-High School Plans. Most of the students reported preparation
for employment or further schooling as the most important reasons for
choosing their courses of study. The co-ops reported preparation for
employment more frequently than any other group. Almost half of the
current students, more so females than males, planned to continue their
formal education after graduation. The results from the former students
showed that these plans were largely realized: the co-ops were more
likely to hold jobs; the comparison groups were more likely to attend
school or college full-time. Females in office occupations and health
programs and males in technical programs were especially likely to con-
tinue their high school training in a post-secondary setting. The
former co-ops were more likely to receive on-the-job training from their
employer.

Occupational Knowledge. Holding a job while in school, either
school supervised or part-time was associated with higher scores on a
test of occupational knowledge. Co-ops scores were significantly higher
than work-study or part-time students, both of whom scored higher than
students without jobs. These results were found even when the influence
of difference in personnal characteristics, such as sex, race, and IQ,
were held constant.

5
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Job-Training Relatedness. School-supervised jobs were more likely

to be related to courses than part-time jobs. The percentages of cur-

rent students who hoped to find jobs related to their educational train-

ing after graduation was low, however, for all groups, perhaps because

taking cooperative jobs reflects exploratory behavior, or perhaps because

students enroll in cooperative programs simply to obtain jobs without

planning to continue similar work after graduation. The average voca-

tional student (with the exception of females who study office occupa-

tions, for whom job-training relatedness was high) had about a 50 percent

chance of finding a post-graduation fulltime job related to the field

studied in high school.

Students Perceptions of School and Jobs

Many attitudinal effects are often claimed for work experience pro-

grams and, in general, the results of this study support those claims.
Questions concerning the Afects of holding a job on such factors as

satisfaction with courses, relationships with teachers, participation in
extracurricular activities, and learning of new skills were asked the

current students in two different ways. Their responses to these separate

measures of the same factors were consistent and discriminating.

Satisfaction with School. Most students, especially females, liked

school and were satisfied with their education. Co-op students were

more likely than part-time wnrkers to report that they were well pre-
pared for their jobs and that they were learning more both in their

courses and on their jobs.

Although not really dissatisfied with school, the work-study students

usually showed up as a little less satisfied on the attitudinal items.

They were, for example, more likely to feel other students and teachers

looked down on them and the most likely to report they seriously con-

sidered dropping out of school. It is to this type of student, of

course, to whom most workstudy programs are directed, and the results

from this study suggest that these programs did help to retain them in

school and to make school a more enjoyable experience.

One of the potential costs to the individual student from participating

in a work experience program is less time for other activities, particularly

other school activities. This did not appear to be a special problem

for the work experience students in this study. They did participate a

little less than other students in some activities like interscholastic

sports. For the co-op students, however, this appe;,red to be more than

compensated for by their membership in vocational clubs such as the

Vocational-Industrial Clubs of America and the Future Business Leaders

of America.
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The former students were asked to rate the relationship between the
jobs they obtained after leaving school and the training they received
while in school and how well their training had prepared them for these
jobs. The patterns of these ratings reflected the job-training related-
ness results discussed above: co-op students were more likely to obtain
jobs which were the same or highly related to the occupational areas
they studied. This was especially true of females from office occupations.
As would be expected, the more jobs were related to the skills studied,
the higher the students rated their preparation for these jobs. Among
the students who did not get related jobs, who constitute of a majority
of those studied, the ratings of preparation were much more negative.
About two-thirds of the males and half of the females in the work-study
and comparison groups reported either they had not studied occupational
areas that prepared them for their jobs or that the training
ceived gave them little or no preparation.

The final attitudinal area investigated concerned feelings of self-
esteem and personal competence. It seemed reasonable that young people
who have had actual job experience might feel more self-assured and
capable. The items us^d to measure these feelings failed to reveal any
difference across he various groups. This may have been due to internal
weaknesses in th items themselves. An analysis of the students' respon-
ses indicated that they tended to reflect positive and negative wordings
of the items more so than other content.

Cooperative Education and the Employer

To obtain the employer perspective on cooperative programs, a small
pilot study of 68 firms was conducted by mail. On balance, these programs
appear to offer many advantages to employers that tend to outweigh the
disadvantages that some employers feel are associated with hiring co-op
students. Although co-ops entail higher costs for supervision (as might
be expected due to the training nature of the co-o- experience), they
are usually paid lower wages and receive fewer fringe benefits than
regular employees. In addition, co-ops are less likely to leave their
jobs or to be absent from work. Participating in cooperative education
programs can also reduce employers' recruitment and screening costs.

Employers in different industries tended to rate the performance
and costs of co-ops differently. Employers in wholesale and retail
trade were more likely to rate the quantity and quality of work produced
by co-ops highly than were representatives of other industries. Firms
that had more experience with cooperative employees tended to pay them
higher wages.

1 id
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Policy Implications

Earnings. If only the work experience students, or at least the

co-ops, had been found to earn higher wages! So many evaluations of
education programs fail to detect any of the effects usually claimed for

the programs. This study found that cooperative and work study programs
achieve almost all their objectives in-school and some of their objectives

after their students leave school, but it did not find these students

earned more. On a strictly economic basis, therefore, these programs
are not cost-effective. On almost any other measure the programs nre
effective, but these other measures cnnnot he " a simple monetary

ratio.

If the work expeTience, especially co-op, students are better pre-

pared why do they not command a higher wage rate in the labor market?

At least two explanations suggest themselves. One is that in a loose
labor market employers can be more selective. Instead of bidding for
the more qualified worker with higher wages, they can raise their hiring

criteria. The study produced some support for this explanation_ It was

found that co-op students were more likely to enter the labor market
after leaving high school and had slightly less unemployment when they

did so. The results from the employer questionnaire also indicate that

co-ops are paid less while in the cooperative program and about half of

these students stay on with their employer after they graduate. It may

be that their rate of increase from the lower starting point is not
sufficient to produce an advantage over nonco-ops who obtain their jobs

after leaving school. The second possible explanation is that the co-

ops are trading higher wages for on-the-job training. The co-ops were

the group most likely to receive such training. This may eventually

yield an earnings advantage which was not detected in the two-year
period covered by this study.

Costs. On the cost side, again contrary to expectations, the costs

of work experience programs were higher than similar in-school training.

To the casual observer, this is hard to believe. How can a student who

is out of school for part of the day cost more than the student who is

in school full-time? The answer appears to lie in the coordination
function and the "added-on" feature of work experience programs. Obviously

it cost money to pay coordinators' sala.ries and travel expenses. What

is not so obvious is that work experience programs appear to be "added

to" instead of "substituted for" other educational activities.

The dnformation provided both by the schools and the students indi-

cates th= students in work experience programs spend as much time, or
almost as much, in regular classes as students who are not in these

programs. This may be due in part to the manner in which the questions

were asked for they focused on time spent in vocational courses. The

work experience students may spend as much time in these courses, but

less time. in nonvocational courses. The questions were not designed to
detect saving resulting from work experience programs in nonvocational

areas.
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If work experience programs do permit savings in school costs which
were not detected in the present study, the cost figure for the programs
would be reduced, and the possibility of a positive cost-effectiveness
ratio would be increased.

Job-Training Relatedness. The proportion or vocational stud,,
who obtained jobs following graduntion which wer 4ated to heir
training was only about onn hnli z'articipation in ,inpf proalam
increased a student's chanc(i of finding a related job a little. If

vocational education, in general, and cooperative education, specifi-
cally, are evaluated on this criterion, these results are not encourag-
ing. But perhaps this is not the most appropriate measure of perfor-
mance. The results suggest that many of the students who entered voca-
tional programs were not committing themselves to career choices.
Instead, they were engaging in occupational exploration to find out what
different jobs were like. The high proportion of male students in
distributive education who did not plan to seek related jobs represents
the prime example. Many :I these students appear to have chosen this
area while in school for it was the one most likely to lead to a part-
time job.

These results on job-training relatedness, plus the others which
indicate that work experience programs add a significant dimension to
the educational experience of students, suggest that cooperative educa-
tion and vocational education have been emphasizing the wrong benefits.
Perhaps these programs should be promoted less to students and the
public as a means to prepare young people for specific occupations and
promoted more as a way to assist overall career development. For it is
in this manner that a majority of students appear to view their voca-
tional educational courses. Many students seem to enter these courses
and their cooperative placements at least as much for the opportunities
they provide for occupational exploration as for the training in specific
job skills.

If these observations are valid, then vocatioaal and cooperative
education should be evaluated as much for their contribution to the
current development of the student instead of solely as investments
which will yield future payoffs in the labor market. Viewed in the
current development perspective--or as an economist would say as a
consumption good rather than an investment good--work experience pro-
grams clearly are effective.

Despite the problems encountered when attempting to classify the
sample, and despite the difficulties inherent in attempting to quantify
the costs and benefits of work experience programs, the overall con-
clusion about such progams must be a positive one. In general, the
results of the present study indicate either no differences among the
students classified as cooperative, work study, part-time, and no job;
or they reveal that advantages accrue to the stuJents who held school-
supervised jobs--especially cooperative jobs that are directly related

9
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to the student's field of study. Pt, icipation in cooperative programs

does seom -n a graduate's 'V -)yability" tnd to ease the transi-

tion fro to work; work studN JRIS do seem o deter potential

dropouts. ployers tend to benefit from hiring co-op students.
If more precise measurLs of the vocational course and school supervision

variables were possible, and if cost data had been separated for coopera-
tive and work study programs, it is likely that the advantages found for

school supervision would have been even more substantial.

22
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CHAPTER 1

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, WORK EXPERIENCE, AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS:
AN OVERVIEW

Introduction

The concept of work experience education arose from che vocational
education movement which began in this country at around the turn of the
century with the rise of industrialism. Education in the twentieth
century has tended to keep students out of the world of work for in-
creasingly long periods- of time, and has been perceived to be "irrele-
vant" for many students. These and other conditions gave rise to work
experience programs, which were designed in part to ease the transition
from school to work, to make education more relevant to the student's
future working life, and to prevent students from dropping out of school.
The history of vocational education, the types of work experience programs
that have been developed, the rationales and criticisms that have been
applied to them, and their objectives and ideals are explored in this
chapter. In addition, an introduction to cost-effectiveness analysis
is presented so that readers may gain a better understanding of the
means used in this study to explore the effectiveness of such programs.

Background

The work experience programs discussed in this report are the re-
sult of years of political battles, repeated transformations of public
education programs, and numerous revisions in the stated purposes and
goals of public education in a democratic society. Since the mid-
nineteenth century, America has become increasingly urban and indus-
trial. The rapid change from a basically rural population to an urban
and industrial one produced serious problems for public education. By

the 1800s, educators and politicians were raising questions about the

role of secondary education in an urban, industrial society committed to
equal opportunity.

Near the advent of the twentieth century, advocates of educational
reform insisted that only education relevant to the moral and economic
development of society was worthy of investment. They challenged the
lack of secondary educational opportunities for any but middle- and
upper-class children. The ideas of these reformers led to the emergence
of what came to be known in public instruction as manual education.
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John D. Runkle and Calvin M. Woodward were the prime supporters
of the early manual education movement. They insisted that public
education, which had become dull and repetitive, needed achieve a
balance between book learning and practical experience. The manual
education movement was based on the belief that due to a need for
skilled laborers to contribute to industrial efficiency in this country,
the schools must assert the moral values of hard work and respect for
the laboring class. It was thought that every student should at some
time be exposed to manual work.1

Manual education was an attempt to use the public sch,ols as one
means of encouraging the people of the United States to accept the social
changes occurring ir the nation. No longer was individualism the pri-
mary virtue--instead, cooperative, hard labor was emphasized. Not only
was the working father to be respected for his contribution to society,
but the children of workers were urged to pursue vocations similar to
those of their fathers. As more and more children of labor families and
children of immigrants entered the public schools, edu,:ators and politi-
cians recognized the need for schools to instill a moral code which
stressed hard work. The manual education movement chus came to include
goals that affected the social structure.2

The manual education movement reflected a general acceptance that
the industrial urban era was here to stay, and that industry had become
a controlling factor in social progress.3 It was thersfore argued that
industry should play an active role in influencing the nature and direc-
tion of public education.4

Because of (1) a constant influx of poor children into secondary
schools, (2) the rapidly growing number of disillusioned students who
dropped out of school, (3) a continuing cry for the schools to teach
children the work ethic, and (4) industry's expanding need for skilled
labor, the early 1900s saw a gradual shift away from manual education

_to the more specialized vocational education movement. Whereas the
manual education movement had emphasized an ideal--the use of one's
hands as honorable work--the vocational education movement emphasized
the practical goal of preparing students for specific jobs in the labor
market. If the fervor and support for manual education had been power-
ful, those for the new vocationalism were overwhelming.

Four basic arguments were used in support of vocational education.
It was said that vocational training would:

I. Promote the nation's economic efficiency and growth;

2. Expand the possibilities for upward mobility .for students
from the lower socioeconomic classes;

3. Induce pupils to stay in school for longer periods of time;
and

4. Teach more efficiently the moral values previously addressed
by manual education.5

25
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Although the vocational movement had wide support,.it was sometimes
criticized for restricting students' exposure to a wide range of occupa-
tions, thereby limiting the social mobility of students from lower-in-
come families. Some critics charged vocationalism with teaching the
children of workers the "virtues" of obedience, discipline, and submis-
sion, thereby maintaining class distinctions. The contention that vo-
cationalism destroys the egalitarian nature of American public education
continues to be a concern of many of those who take an interest in voca-
tional education.

A major triumph of the vocational movement occurred in 1917 with the
passage of, the Smith-Hughes Act, which represents the result of intense
pressure on the federal government to back the. vocational movement with
money. Federal funds were provided to help train a highly skilled labor
force for American industry-satisfied workers who would, it was thought,
have an inc7;eased appreciation for and understanding of their contribution
to society.°

Following the Smith-Hughes Act, few changes occurred in the voca-
tional education movement. Periodically, advocates of vocational educa-
tion have reiterated their appeals for a process which tbey believe will
help to make education more democratic and attractive, espeCially to
students from the lower socioeconomic class. The issues raised through-
out the history of the vocational movement continue to be raised tOday.

. _

The Current Situation

The continuing concern and debate about vocational education occur
largely as a result of the artificial distinction between school and
work which has been created by the social and economic influences which
have shaped public education in this century.

Legislation (e.g., child labor laws, compulsory education, mini-
mum wage laws, and mandatory attendance regulations), organized labor's
opposition to the displacement of adults by youths, and a decreased need
for unskilled labor have served to prolong the period of time that young
people remain in school, and have increased the need for.specialized
training in order to find jobs. A paradoxical situation has resulted.
Young people are encouraged to stay in school and out of the full-time
labor force as long as possible in order to increase their opportunities
for finding employment, but upon being graduated from high school, find
employment prospects quite poor. The unemployment rate among sixteen to
twenty-four year olds continues to be significantly higher than that for
any other segment of the population.7 Part of the current interest in
work experience programs stems from the belief that these programs might
provide an easier transition from the school to the work force.

2 6
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Definitions

The American Vocational Association (AVA), defines the various
types of work experience programs to include work experience, work study,

and cooperative education. Of these terms, work experience is the most

generic. Although 'work experiencW 'work study' and 'cooperative educa-
tion' are used interchangeably in some general discussions, for the pur-
poses of this report 'work experience' is defined as "employment under-
taken as part of the requirements of a school course and designed to
provide planned experiences, in the chosen occupation, which are super-
vised by a teacher-coordinator and the employer."6 School supervision

and school credit for jobs undertaken are the critical criteria.

Work experience rrograms as defined in this study have the following

characteristics:

1. They are school supervised; i.e., they operate under the
auspices of a school-based coordinw-or whose responsi-
bilities include visits to employed youths and employers
to eetermine whether or not the objectives of the wo:k
experience program are being implemented.

2. They offer academic credit to pa-:ticipatin. students.

3. They usually involve released time during the regular
school day to students wha participate.

Cooperative education programs, a type of work experience prograw,
are geared to vocational students. Cooperative education students are
usually placed in jobs directly related to the student's field of study.

Work study programs serve students who may or may not be enrolled
in the school's vocational curriculum. Participants are frequently placed

in jobs which are not directly related to their fields of study, and the

programs are often designed mainly to deter dropouts.

Objectives of Work Ex)erience Proarams

Work experience programs of one kind or another have existed for

many years, but have not been widespread. Within the last decade,

however, legislators, educators, and administrators have expressed

renewed interest in such programs. Depending on the type of program,
school-based work experience programs include among their objectives (1)

providing training in a specific skill, (2) providing dropout-prone
youths with an incentive to remain in school until they graduate, (3)

easing the transition from school to full-time jobs, and (4) providing

opportunities for career exploration.
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Educators, administrators, and school students have almost unani-
mously called for expansion of these programs despite the fact that
little is known about the impact of various types of work experience.
Although the evidence is divided, many researchers have found that
random work experience does not necessarily result in a better under-
standing of the world of work. A partial explanation for this may be
that in work experience programs which are designed primarily to prevent
school dropouts, students often work at jobs in which they have little
interest and which give them little opportunity to exercise their in-
telligence or skills.9

The conventional wisdom on work experience states that (a) experi-
ential learning situations must be perceived by the learner as involving
meaningful adult work; (b) students must have clear ideas of what they
need to learn before they can be achievement motivated; (c) students
must perceive the required learning tasks as things they can do suc-
cessfully and which provide satisfaction (and when students do not
successfully complete a particular task, they need feedback and en-
couragement); and (d) students must be provided witi. the opportunity to
practice what they learn.

The Major Issues

The supporters of work experience programs and those who question
the value of such programs are divided on three basic issues: (1) the
incompatibility between current methods of selecting students for par-
ticipation in the various work experience programs and the objectives of
those programs, (2) the incompatibility between stages of the career
development process and the time and grade sequencing of high school
programs, and (3) the degree of specialization that is desirable in work
experience programs.

Means of Selection of Student Participants

Of the various types of work experience programs, cooperative
education is the most selective. It has been said that cooperative
programs are more likely to be restricted to students with conforming
middle class behaviors than are other types of work experience programs;
are less effective in reducing student absenteeism, and, because they
place students in more responsible jobs, are more likely to interfere
with a student's other activities.10

To gain admittance to the vocational curriculum, and in particular
to some of the more popular specializations within the vocational curri-
culum, students have to meet restrictive minimum standards. In other
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words, at least in the urban schools, one would expect co-op students to
be more academically skilled than their work study counterparts, since
most urban work study programs are designed to deter potential dropouts.
Work study programs in suburban and rural areas usually have less speci-.
fic objectives and tend to serve a more heterogeneous group of students.

Although federal legislation which provided funds for cooperative
work experience programs emphasized the special needs of disadvantaged
groups, the methods and criteria for the section of students for some
cooperative programs indicate that a selection factor based on the
student's potential success in the program and on the job is often
applied,11 resulting in the exclusion of the very students who are
most in need of the skills and experiences these programs attempt to
provide.

Some educators are concerned with school "image" when Selecting
students for a program. The following statement refer-1 to cooperative
distributive education programs, but it expresses what seems to be a
widely held point of view rega 'ding other work experience programs as
well.

...We are finding that only the qualified students are being
permitted to enter the cooperative programs and to take
their supervised on-the-job experience in approved training
stations. There is an understandable cautiousness being ex-
hibited in many communities in permitting students with mar-
ginal abilities, interests and aptitudes to represent the
school in the business community.12

Although such cautious attitudes may be understandable, they con-
flict with the federal government's explicit interest in providing
special education programs designed to assist students whose abilities
are "marginal." One evaluator writes, "Indeed, the general flavor of
the recent literature is that in too many cases, students for whom
vocational education programs are designed and/or best suited to serve,
are eliminated in the selection process...."13 He adds that "students
are excluded from CWE [cooperative work experience] by the very criteria
that should be used to admit them to these programs."14

The fact that cooperative education programs generally have a
high rate of job-related placements may indicate that participation
in such programs, from the employer's point of view, is an efficient
means of screening pLtential applicants for full- or part-time jobs.
In fact, school officials often point out that the opportunity to
screen potential full-time employees is one of the major selling points
used by school officials who seek to interest employers in participating
in the program.
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Staging

Educators also disagree about staging--the compatibility between
stages of the career development process and the time and grade sequenc-
ing of high schooprograms. Particularly when the object of the work
experience program iS training in a specific skill, some argue that the
early choice of a vocational specialty may constrict later options and
decrease the individual's chances for upward occupational mobility.
Many individuals have indicated concern about the social segregation of
students that results from curriculum segregation, especially when
students attend separate sPecialized vocational institutions.15 Par-
ticipation in some work experience programs is often criticized for the
same reasons.

Project Talent found that only 31.4 percent of male high school
students continued to hold the same career plans one year after high
school as they did in the twelfth grade. Because so many young people
changed career plans shortly after high school graduation, Project
Talent concluded that "students have been faced with choices that they
are not adequately prepared to make."16

Other critics suggest that specialized training is competitive with
and perhaps detrimental to the achievemcnt of more general, three-R
educational objectives. By trying to provide the young people it serves
with both an education and skilled training for the labor force, it is
alleged that vocational education programs do not provide either basic
education or employability.17 After examining the relationship between
course work and students' achievement scores, Project Talent reportcd,

At the present time many poor students who are just barely
able to read are placed in vocational training courses that
give little emphasis to reading and basic skills. It is prob-
able that a large proportion of these students do not end up
with skills that make them attractive to employers.... It is
possible that placing such students in a general curriculum
and raising their basic literacy slightly might do more to
maximize their employability....18

In contrast, proponents of vocational education and work experience
programs argue that properly designed work experience programs can
contribute positively to academic goals by making the final years of
schooling more bearable for nonacademically oriented youth. An
unpublished report submitted to the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare by the National Panel on High Schools and Adolescent
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7.-tates that "cooperative education is a means for alleviating
t.;.L.A? and isolation of the youth peer culture by getting them
iurrolveL an earlier age in a realistic work situation with a wider
group of adults."19 Moreover, proponents of vocational education point
out that specialized skill development is necessary for youth. They
insist that high unemployment and other labor market problems of youth
result from low secondary level vocational enrollments.29

Specificity of Training

The third major issue around which the current debate revolves is
the degree of specificity of training that is desirable in work experi-
ence programs. According to a study by the Systems Development Corpora-
tion of school-supervised work experience programs, specific occupational
preparation was the primary purpose of most work experience education
programs, although the report questioned whether this goal was achieved.21

Studies that have compared the graduates of the academic and general
curricula with graduate6 of the vocational curriculum have difficulty in
_ ... ,

establishing vocational education as the cause of observed differences .
in performance.22 Since students in vocational education in general
come from less favored socioeconomic backgrounds and score lower on
standardized tests than students in the academic curriculum, it is
difficult to trace the effects of variations in student attitudes,
aspirations, motivation, and other characteristics to dit"Terences between
high school curricula. With regard to earnings over their working
lives, the assumed advantage of high school vocational graduates over
other high school graduates has not yet been firmly established.23
However, Herrnstadt and Horowitz report that "tentatively there seems to
be some relative advantage to cooperative work study, at least as
measured in terms of wage gains and occupational stability, over a five-
and-one-half year period, beginning with mid-1966."24

Since cooperative programs tend to have specific occupational
skills training as a program objective, the fact that these programs may
impart some occupational adVantage to their graduates lends support to
the position taken by most proponents of vocational education, who
suggest that a major cause of the high youth unemployment rate is the
lack of specific marketable skills among most students when they leave
school. In order to assess the impact of programs accurately, however,

explicit information is needed. The following sections explain how
cost-effectiveness analysis can provide the explicit information that
is necessary to assist educators in maing informed decisions about
many aspects of work emperience programs.
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What Is Cost-Effectiveness Analysis?

The purpose of cost-effectiveness analysis is to introduce into
the public sector of the economy the equivalent of the market constraints
in the private sector. In the private sector a business firm has a
useful barometer by which it can assess its performance during a given
year, namely, the profit and loss statement. Put simply, a profit and
loss statement sets forth the revenues received from the sales of the
products of the firm and the costs incurred in producing these products.
The difference between the two is profits (or losses). Thus, the firm
can analyze its revenues and costs and attempt to Maximize the former
and minimize the latter. One way of reducing costs or increasing
revenues is to change the process of production so that profits can
increase.

How can this approach be adapted to vocational education? Educa-
tional decision makers must seek proxies or surrogates for revenues by
which the effectiveness of the educational process can be judged. These
"revenues" can be asses:ed according to bow well they fulfill performance
goals or impact 6oa1s. There is no problem of costs in the public
sector which does not exist in the private sector, and the production
process in the private sector can be seen as the equivalent of the edu-
cational process in vocational education.

The basic challenge to an analyst is to determine the proxies or
surrogates for output in the public sector and attempt, if possible,
to translate these output (performance or impact) measures into dollar
terms. Certain measures--such as the income enjoyed by one group of
students as opposed to another--can be handled without great difficulty.
Other measures of output can be translated into dollar terms indirectly
or by comparing the results--in nonmonetary terms--with the costs in-
volved. These procedures are not simple, but reasonable estiffiates can
be made given adequate data.

The theoretical concepts pertaining to costs and benef4.ts which
underlie this approach are outlined 'below in order to lay the groUnd-
work for a study of the cost-effectiveness of work experienze programs
in secondary schools, which may better enable society fo allocate its
limited resources for facilitating the achievement of fts educational
goals.

Evaluation of Performance

'Under a free enterprise economy, most private7ammts are satis-
fied through the workings of the market system. Undier this system
it is assumed that, as a result of consumer choice, pacEs. And services
will be produced to satisfy private Wants and that :tin. IimIted re-
sources of the economy will be allocated through thecopei,..jtions of
the market in a manner which will yield the gr-atesr output-with a
given amount of resources or that a given output will be:obtained
with_the_leas.t_ammint_of ressmrc.e...
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Certain needs and wants, however, are not (or cannot be) satis-
fied by the pivate sector. Social wants are those which are satis-
fied by services that are consumed in equal amounts by all members
of societ7 Some people can benefit from these services even iS
they do ric, pay for themin fact, there is no reason to think that
such perscas would make voluntary payments for governmental services
of this type, which might include expenditures for flood control, de-
fense, sanitation, etc.

A third group of wants which could be fulfilled by the private
sector, but which is frequently handled by the public sector (largely
because society considers the fulfillment of these wants especially
desirable), may be referred to as "merit" wants. Included in this
category are such items as low-cost housing and "free" education. In

these instances, certain social benefits are thought to derive from
,thn provision of these commodities which justify soc5ety's assumption
of responsibility to satisfy these wants.

This report is concerned less with society's objectives in
establishing work e:Terience education than with whether such programs
are ena.cted efficiently and in consistence with stated objectives.
(Again, efficiency means the maximizing of a given goal at a given
cost or the attainment of a given objective at the lowest possible
cost.)

In the private sector of the economy, evaluations of performance
usually are made in the market place. The inefficient firm may be
forced out of business. The firm that does not produce goods and
services which satisfy the needs of consumers may not survive. But

what tests for efficiency and survival do we have when the government
prcvides the goods and services, as in the case of work experience
vocational education?

The only alternative te marketplace_tests of the efficiency

of production or the qualit7 of the product is cost-effecti7ene s
analysis. r,pite the fact T:hat this method of analysis is

to develop anj that adequat data are difficult tc obtain, the

only method at hand which can accomplish.the careful analyse needed

to evaluate -vernment-funded programs.,

Some iucator s. tend to talk simply in terms of the "needs" of
education,,d systems. Their position is simple: government:rd agencies
should raise whatever funds iare necessary tm meet these "netiiiss."
Others assert that only SO much can be donewith the fix:ad s:ams of
money available for educators to spend on eAuction. Bducatfinn should
not, however, be assessed in terms of costs: or needs alone. N.4:' cost'

can be justified without reference to pnyofT or results, and tw
satisfaction or any need cannot be justified without referem'e Lo cost.
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The impact of and justificaiion for work experience programs must
therefore be related to costs, and the costs of work experience must'
be related to their impact or benefits in order to determine whether
benefits are proportionate to costs or vice versa. If private voca-
tional schools survive, it is reasonable to assume that these schools
operate at a profit and that the consumers of such education are willing
to pay the price of tuition because they find that it pays off. We can
also assume that the profit motive serves as a sufficient stimulus to
the owner of the private vocational school to keep costs as low as pos-
sible--otherwise the school would not survive.

But what controls do we have over public education? What induces
public educators to keep costs down? What evidence is there that
pubii education is being provided efficiently and that its objectives
are being achieved?

These are legitimate questions during a period when there are
many demands for the provision of social and merit goods by the
government. Within education, the many demands for different forms
of education require that decisions e made as to how resources
should be allocated among competing educational programs. Cost-
effectiveness analysis provides a basis on which these decisions can
he made (see Chaptrs 3 and 5 for a. more dtailed description of the
analytical procedure).

Object-ives. It should be stressed that cost-effectiveness analysis
is basical1.7 a "way of thinking." It tends, first, to force admin-
istrators t3 state ohiectives clearly. This is not easy to do, as the
prevalence of broad17 stated objectives which do not reflect actual
purposes at:tests. T.4:. is not enough, for example, to state that the
schools at!_empt tc ucate the "whole man." /c,- can it simply be
stated tha:: vocat.-: education is designed tc; place a student in a
jnb. Does the io,!, ne to the studenCs traiming? is-it-a-job-

L_hat lea& to promot-Lon9 Is it a satisfying tob? How does the job
af.fect th. studcnt's later participation in the labor market?

Costs. Seca=d, cost-effectiveness analysis tends to force ad-
ministrators to c7.-;ncicntrate on the costs associated with the achieve-
ment of objectivis- In education, as in business, inputs, processes,
products, and imp:= fare interrelated and must not be considered
separately.
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Alternative Methods. Third, cost-effectiveness analysis forces
administrators to think of alternative ways of achieving the same
objectives. Just as the pressures of competition tend to force private
enterprise to seek other and better means of producing goods or ser-
vices, an examination of the efficiency of the educational process
can expose specific strengths and limitations of programs that can
help educators and administrators to seek other and better means for
the education of youth. In this way, cost7effectiveness analysis
can force change and innovation in education. In fact, failure to

evaluate educational curricula leads to stagnation. It is only

through constant evaluation that innovation can be achieved.

Misconceptions About Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

One of the most serious misconceptions about cost-effectiveaess
analysis is that it is merely a subterfuge for seeking to conduct
education on a "least-u,st" basis without regard for the fulfillment
of all educational objectives. It must be remembered that efficiency
means the achievement of a given objective with the least cost or the

maximization of a given objective with a given cost. The cost-
effectiveness approach does not stress minimizing costs if valid edu-
cational objectives will suffer.

A secGnd miscOnception is that benefit is masured oniy in dollars--

a form of "crass materialism." Cost-effectiveness analysis recognizes
that nonmoatary benefits must be taker Into account. Such nonmonetary

include changes in voting behavior, job satisfaction,
cultural r.e:nes, dropout preventim, etc- It is essential, however,
that the community should determine whether (and how much) it wants
to spend for explicitly stated objectives, economic or atherqise.

A third criticism that is often adwanced against cast-ifenefit

analyst Ls that some things are just.nat quantifiable. ..Ftt!numably,

this ma,ts that there is no way in w'ai-oh 'one can detertIne whether or
not .a ,t,:til-en noneconomic objective has been attained. Cost benefit

anal arresses simply that an attempt must be made to ,,-.11nate all

objernt. 7es in order to determine whether their apparent vaLue is ful-

filled n practice. Although certain objectives may be .difficult to
quantify, every effort is made to develop "inferential" (or proxy)

indexes. For example, the extent of "interest" of students in a cur-
riculum-might be inferred from an index of absenteeism.

Finally, it is sometimes argued that cost-effectiveness analysis

ignores political considerations or other constraints cim educational

decision makers. Although the analyst ignores the pniTitizal aspects

cyf a program in favor of objective criteria of evaluation, the decision
rImaker sthaUld not necessarily ignore "politics." Cost-effectiveness

anal:csis does tend. however, to revealre cosc of political decisions

and may help to mitimize the role of politics in the decision-making

3 5
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Other Constraints. It is recognized, of course, that administra-
tors face other constraints on their attempts to realize educational
goals. When these hindrances are explicitly identifieri, however,
strategies can be developed for overcoming them. Some of these con-
straints are listed Jelow.

1. Technologinal Constraints involve limitations in the state
of knowledge of the appropriate combinations of student characteris-
tics, teacher cha=teristics, educational processes, and educational
facilities requireo ta achieve perrormance goals in work experience
education.

2. Policy Constraints are often imposed on subordinate decision
makers by superior: decision makers. In work experience programs,
for example, decisions about the number of stndents who are to be
enrolled in a curriculum are subject to constraint. In such instances
administrators cannot consider alternative approachk..-.

3. Politica: traints z.11-. :hose imposad an educational decision
makers by legislation that establisnes certain conditions under which
work experience pragrams must be conducted.

4. Organizat'onal, Instttutio7-1. and Legal Constraints include
those which reflec aiffE,renr.ts in power .nnd .responsibilities
of various instituhionhi entic. Tor example, -the federal or state
governments might est ii crrtaln conditiams whhch must be fulfilled
in order for schooll7 racei7e funds for vL-or l. exT.7rience programs.

5. Resource Cc-..traintr ltatt the finarhes 07:.-facilities avail-

able for work ex..perilue pro7=ams,..

f). Target Ccnst-dnt t forth specific obtives which must .

be mat by work experiemre prohrams in a given. -yea:7, the costs of

which may be zoo high o-r too low.

7. Attitudinal Constraints reflect peopl.e's Jnwillingness or
inability to consider alternatives with which the: are unfamiliar.

Although or all of :hese constraimnE affect the decision
maker's freedom interprut and use the infor-rtatLon provided by

reports such t:z_s one, it Ls hoped that and other studies can
help to overcanak_ _rach barrters by providing er;ali---it information.

The Pmesent Study

The results of analyses rif tha data con:acted in the present
study suggest that students in schanl-supervi:sed jobs (either coopera-
tive or work study, but especTIlly cooperativ) have benefited more
in terms of career developmemt and .planning, satisfaction in school,
mud-dropout prevuntlorr-tharr-crmrertudents:- Tilur donot appear to
bear any appre,c+nble 1ndividt'L costs as a xesult of their particii.ation
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in such programs. In addition, although co-op students do not obtain

higher7paying post-graduation jobs than other students, they acquire

jobs more quickly after being graduated from high school, and appear

to have more "market.7Ible" skills.

This study found that work experience programs--broadly defined

to include all school-supervised jobs--cost more per student and did

not yield higher wages to their participants during the first two years

after graduation. Thus, although from a strict human capital per-
spective the added investment that society must make to support work

experience education does not appear to be justified, tangible personal

and social benefits do appear to result from participation in work

experience education programs.

Many economists now believe that there are two labor markets--a

primary market in which workers hold stable jobs with benefits and

opportunities for advancement, and a secondary market in which workers

hold "marginal" jobs. It appears that graduates.of work experience

programs, whether they initially earn higher wages or not, receive

more of the socialization and training which have been described in

the literature as necessary for obtaining preferred primary-type jobs.

The present study did not, however, follow the labor market experiences

of graduates for a long enough period in order to confirm or deny this

hypothesis. Nor could it quantify the monetary benefits which may

accrue to individuals, communities, or society at large as a result

of, for example, the dropout prevention function of work experience

education. These and other reservations noted in the text should il-

lustrate the importance of considering both monetary and nonmonetary

factors when assessing work experience programs.

Are the benefits that have been identified sufficient to justify

the extra costs of work experience programs? This is a question which

.the study cannot answer, because it involves a weighting of the value

of the respective benefits that is not-apprepriate to this project,

or any research project. The answers to such questions must come

first from educators, and ultimately from society in general, through

its elected representatives. This study presents the kinds of evi-

dence to be considered whenever such decisions are made.

Summary

Perhaps the major point of disagreement between the proponents .of

work experience programs in secondary schools and the critics of such

programs lies in whether or not vocational education programs in prac-

tice come close to fulfilling the expressed ideals of vocational educa-

tion. ideally, vocational education programs should contribute

3 7
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positively to both academic and career goals. Similarly, the optimum
timing of curricular choice is often directly related to the breadth and
depth of occupational information and the amount of competent guidance
available to the young person making the career choice. Thus, in those
schools which more closely approach the ideals of vocational education
and guidance, the students may be adequately prepared to make career
choices. In other schools they are not.

A similar case may be made with regard to the optimal amount of
specialization in the vocational curriculum. Vocational education
programs vary greatly in terms of specialization from place to place and
even within large cities.2.5 Whether or not the specialization helps
students to find employment at suitable skill levels depends on the
careful matching of employment opportunities within a given area and the
vocational school offerings. It has been argued that "enrollment in
many high school vocational courses is so far in excess of the average
number of job openings that a regular oversupply would result if many
enrollees did not drop out before graduation or take jobs outside their
fields of training. Reubens notes, however, that if the extra cost
per student enrolleclin vocational education as compared with other
programs is to be justified, the vocational graduate should qualify for
a higher-level entry job, earn more, advance more rapidly, have fewer

and/or shorter periods of unemployment, and have greater job satis-
faction than the matched nonvocational graduate.2/

The present cost-effectiveness study explores the claims made for
work experience programs and provides evidence that at least some of the
benefits that its proponents assert do in fact occur as a result of
students' participation in such programs. The responses of current and
former students to structured questionnaires indicate that students in
work experience programs have somewhat more positive school and em-
ployment experiences than nonwork experience vocational students, as is
demonstrated in the following chapters. They do not appear, however, to
earn more money in post-high school jobs, at least not in the first two

years after graduation.
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CHAPTER 2

CONDUCTING THE STUDY

Introduction

Work experience programs in secondary schools are examined in
this study in order to determine the costs and benefits associated
with them. Two types of programs are included: cooperative programs
geared to vocational students who are placed in jobs related to
their fields of study; and work study programs (often designed primarily
to deter dropouts) that place students in jobs which may or may not
be related to their fields of study. Data on studens in these
programs are compared with data on students with nonschool-supervised
jobs and students with no jobs. Characteristics and experiences of
current and former students are compared.

Data were obtained through the cooperatiod of thirty-three high
schools in fifteen school districts in the eastern half of the United
States. Usable questionnaires were collected from 2,854 students
who were enrolled in these programs in April and May 1975, and mail
questionnaires were obtained from 2,245 former students from the
classes of 1972, 1973, and 1974. Information on the costs of work
experience and vocational programs was obtained from school records.

This chapter discusses how the steps in selecting the sample and
obtaining the data were carried out. It is divided into four sections:

1. A summary of the content of the instruments that were used.

2. A description of the method of selecting the sample.

3. A discussion of response rates.

4. An outline of the methods used to classify vocational,
cooperative (co-op), and work study students. Data supplied by the
schools and students that relate to these classifications are
presented and compared.

The Instruments

Three basic instruments were used to collect data from students:
a school record card, a self-administered questionnaire for the current
students, and a mail questionnaire for the former students. A separate
questionnaire on cost data was designed for completion by school
officials. These instruments are reproduced in Appendix A.
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The student instruments were designed to obtain information in
eight categories:

1. Background data on the students (race, IQ, grade point
average) from school files.

2. Family background (education and occupation of parents,
family possessions, educational resources in the home).

3. The students' experiences in and attitudes about school.

4. Influences on the students' choicesof courses of study.

5. Employment experiences, including the effects of holding a
job while in school.

6. Extent of the students' knowledge about occupations.

7. Students' feelings about themselves.

8. Education or training after high school.

9. Future plans and expectations.

Questions were developed or adapted from existing instruments.

The questionnaire for current students was designed to be
administered in a group setting and to take approximately 45 minutes
to complete. As a consequence, it was more comprehensive than the
mail questionnaire that was sent to former students, which covered
some of the same areas as the current students' questionnaire, but
in abbreviated form. The mail questionnaire stressed former students'
employment experiences after high school.

School personnel answered questionnaires that covered current
costs of vocational programs, including: number of teachers and
coordinators, salaries and fringe benefits of teachers and coordinators,
fringe benefits as a percentage of salaries, travel costs related to
coordination, consumable supplies, and repair costs. The cost question-
naire also collected information on enrollment and hours of class
attendance. Whenever possible, the schools were asked to supply these
data separately for various vocational programs (distributive, office,
health, trade and industrial, etc.).

Finally, a survey of a relatively small number of employers of
cooperative students was made, the results of which are reported in
Chapter 8. Questionnaires were mailed to 250 firms, 68 of which
returned completed questionnaires (a 27 percent response). The
sample was about equally weighted among urban, suburban, and rural
areas. Questions were asked about the quality of co-op workers, their
duties, hours, rates of pay, and so on. The questionnaire is reproduced
in AppeLiix A-5.
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Sampling

The total population from which the sample units were selected
was arbitrarily limited to the eastern half-of the United States,
with the Mississippi River as the dividing line. It was further
limited to the fifty largest standard metropolitan statistical areas
(SMSAs) and their surrounding rural counties. The sampling plan
identified the school district that served the central city of each
of these areas as the primary sampling unit. The fifty largest
SMSAs were grouped by federal region, and one district in each region
was selected at random for inclusion in the sample. An additional
district was selected in the largest region. Once the cooperation
of the districts serving the central cities was obtained, suburban
and rural school systems from the same geographic areas were also
selected at random. Suburban systems were defined as any of those
within the county or counties comprising the SMSA, excluding the
central city system. The rural systems were defined as those located
in nonmetropolitan counties which were contiguous to the SMSAs.

Of the six initially selected central city systems, four agreed
to participate in the study and two declined. Substitutes for these
two were selected at random within their regions. Suburban and rural
districts were requested to participate in the study following an
initial telephone call to determine if the district had a supervised
work experience program. If it did, a letter that asked the school to
participate was sent to the appropriate official. Nine of the
fifteen districts that were contacted agreed to cooperate.

A total of fifteen districts participated in the study. The
original design called for eighteen, but in two areas, geographic
conditions limited the sample to county wide systems that provided
both suburban and rural schools. A total of thirty-three schools
comprised the sample.

When a system agreed to participate, it was visited and procedures
for selecting the samples of current and former students were developed
with school representatives. The number of students selected for
inclusion in the sample was dependent on the total number of students
enrolled in work experience programs, the ease of access to files, and
the cooperation of school representatives. In the smaller schools, all
of the students in work experience programs were usually included. In
the larger systems, samples of 200 current and 200 former students were
requested and usually provided.

The schools were asked to match students in work experience programs
to students in the same vocational programs who did not have school-
supervised jobs according to sex, rhce, and IQ scores (plus or minus
five points). I, a match could not be found for all three characteristics,
the schools were instructed to drop first the IQ, and then the race
variables. In one system, the matching procedure was not carried
out becr.use of the large number of students selected. Because
this system wanted a substantial sample for internal use, the
questionnaires were administered to selected classes which
included large numbers of students in school-supervised jobs.



Response Rates

Current Students

Before collecting data from the selected current students,
their parents' consent was obtained. The guidelines for the
protection of human subjects require that before youngsters under
eighteen years of age take part in any research, their parents
must be informed of the nature of the research, the way in which
their children will be involved, and their right not to participate.

To obtain the parents' consent, the selected students were asked

to take letters home from the principals of their schools which
explained the nature of the study and requested that the parents
permit their youngsters to participate. The students then returned
the signed con3ent forms to the individuals who coordinated the
data collection in each school.

The schools were asked to maintain records of the number of
students who were initially selected for inclusion in the sample and
the number who returned consent forms and completed tile questionnaires.
Twenty-four of the thirty-three part2icipating schools maintained such

records. The completion rates varied widely, from a Iow of 18 percent
to a high of 96 percent. The overall rate for the twenty-four reporting
smbools was 73 percent. The determining factor-rii& not appear to be
tfte size of the school or the composition of "tite..-_sample but the

onnscientiousness of the coordinators. Those tnok their responsi-
hflities seriously and contacted students who IFt't -not return the
parental consent forms produced the highest compIation rates.

Former Students

All of the former students who were selected to participate in
the study were eighteen years of age or older. For these saidents
it was not necessary to obtain parental consent. Before the schools
could release any information from their files, however, it was
necessary to obtain the students' consent. A consent form was
included in a section of the mail questionnaire which was sent to the

former students. The schools provided the names and addresses of the
students but withheld grade point averages and IQ scores until the
students returned signed questionnaires which allowed the schools
to release the information.

An original sample of 5,254 former students was sent mail
questionnaires in mid-July 1975. Three weeks after the first mailing,
those who had not responded (minus the undeliverables) were listed and

a 30 percent sample was assigned to interviewers who contacted the
former students by telephone or in person. The remaining 70 percent

were sent a second mailing. Six weeks later, in the last week of
September 1975, those from whom no response had been obtained were sent

a third mailing. The third mailing included a dime incentive. The

response rates produced by these contacts are shown in Table 2-1.
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11..11=MSMSers..

.Mailed-
Contact Assigned

ist Mailing 5254

2nd Mailine 2716

Interviewer 2176

3rii. Mailing 3069

Total

TABLE 2.-1

Number of Former Students Selected for
Study and Response Rates to Contacts

Numbers. Response Rates As Percent of

Undeliv-
erable

615

163

NA

62

I -840

Acutal
Response

Number
mailed-
assigned

Total
Original
Sample

Original
minus
Undeliverable

901 17.1 17.1

354 13.1 6.7 8.0

357 30.4 8.1

641 20.9 12.2 _14.5

2:253 42.9 31.0

Thirty.percent of nopondents to first mailing were assigned to interviewers
to be contacted by telephone or in person.

NA .= Not applicable.

As would be expected, the most responses per contact were gained
through interviews. However, the dime incentive also proved to be
effective. It yielded the largest proportional response of any of
the mailings from a sample that had been contacted twice before.

But even after the three contacts, approximately half of the
original sample did not respond. The question that arises is, how
representative are the respondents of the total sample? It seemed
likely that the questionnaires that were completed by the interviewers
and those in response to the third mailing would be more representative
of the nonrespam4ents than those from earlier mailings.. To test this
assumption, the-questionnaires were grouped by the mailings or inter-
viewer contact:that yielded them and compared. Significant differences
emerged on many of the variables. Most of these, however, were related
to the sex difference in the responses--females were more likely to
have responded to the early (especially the first) mailings. Table 2-2
presents these results. Since in almost all of the analyses the results
for males and females are presented separately, no weighting was made
to adjust for the heavier female response to the early mailing. Tables
2-3 and 2-4 show the total number of usable responses received from
each of the participating school districts classified by sex and work
status while in school, and Tables 2-5 through 2-8 present basic
demographic information on the characteristics of the respondents.
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TABLE 2-2

Questionnaires Returned by Contact that

Yielded Them and Sex of Respondent

Contact that Yielded Response

Mailings

Sex of Respondent
Interviewer

Male
45

Female
55

Base Number 901 353 640 351

First Second Third

z

36

64

40

60

45

55

Sex differences across contacts significant chi square = 15.31, 2. < .002

4 8
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TABLE 2-3

Number of Current Students that Returned
Usable:Questionnaires, by School District, Sex, and Work Status

Participating School Districts

Males Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Part
Time

No
Job Co-op

Work
Study

Part
Time

No
Job

Northeastern Area
Urban 2 4 8 2 11 .14 20 7Suburban 8 14 11 7 10 13 18 5Rural 1 5 14 5 3. 2 16 5

Midwestern Area
Urban 15 15 32 16 41 13 38 27Suburban 3 1 4 3 5 2 5 7

Southeastern Area
Urban 7 2 25 9 14 0 21 14
Suburban 30 33 13 16 3 20 11

Southern Area ,
Urban 36 22 79 37 105 24 68 62
Suburban 41 12 80 22 103 14 124 49
Rural 10 6 45 23 36 6 38 49

South Atlantic Area
Urban 20 6 10 7 93 18 55 48
Suburban 67 . 4 50 42 84 5 60 37
Rural 23 3 23 6 37 2 25 24

Mid Atlantic Area
Urban 13 12 38 36 19- 4 53 50
Suburban 0 30 20 20 0 9 5 6
Rural 7 3 4 3 12 1 8 7

Total 283 143 476 251 587 130 I 574 408

4 9
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TABLE 2-4

Number of Farmer Students that Returmed Usable
Questionnaires by School District, Sex, and Work Status

Participating School Distriets

Males Femalcs

Co-op
Work
Study Compa un Co-op

Work
Study Comparison

Northeastern Area
Suburban
Rural

Midwestern Area
Urban
Suburban
Rural

Southeastern Area
Urban
Suburban

Southern Area
Urban
Suburban
Rural

South Atlantic Area
Urban
Suburban
Rural

Mid Atlantic Area
Urban
Suburban
Rural

29
3

12

8

16

44
58
19

4

24
16

85
2

19
I

12

3

19
9

19

4

8

14
23
16

4

15
3

13
6

9

22
10

7

6

19

8
18

49
37
27

16
39
14

71
16
28

6
20

59
14
16

11
20

82
115
59

24
68
35

103
0

32

15
7

16
2

16

6
3

7

16
16

1

15
2

14

3

16
19

17
12
16

13

21
77
66

20
72
22

111
23
15

dp Total 347 177 387 464 139 531
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TABLE 2-5

Sex and Race of Current Students
by Work Status

Sex, Race of
Respondents Co-op

Work
Study

Part-
Time

No
Job Total

,

% % % 7. %

Male 33 52 45 38 40

Female 67 48 55 62 60

Base Number 870 273 1050 659 2852

Males by Race

_

White 70 68 68 58 66

Black 16 19 14 31 19

Hispanic, other 14 13 18 12 15

Base numbera

_.

247 133 411 216 1007

Females by Race

White 61 68 73 50 63

Black 25 18 17 36 24

Hispanic, other, 14 13 10 13 12

Base numbera 517 119 480 323 1439

a
Information on race was not available for 146 males and 260 females.
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TABLE 2-6

Sex and Race of Former Students
by Work Status While in School

Sex, Race of
Respondents Co-op

Work
Study Comparison Total

%

Male 34 56 42 41

Female 66 44 58 59

Base number 1011 316 918 2245

Males by Race

White 75 84 71 75

Black 13 10 15 13

Hispanic, other 12 6 15 12

Base numbera 306 142 309 757

Females by Race

White 71 78 80 75

Black 21 18 16 18

Hispanic, other 9 3 5 7

Base numbera 564 120 475 1159

aInformation on race not available for 154 males and 175 females.

5 2
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TABLE 2-7

Grade Level of Current Students by
Sex and Work Status

Grade Level

Males

.7=r.

Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Part
Time

No
Job Co-op

Work
Study

Part
Time

No
Job

10th grade

Ilth grade

12th grade

24

76

5

17

78

2

22

76

7

26

68

1

14

85

18

76

1

16

83

4

22

73

Base Number 283 143 475 251 587 130 573 408

*Less than one-ialf of one percent.

TABLE 2-8

Year Former Students Left School
by Sex and Work Status in School

Year Left
School

Males Females

Co-op
Work
Study Comparison Co-op

Work
Study Comparison

% .

1972 or earlier 18 23 27 21 23 23

1973 13 17 12 16 16 15

1974 65 58 59 59 56 59

1975 4 2 3 4 5 3

Base number 347 177 385 662 138 529
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Operational Classifications

Once the data were collected, the students were classified
according to vocational areas studied and work status while in school.
Whenever possible, information for these classifications was obtained
from botEti the students and their official school records. Unfortunately,
information about work status and the Vocational courses in which they
were enrolled was provided for only about half of the current students
by their schools. Vocational enrollment information was virtually
complete (96 percent) for the former students. Even for the former
students, however, information on work status while in school was
provided by the schools for only 65 percent of the total sample.

The current students were asked to indicate the vocational courses
that they were taking in two different ways. The firSt was to select
items on a checklist of the seven major vocational areas with examples
of popular courses in each area (see question 4 in Appendix A-1).

The second was to respond to an open-ended question which asked:
"What is the title of the course(s) you are taking?" This question
was preceded by one which attempted to define vocational courses:
"During this school year, have you taken any courses that train you to
obtain employment in regular occupations?" (see questions 43 and 44 in
Appendix A-1).

Because of the necessity for brevity in the mail questionnaires
which were sent to former students, the check list of vocational areas
was not included. The open-ended questions were almost identical to
those above, except that they referred to the period "while you were
in high school" (questions 8 and 8a in Appendix A-2).

To obtain information on whether or not a student held a school-
supervised job, the current students were asked: "Is (was) there some-

one from your school, a coordinator, who should visit you and your
employer on this job?" (question 69, Appendix A-1). The former
students were asked: "Were you a co-op or work-study student (part-
time school and part-time work) in high school?" (question 9, Appendix
A-2). The schools were also asked to indicate whether or not the
students held school-supervised jobs.

In those cases in which data were available from both students and
their schools, comparisons were made to test the agreement across the

two sources. Information on the courses former students had taken
was available from the schools for 96 percent of the respondents. Table
2-9 illustratos the results of a cross-classification of the students'
reports of the courses they had taken with the schdols' records on these

same students.

The major discrepancies were between the schools' and students'
reports as to vocational status of the students. Surprisingly, the

schools reported that more students had taken vocational courses than

the students did. The question designed to solicit this information

44
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TABLE 2-9

Conparison of Former Students' and Schools' Reports of

Vocational Areas Studied While in School by Sex

Mnle Students Report of Area

Schools' Report of

Vocational Area Office Distributive Health

Hone

Economics T6I Technical Argiculture None Total

Office occupations

Distributive education

Health

Cainfuf home economics

Trade and in.;ustry

Technical

Agriculture

Not a vocational student

17

7

1

12

20--

4

1

13

12--

7.

1

1

(.1

1

2

4

5

14

1

1

209---

1

1

41

4

74

16--

17

1

9_

4

18

66

2

2

79

13

4

147---

40

162

15

9

369

32

16

239

Totals 37 88 14 14 273 111 14 331 882

Percent agreetent 486

882 4

Schools' Report of

Vocational Area

Female Students' Report of Area

Office Distributive Health

Home

Economics T&I Technical Agriculture Hone Total

Office occupations 522 15 1 2 79 621

Distributive education. 56 113 217

Health 2 14 90

Gainful hone economics 12 1 1 19 22 55

Trade and industry 15 1 4 3 27 3 1 15 69

Technical 1 1

Agriculture 1 1

Not a vocational student 90 14 6 1 3 114 229
0....1

697 144 86 25 32 6 1 292 1283

Percent agreeteut 869 68z

1183
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asked the students about "...courses that trained you to obtain
employment in regular occupations." It was phrased in this way
because pretesting of the questionnaire had revealed that
students did not know what vocational courses were. It might
have been expected that students who took prevocational, industrial
arts, or personal skills courses would have considered them as
training for occupations, but the comparison indicates that many
of the students whom the schools considered vocational did not see
themselves as being prepared for occupations.

Among the students who were identified as "vocational" by both
the schools and the students themselves,the largest discrepancies
in reports of courses taken were between trade and industrial (T&I)
and technical courses for the males, and between office occupations
and distributive education for the females. Table 2-10 summarizes
the comparison of school and student reports of vocational areas
studied for both current and former students. Because school data
were available for only half of the current students, the full
comparison, such as that shown in Table 2-9 for the former students,
is not reported. For those current students for whom school data
were available, the results were very similar to those fou..d for the
former students.

Information from the schools on whother or not the respondents
had held school-supervised jobs was available for 65 percent of
the former students. Table 2-11 presents the coulparison of the school
and student reports. These comparisons yielded an identical level
of agreement for males and females--77 percent. Among the current
students the figure was slightly higher--81 percent.

Whenever discrepancies are found between two sources of data,
the question arises as to which is the most appropriate source to
use. The greatest precision would have been obtained by including only
those respondents for whom the school and student reports were in
agreement. This, however, would have resulted in a considerable
reduction in the number of usable observations, and the power of
all statistical tests would have been reduced. In addition, when the
schools and the students disagreed, the students were less likely to
say they took vocational courses than the schools were. Consequently,
the student responses yielded a more "conservative" definition.
Because the students were also the source of information on the kinds
of jobs they held, the source of the information used to code courses
and jobs was constant. This was important in tracing the extent to
which students' jobs were related to the occupational areas they studied.

For thesL: reasons, it was decided that all usable questionnaires
would be retained and that the responses to the open-ended questions
on "...courses that train(ed) you to obtain employment in regular
occupations" would be used to define vocational students. The
responses to thi, question were coded as shown in Appendix A-3. Re-
spondents who did not answer the question were considered nonvocational.
This question was used instead of the check list because it was identi-
cal for current and former students? and because it permitted detailed
coding of the courses.

5 7
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TABLE 2-10

Summary of Schools' and Students' Reports of
Vocational Areas Studied While in School,

Current and Former Students, by Sex

School-Student Comparion

Current
Students

Former
Students

Male Female Male Female

School and student report agreed 68 72 55 68

School reported vocational,
student reported not vocational 16 8 21 14

Student reported.vocetional,
school reported not vocational 12 13 10 9

School and student reports
disagreed on vocational areas 4 6 14 9

Base number 626 . 804 882 1283
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TABLE 2-11

Comparison of Former Student and School
Reports of School Supervision of Jobs Meld

While in School,by Sex

Schools' Reports of
Supervision

Students' Reports of Supervision

Males Females

Super-
vised No Total

Super-
vised No Total

School supervised job

No school supervision

245

98

44

222

289

320

373

120

78

285

451

405

343 266 609 493 363 856

Percent agreement
student and school

467 658 = 77%
856609

To group the respondents by their work status during high school,
the coded responses about vocational courses were compared to the
responses on school supervision of jobs. Students in vocational courses
who worked at school-supervised jobs were defined as co-ops. Students
who did not take vocational courses but who held school-supervised
jobs were defined as work study. Current students who worked in jobs
without school supervision were classified as part-time, and students
who were not working were classified "no job." For former students,
the definitions of co-op and -work study were the same as thse for the
current students. Due to the format of the question that asked former
students about jobs held during high school, it was not possible to
separate the "part-time" and "no job" groups. They were therefore
combined in a group labeled "comparison." Tables 2-12 and 2-13 show
the final distribution, by work status and the three sources of
information, on vocational courses for both current and former students.
It will be noted that no entries are made in these tables under the
open-ended question for the work study group. This is so because, by
definition, the work study students_were those who reported (in response
to the open-ended question) that they had not taken vocational courses.

These tables indicate the differences between the students' and
tbe schools' reports of vocational courses. Table 2-12 also shows
the difference between the students' responses to the check list and
to the open-ended question. Over both of_the tables, the discrepancies
between the variouS sources average about four percentage points.
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Vocational Area

TASLE 2-12

Comparison of Three Sources of lnformation on Vocational
Courses Being Studied by Current Students, by Sex oud Work Statuu

Co-op

Check
list

Office occupations

Ihiscributive
education

Health

Cainful homc economics

Trade and Im1ustry

AgricultLre

3

So

3

2

27

4

1

Open
end

4

52

3

2

33

5

1

None 9

Lase rur-.her 277 283

*Loss thsn one-half of o le perc

Vocatioil Are4
- - _ - -

Office occupations

edurcii10:1

Health

Cainful home economics

Trade and Industry

Technical

Agriculture

None

8ase numbor
^ _ . n_ - - -

Hale Students

Work Study Pdrr-tfme No Job

School Check
llst

School
fil..i

Check
list

Open
end

School
file

Check
lit

Open
end

School
file

2 if if if 2. if

1 6 1 8 3 4 . 8 4 5

52 13 10 33 10 14 9 7 6

3 2

1 3 1 5 2 1

31 39 19° 30 74 33 27 26 35

3 10 5 10 7 6

1 4 3 5 2

15 53 70 31 46 37 37 52 44

169 142 95 467 467 222 240 240 140

47

29

.1)

5

2

5

554 587

CO-op

Open
Cita

51

31

30

Fez:ale Students

Worh Study

School Check ! EchGol
file 115:t i file

7.__._
36

40

1

10

12

785

if

19
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Ii
2

1

32

9

12

41 68

I2T 78

6 0

4 9

rart-time No Job

School Chock Open Schaal:heck Open
ist end file list end file

2 % % 2: 2 %

55 50 47 46 42 40

9 8 8 7 7 8

4 3 2 4 2 1

8 3 5 16 6- 4

1 3 5 1. 5 10

* 1 * * _ 1

* * * - - -

21 30 32 25 38 35
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TABLE 2-13

Comparison of Student Responses and School Record

Vocational Courses Studied by Former Students,
by Sex and Work Status Valle in School

Vocational Area

Males

Co-op

Work
Study Comparison Co

Student School School Student School Student

I.

Office occupations

Distributive education 23

1:oalth

Gainful home economics 2

Trade and Industry 46

Technical 18

Agriculture 2

None -

Base Number

5

3

61



These comparisons demonstrate the problems inherent in collecting
accurate classification data. These problems should be considered
when evaluating the results reported in subsequent chapters..

Summary

Discussions of four methodological aspects of the present study
have.been presented: (a) the instruments used to collect data, (b)
the procedures used to select a sample, (c) response rates, and (d)
'classifications of vocational, cooperative, and work study students.

The Instruments. School record cards and self-administered
questionnaires were used to collect data from current students. Mail
questionnaires were sent to former students. Cost information was
obtained from questionnaires that were filled out by school personnel.

Samplin. A total of fifteen school districts in the eastern
half of the United States participated in the study. Urban, rural,
and suburban schools were represented. Usable questionnaires were
obtained from 2,854 current students (1974-75 school year) and from
2,245 former students (classes of 1972, 1973, 1974).

Response Rates. Questionnaire completion rates varied widely,
with an overall rate of completion (for the twenty-four schools which
kept such records) of 73 percent among current students. Among former
students, second and third mailings and telephone interviews yielded
a response rate of about 50 percent. Statistical comparisons tested
for nonresponse bias.

Classifications.. Current students were asked to indicate their
work status and the vocational courses in which they were enrolled on
three different questions. In addition, the schools were asked to
provide information on the students' work status and vocational
programs while in school. This was provided for only about half of
the current students, but for virtually all of the former students
(in the case of vocational courses), who also answered two questionnaire
items dealing with vocational courses and work status. Students who
took vocational courses and worked at school-supervised jobs were
defined as co-ops. Students who did not take vocational courses but
who worked at school-supervised jobs were classified "work study."
Students who worked at jobs without school supervision were categorized
as part-time, and students without jobs were classified "no job." The
many problems inherent in collecting accurate classification data should
be kept in mind when interpreting the results that are reported in this
study.

In general, the results which are presented indicate either no
differences among the groups of co-op, work study, part-time and no
job students, or they reveal that some advantage accrues to the students
who held school-supervised jobs. It seems likely that if more precise
measures of the vocational course and school supervision variables
were possible, the advantages found for school supervision might have
been even more substantial.
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS OF COSTS-

Introduction

The analysis of costs that is presented in this chapter attempts
to determine whether any significant differences in marginal and average
costs exist between work experience and nonwork experience vocational
education programS. The previous chapters and those which follow identify
a number of apparent benefits which accrue to work experience program
graduates that exceed those that accrue to regular vocational education
program graduates. Such benefit information provides necessary but not
sufficient data from which judgments can be made regarding the relative
merits of work experience and nonwork experience programs. The cost
information provided in this chapter is a necessary complement to the
benefit findings. -

In the vast majority of vocational schools, work experience students
attend the same elasses as nonwork experience students. For the former,
the job situation experience is an "add-on" to the regular vocational
program. This means that many important in-school costs for work experi-
ence and nonwork experience students are not expected to differ. For
example, in a typical school, joint use is made of buildings, classroom
space and supplies. However, costs of coordinating the work experience
program may be substantial. It is not unreasonable to expect, therefore,
that work experience costs per student will exceed noawork experience
costs per student, other factors the same.

Conceptual View of Costs

There are a number of different ways to examine the costs of educa-
tional programs, including marginal costs, average costs, added costs,
opportunity costs, and current and fixed costs.

Marginal Costs. The most important cost concept for the present
study is marginal cost, defined here as the incremental change in the
total cost of. an educational program associated with an incremental
change in the output of that program. The measure of educational out-
put used in this investigation of costs is student enrollment,- expressed
in terms of average daily attendance (ADA). This measure of output
is only a proxy fnr output, since no allowance has been made for the
quality of students in terms of skills. Marginal costs of work experience
and nonwork experience vocational education programs are estimated by
specifying a total cost function. Using the statistical technique of
regression analysis, it is possible to ,:etermine the incremental change in
total costs that results from a unit change in enrollment (ADA).



Cost Data Used For Analysis

Cost data for this study were obtained via mail questionnaire from
.

selected secondary schools in the following regions of the eastern United
States: New England, Middle Atlantic, East North Central, East South
Central, and South Atlantic.

In most of these areas, city, suburban, and rural districts were
represented. When possible, schools were selected which offered both
work experience and nonwork experience programs in similar curricula.
From the sample of schools, cost data were collected on forty work ex-
perience and forty-four nonwork experience programs for the school year
1974-75.

Responses to the mail questionnaires provided the following information
on work experience and nonwork experience programs in the schools sampled:
number of teachers, salaries of teachers, number of coordinators and
their salaries, fringe benefits as a percentage of salaries, coordina-
tion-related travel costs, consumable supplies, and repair costs.

It should be emphasized that the costs analyzed here are school
costs. If the focus were on the private costs of vocational education,
such factors as students' foregone earnings, books, and possible tuition
and fees would have to be considered. There is not, however, any reason
to expect that these costs differ significantly between work experience
and nonwork experience students. It should also be noted that possible
added costs to the employer of hiring work experience students are not
taken into account in this analysis in this chapter (see Chapter 8).

Marginal Cost Estimates

In order to estimate the marginal costs of both work experience and
nonwork experience vocational programs, a total cost function is speci-
'fied.for both programs as in equation (1) below.

(1) TC = a + bl X1 + e

where: TC E Total Cost (defined as teachers' and coordinators'
salaries and fringe benefits, plus coordination
relatedtravel expenses).

X
1

E Enrollment (ADA-average daily attendance is used
to reflect program enrollment).

E regression error term.

6 6
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Average Costs. Average costs are defined as total program costs
divided by program enrollment (ADA). Average costs may be more than,
equal to, or less than marginal costs. Educational costs are most often
expressed in average terms. However, the most useful information for
resource allocation purposes is marginal cost data. If, for example, a
school administration wants to know in which program area's to encourage
enrollment increases in order to minimize total costs, the use of average
cost data alone might lead to an inefficient decision. Some programs,
for example, that have high average costs as a result of low enrollment
might also have low marginal costs, and some programs with low average
costs might also have high marginal costs.

Average cost and enrollment data enable investigation of the possibility
of such nonlinear average cost functions. The average cost function
provides the investigator with a view of how average costs change as
program enrollment changes. If a U-shaped function exists in which
average costs fall to a minimum, and then rise as enrollment increases,
average cost and enrollment data permit estimation of optimal (least
cost) enrollment levels in this context. Nonlinear average cost func-.
tions in education have been identified by other researchers.1 Although
in the present study the data are limited, the possibility of a nonlinear
average cost function in vocational education will be explored.

Added Costs. Added cost is defined as the marginal (or average)
cost of an educational program minus the marginal (or average) cost of
an alternative program that would exist in the absence of the first.
For example, in the case of vocational education, if schools did not
offer work experience programs, they would offer regular vocational
programs in their stead. Expanding enrollment in work experience
programs probably means reducing enrollment in regular vocational classes,
assuming that school, plant, and equipment resources are fixed. There-
fore, the added cost (marginal or average ) of a work experience program
is the difference between the cost of expanding that program and the cost
of expanding an alternative vocational program, where expansion refers to
enrollment in existing programs.

Opportunity Costs. All costs that ara incurred for any activity are
really opportunity costs; that is, investment of funds in one activity
precludes the use of those funds for an alternative activity. Hence,

the true cost of any activity chosen is the highest valued foregone al-
ternative opportunity. For example, suppose that students spend fifteen
hours per week in school. In addition to any direct school costs they
may incur, the students incur indirect costs, such as loss of labor
market wages they might have earned during those fifteen hours per week.

1
See Elchanan Cohn, "Economies of Scale in Iowa High School i4era-

dons," Journal of Human Resources, Vol. III (Fall 1968), pp. 422-32;
Walter Hettich, "Equalization Grants, Minimum Standards, and Unit Cost
Differences in Education," Yale Economic Essays (Fall 1968), PP. 5-55 (a
study of elementary and secondary schools in New York and Michigan); Donald
D. Osburn, "Economies of Size Associated with Public High Schools," Review'
of Economics and Statistics, Vol. III, No. 1 (February 1970), pp. 113-15
(a study of Missouri public high schools); and John Riew, "Economies of
Scale in High School Operations," Review of Economics and Statistics (August
1966), pp. 280-87 (a study of Wisconsin public high schools),



One finding of this study is that work experience and nonwork ex-
perience students spend about the same number of hours per week in school.
They therefore incur similar foregone earnings during this period,
assuming that they would be equally productive and paid the same wages
in the labor market. The working hours for work experience students
are "add-on" hours, not substitute hours for regular vocational schooling.
Both groups average approximately fifteen hours per week for In-school
vocational education-related laboratory and class work.

Current anri Fixed Costs. Current (or variable) costs refer to
costs which fluz:tuate as output changes. In vocational.education, for
example, costs c.:f class-related materials used in laboratories and
shops will rise as enrollment increases. Certain other costs, however,
are independent of enrollment; e.g., the cost of heating buildings,
maintenance costs, and currently in-place equipment costs do not vary
as enrollment changes. These costs are called fixed costs. Current
costs are referred to as short-run costs; fixed costs are considered
to be long-run costs. Teacher and coordinator costs are usually thought
of as current costs, but in fact such costs are both fixed and current.
They may or may not vary as enro.Llment changes, and there are rigidi-
ties to adjusting staff sizes in the short run. (For example, although
enrollment may fall during one year, staff would not be laid off, since
a rise in enrollment can be anticipated for the following year.)

Marginal costs can be calculated from a total current cost function
or a total current-plus-fixed cost function. The present study focuses
on current costs to the exclusion of fixed costs for a number of reasons.
First, fixed costs are what economists call "sunk" costs; that is, If
schools and equipment are in place, these costs will be incurred regard-
less of the kinds of programs that are offered. (Note that we assume here
that in the absence of work experience programs, regular vocational pro-
grams will be offered; thus, fixed costs will be incurred in any event.)
Second, marginal costs of expanding programs can be estimated without
fixed cost information, as noted above. Third, fixed cost information
is extremely costly and difficult to extract and is of questionable useful-
ness in this case since work experience and nonwork experience vocational
students use these inputs simultaneously and jointly. Finally, fixed
costs are normally only a small portion of total yearly costs; teaching and
related costs represent the major cost item in education.2

2
In a study of vocational education costs, Kaufman et al. found

capital costs of buildings to represent about 8.4 percent of vocational-
technical senior high school costs and 7.2 percent for comprehensive
senior high schools. Equipment costs were found to be even more
negligible. See J. J. Kaufman, T. W. Hu, E. W. Stromsdorfer, and
M. L. Lee, A Cost-Effectiveness Study of Vocational Education (UniversitY
Park, Pa.: Institute for Research on Human Resources, 1969). Since their
study compared comprehensive schools to vocational schools, a slight bias
was introduced when capital costs were ignored. _In the present study
there is no reason to suspect capital costs to differ between work experi-
ence and nonwork experience programs, therefore added Costs are not affected.
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Equation (1) is estimated using cross-sectional regression analysis;
the observations derive from reported school program data. Forty observa-
tions on total cost and ADA are included for work experience programs and
forty-four for nonwork experience programs.

Having estimated equation (1), marginal cost is regression coeffi-
cient b. That is, the first derivative of total cost with respect to
X(ADA) is equal to b (DTC/aX = b), or less precisely, ATC/AX = b. Table 3-1
below presents the total cost equation regression coefficients for work
experience and nonwork experience programs.

Marginal costs based on the data in Table 3-1 indicate that the
marginal cost of work experience is $469, while for nonwork experience
marginal cost is $344. Marginal cost in this context is the change in
total cost associated with the addition of one student to the program.
Thus, the added cost of work experience is $125 ($469-$344).3

TABLE 3-1
Total Cost Equation Regression Coefficients

in Dollars, 1974-1975

Work Experience Nonwork Experience

Intercept

Enrollment (ADA)

-401.2949
(-0.0986)

469.1088**
(10.2486)

-26,178.2185
(-1.7808)

343.5148**
(9.6150)

-2
.73 .68

Number of
Observations 40 44

** - Indicates statistical significance at the one percent level.

2
R - Coefficient of determination, adjusted for degrees of freedom

- The values in parentheses below the regression coefficlents are
student t statistics from which the statistical significance of
the coefficients can be deterudned. A t value greater than
two indicates statistical significance.

3The average cost of work experience per ADA is estimated to be $461,
while the average east of nonwork experience is $251, which suggests an
added average cost of $210 for work experience programs.'
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Work experience and nonwork experience students generally attend
the same classes at school. The added cost of work experience education,
therefore, is most likely to be accounted for by coordinators' salaries,
fringe benefits, and related travel expenses. That these costs are
significant is suggested by the fact that average coordinator salary costs
per work experience student are $66. It should be noted that this figure
is based on an understatement of coordinator salary costs, since many
schools did not report coordinator costs separately if teachers performed
coordination duties. Coordination travel costs per work experience
student amount to $11; these costs may also explain a portion of the added
cost of work experience education. Student/teacher ratios are higher
for nonwork experience programs; this fact would also lead to higher
added average costs of work experience programs.

The data indicate that work experience students spend slightly more
time per week in school than nonwork experience students-15.1 hours
and 14.6 hours respectively. In addition, 61 percent of work experience
students' in-school hours are spent in the laboratory or shop, compared
to 54 percent for nonwork experience students. These differences are not
significant, however, and probably reflect the type of programs sampled
within earh of the two cohorts. It should be noted that thi:- sampling
variability can also influence to some degree the marginal and average
cost figures which were derived.

Another source of variability in total cost may be the quality of
education provided to students. Although measuring the quality of educa-
tion is difficult, certain proxies. may provide some indication of it.
For example, lower teacher/student ratios permit more individualized
'attention for students but can be expected to raise total costs, other
factors the same. In addition, if teachers' salaries are related to
their productivity, then variability_in salaries may reflect variability__
in quality across programs, other factors the same.

As noted earlier, both cohorts of students analyzed here normally
attend the same classes, bue it is of interest to determine whether or
not student/teacher ratios and average teachers' salaries are significantly
related to total cost in the pooled sample. Equation (2).below provides
a total cost equation in which X1 represents enrollment; X'z (average
teachers salary), and 13 (student/teacher ratio) are additional explan-
atory variables in the equation. Total cost is derived in the same way
as it was in equation (1).

(2) TC = -19218.15 + 355.9488X
1
** + 4.3422X* - 914.4005X **

2

(-0.6556) (18.6836) (2.1735) (-7.8786)

= .82

F Ratio = 124.56

= 83

Note: * - Indicates statistical significance at the 5 percent le-,e1.
** Indicates statistical significance at the 1 percent level,-
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All three regression coefficients are statistically. significant.
The coefficient of X

2
and X

3
have the expected signs. Not surprisingly,

higher average salaries result in higher total costs, other factors the
same. Higher student/teacher ratios result in lower total costs, as we
would expect.

Schools that responded to the cost questionnaire were asked to
allocate teaching resources between work experience and nonwork experi-
ence students. Average'teachers' salaries were about the same for both
groups, but student/teacher ratios were 39:1 for the former and 59:1 for
the latter. Of the two cohorts of students, then, work experience stu-
dents (who may be, at least among the co-ops, the better, more highly
motivated students) appear to receive more individuAlized attention than
nonwork experience students. This extra attention provides a possible
source for the added costs of work experience vocational education as.
noted above. Extra benefits may also accrue to work experience students
from this added cost factor.

The marginal ,;ost estimates in Table 3-1 were based on current
costs, including'teachers' and coordinators' salaries, fringe .benefits,
and coordination-related travel expenses. In Table 3-2, TC1 includes
consumable supplies as well as the above Losts; TC2 includes consumable
supplies and repair costs in addition to the above. The inclusion of
consumable supplies in total costs (TC1 in Table 3-2) increases the
marginal costs of work experience programs from $469 (see Table 3-1)
to $484, while nonwork experience marginal costs rise from $344 (see
Table 3-1) to $366. -The added marginal cost of work experience falls
from $125 to $1.18. The inclusion of both consumable supplies and repair
costs results in a marginal added cost estimate for work experience of
$154: Nate that in this last estimate (TC2), only fifteen ob-Servations
are included on work experience and thirty on nonwork experience programs.
In all cases the marginal cost estimates in Table 3-2 are statistically
significant at the 1 percent level.

All of the marginal cost estimates in this chapter were made using
linear approximation methods. That is, marginal costs are constrained
to be constant as enrollments change. Prior to selecting this form of
total cost equation for estimation, nonlinear forms were investigated
in which both enrollment and enrollment squared were included (e.g.,
TC = a +.b

1
X
1
+ b

2
X
1
2). The enrollment variable (X ) was not signifi-

cant for the work experience, nonwork experience, and
1
pooled equations

In this nonlinear.equation, and the variane in total cost explained
did not rise significantly.4 The linear approximation method was there-
fore employed since it produced statistically significant results and

4
A eubic form of nonlinear equation was als, estimated which yielded

inconclusive results, although in the pboled equation with more continuous
observations, nonlinearity was apparent:.
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TABLE 3-2
Total Current Cost Equation Regression Coefficients

(Including Consumable Supplies and Repairs), in Dollars, 1974-75

.- --------

Work Experience

7-

Nonwork Experience

TC1 TC2 TC1 TC2

Intercept

X (RDA)
1

-539.0388
(-0.1266)

484.1811**
(10.1095)

5394.9823
(0.6449)

571.9120**
(7.8777)

-28515.4675
(-1.7657)

366.0377**
(9.4335)

-50962.7997
(-1.8532)

417.682**
(7.5251)

R
2

Number of

.72 .81 .68 .66

JOservations 40 15 43 30

Note: - TC1 includes teachers' and coordinators' salaries and fringes,
plus coordination travel expenses and consumable supplies

- TC2 includes TC1 plus repair costs
** indicates significance at one percent level.

reasonable estimates in keeping with a priori expectations. It should
be noted, however, that even though a linear approximation estimate
was used, the true underlying marginal cost may be nonlinear. If more

numerous and continuous observations were available, the nonlinearity
might become empirically apparent.

Average Cost Estimates

Average costs are defined as total c:Ists divided by enrollment (ADA).
When total costs include only teachers' and coordinators' salaries and
Cringe benefits, ..he average per student cost of work experience programs
IS $450, while for nonwork experience programs the average per student
cost is $251: Adding coordination-related travel expenses to work ex-
perience prograMs raises the average cost per student to $461. The addi-
tion of consumable supplies to total costs of both programs increases the
average costs of work experience to $474, while nonwork experience average
costs rise to $268. Considering only salaries, fringes and coordina-
tion-related travel expenses, the average added cost per student of work
experience is $210 ($461-$251).

_Table 3-3 presents workexperience and nonwork experience average
and added ceSta per student by selected vocational areas. These cost
figures should be interpreted with extreme caution because the number

7 2
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TABLE 3-3
Average Dollar Costs Per Student by
Selected,Vocational Areas; 1974-75

Program

Work
Experience

Nonwork
Experience Pooled

Added
Cost of

Work Experience

Business, Office
and Commercial ($) $608 $226 $249 $382

N = 5 10 15

Av. ADA = 46 366 240

Distributive ($) $397 $190 $357 $207

N = 11 2 13

Mr. ADA = 41 54 43

Health ($) $504 $236 $385 $268

N = 5 4 9

A. ADA = 30 30 30

Home Economics ($) $131 $ 97 $102 $ 34

N = 2 6 8

Av. ADA = 120 229 202

Trade and Industry ($) $906 $260 $285 $646

N = 52 19 24

Av. ADA = 39 255 210

of observations in many cells is very small. The small number of ob-

servations at this level means that apparent cost differences in vo-

cational areas may reflect biases in the sample and imperfect data as

well ps differences in consumable supPlies, teacher and coordinator

resource uses, and scale economies. These biases tend to be less sig-

nificant at higher levels of aggregation but are unavoidable at this

level. Given this problem of bias, the most accurate crosS-vocational

area comparison figures are probably the pooled data shown in Table 3-3.

The pooled data indicate that average costs are highest in Health and

lowest in Home Economics programs. One reason for high average costs

in the health curriculum may simply be the low average enrollments in

those courses.

Low enrollment in work experience coursels may also in part explain

why their average costs are high relative to nonwork experience programs.

That is, the added average cost of work experience programs ale high

because of coordinators' salaries, fringe costs, and related travel ex-

penditures; but, in addition, these extra costs are expended inefficiently

because relatively few students are served. Economies of scale may exist.

(That is, as the program grows, costs per student may go down.)

7 3
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TABLE 3-4
Average Cost Regressions

Work
Experience

Nonwork
Experience Pooled

Intercept 927.1492** 319.1514** 528.9023**
(4.9497) (7.4603) (8.6915)

ADA -8.4704* -0.4341* -1.1554**
(2.1933) (2.0758) (2.8313)

ADA
2

0.0184* 0.000399* 0.000849**
(2.0023) (2.3328)* (2.3272)

V .07 0.8 .07

F Ratio 2.44 2.74 4.20

Number of
Observatfons 40 43 8-3

Note: * significant at 5 percent level.
** significant at 1 percent level.
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'a investigate the possibility of scale economies, nonlinear average
cost functions were fitted to work experience data, nonwork experience
data, and pooled data. The form of thb function is AC = a + b

1
X
1
+

b
2
X
1
2

'

where X is enrollment (ADA) and AC is salaries, fringes, travel,
and supply costs divided by ADA. A U-shaped average cost function in
which average costs at first decline, reach a minimum, and then rise
as enrollment increases would be reflected in the above equation by bl
being negative and b being positive. In order to have confidence
in the results, both

2coefficients should be significant. The estimatecl
equations appear in Table 3-4. The signs of the regression coe:fficients
confirm the presence of a nonlinear average cost curve in all three cases,
but enrollment and enrollment squared explain only a small portion of the
variance in average costs. Nevertheless, the results suggest that economies
of scale operate in these vocational programs.

On the basis of these data, and keeping in mind their limitations,
it is possible to estimate the minimum average cost enrollment levels for
work experience and nonwork experience programs that would ensure optional
functioning. These estimates are obtained by taking the first derivative
of the regression equations; setting the results equal to zero, and solving
for the level of enrollment.5 For work experience programs, the minimum
cost level of enrollment is 230 students; for nonwork experience, it is
544 students. These optimum enrollment estimates compare with the actual
mean enrollments of 62 for work experience programs and 289 for nonwork
experience programs.6

Summary

According to the cost analysis in this chapter, work experience
programs have an added marginal cost over nonwork experience of about
$125.- -That_is, adding a student_to a.work experience programcosts
school $125 mor e. than if the student were to enroll in a regular voca-
tional program. Me added cost probably derives from the extra costs of
coordinators and ,:oordination-related activities associated with work
experience programs.

When all of the vocational programs in the sample that were used in
this analysis are placed into two cohorts--work experience and nonwork
experience--economies of scale of operation become evident. Current
enr-Alments appear to be well below the estimated minimum aver4;ee cost
levels of enrollment that could be attained.

5
For the work experiende equation the first derivative is DACMADA =

-8.4704 + (2)(.0184)(ADA). Setting this equal to zero and solving for
ADA gives an ADA of 230.

6
If average costs fall as program size increases, then marginal

costs should be below average costs. This fact is consistent with our
empirical estimates, where marginal costs were found to exceed average
costs at the average current levels of enrollment. However, it should
be noted that the empirical estimates o." marginal costs provided above
are linear upproximatiols of a possible nonlinear relationship. There-
fore, for any particular program size, the linear marginal cost estimate
may be too high or too low.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EFFECTS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION ON POST-HIGH SCHOOL
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCES

Introduction

The justification for cooperative education centers around its pur-
ported ability to enhance the future labor market positions of stu-
dents by placing them in school-supervised jobs that are related to
their courses of study. (Work study programs were not expected to exhi-
bit such benefits in this study because their students are not usually
placed in course-related jobs.) The basis for and validity of such
claims are explored in this chapter, using data on former students, who
are classified as work-study, cooperative, or comparison (part-time or
no job).

The employment-related benefits of cooperative education can be
formulated in the context of job search theory, Three hypotheses emerge
from this formulation. They are:

1. Cooperative 'education will reinforce a student's assort-
ment' of marketable job skiJls and attitudes;

2. These Additional skills will enable the student to find
a "better" job than he would have found otherwise; and

3. These additional skillu will enable the student to find
a comparable job in less time than it would ordinarily
have taken him.

In general, the results of this study support the contention that
a graduate's job qualifications are enhanced by cooperative work experi-
ence. Although co-op students do not get better (higher-paying) jobs,
they do acquire suitable jobs within a shorter period of time than do
students without cooperative work experience. On an individual basis,
students incr ho appreciable costs while gaining this advantage.

The Job Search Framework

The job market can be viewed as a ,:ontinual matching proceSs:
each employer offers certain compensations to personnel who best fit
the requirements of the available positions, and members of the labor
pool offer their abilities in exchange for some expected compensation.
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Barring constraints, the search process continues until the employer's
personnel requirements are exactly met when an individual worker is
found whose expectations are in turn met by that employer.

However, various cost factors limit the length of the search from
both perspectives. Employers encounter interviewing and applicant
screening costs as well as loss of profits as long as positions remain
unfilled. Job training costs must be met once an individual is actually
hired. If the employer finds that there is a mismatch between an appli-
cant and a job, none of these costs can be recovered, and lurther costs
must be incurred to locate a more appropriate person to fill the,position.
Job applicants also incur expenses in. seeking an appropriate position.
They, too, encounter interviewing and job screening costs; if they are
unemployed while searching, they lose income. They also face the addi-
tional costs of finding another job if the one selected proves to be
unsatisfactory. For both the employer and prospectiye employee, these
costs tend,to reduce the time spent in searching for applicants c jobs.

These costs are illl!strated in Figure 1. 'The amount of compensation
is represented on the horizontal axis, with the probability of being
hired on the vertical axis. The curve of hiring E

o
depicts an ndividual's

Probability
of Being
Hired

Compensation

Figure 1. Probability of Being Hired at a Given
Level of Compensation
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likelihood of being hired for a position at a given compensation level.
'E reflects the employer costs relative to the individual in question.
TEe peak point indicates the ideal matching of job and applicant; in
such an Instance, training costs-are minimal since the person's.skill
and knowledge are commensurate with those required, and the possibility
of_ having to incur furyher hiring costs is negated. Moving to compensa-
tion levels on either side of the peak will cause these costs to increase;
thus, the probability of the individual being hired decreases. It is
assumed that the individual attempts to maximize total compensation; thus,
the applicant will favor the portion to the right of the peak.1 The
actual compensation value that is finally accepted will depend on the
individual's trade-off preferences (related to search costs) between
current unemployment and higher future earnings.

If curve E0 is that of a regular high school graduate, how would
E
o

compare with the curve of a co-op high school graduate, labeled E
1
?

Assuming that the only difference between the two students is that one
has had cooperative experience and the other has not, then E

1
would

lie to the right of E . The presumption is that cooperative education
increases one's 'emploo yability'. As the compensation for a riven job is
related to the abllity necessary to handle it, the peak of El will lie
to the right of the peak of E . There is no reason to assume that the
basic shape of the curve woula be substantially altered. At a given
probability level, then, the co-op student can earn a higher level of
compensation; for a given compensation level, the ro-op student has a
greater chance of being hired for a position at thcat wage.

This probability can be easily translated to apply to unemploy-
ment--that is, for a given compensation level, a high probability of
_being_hired_ implies a relatively_short_ngriod of search/unemployment_
previous to the actual hiring; conversely, a low probability of being
hired suggests a relatively longer period of unemployment before a job
is secured. Therefore, the possible effects of cooperative education
are:

1. The co-op student can find a "better" job within the
same time period as the regular high school student; or

2. The co-op student can now find a comparable job in less time.

Assuming that the graduates preferences for unemployment vs. future
earnings are not affected by 'their co-op/noneo-op statns, the actual
effects of the co-op experience should fall somewhere within the range

relative to the nonco-op position jo. In other words, the co-op

1
The following discussion will be based on this assumption; thus,

only the decreasin_ portion of the curves will be considerod.
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students should exhibit either comparable
unemployment and higher com-

pensation; comparable compensation and shorte'c periods of unemployment;

or some combination of better jobs and lower unemployment.

The Sample and the Data

The information presented in this chapter is based on two data sets.

One explores the full-time employment experiences of a group of high

school graduates who have been out of school for between one and three

years. This group was asked questions about their first, longest and

current or most recent jobs. For pc',:ts of the analysis, the data for

those former students whose longest jobs were different from their first

were examined separately; these will subsequently be referred to as

"different loz,gest job." Similarly, data for those students whose current

job is different from their first and their longest were occasionally

analyzed separately; hereafter, these will be referred to as "different

current job."

The sample students were divided into three groups. The co-op

group consisted of those students who held school-supervised jobs and

took employment-training
courses; the work study group included students

who had school-supervised jobs but did not take employment-related

classes; and the comparison group encompassed all students who had non-

school-supervised part-time
jobs,'as well as those who had no jobs, re-

gardless of whether they took employment training classes or not. This

set of former student data will be used primarily to test the possible

outcomes of the model.

The other set of_data explores the employment experiences of a

group of ciiedE high school students..---OnIy-their_preseut_Part-t______

jobs are explored in any detail. This sample was also divided into three

groups. The work study and co-op categories were defined in the same

way as for the former students; the final group, part-time, included only

those students with nonschool-supervised jobs.

Confirmation of the Basic Assumption

The data on current students contain several indicators of possible

enhancemeAt of positive employment qualities, the first of which is the

degree of skill required by the job. If the co-op students have more

skilled jobs, they will presumably leave .those jobs with higher quality

experience to offer potential employers; as a result, those employers

will need to spend less in training the former co-op employees and might

be more likely to hire them. The data support this assumption. For

both females and males, the co-op and work stv.dy9students held more

skilled jobs than did the part-timers 0 = .05).- Results are showil

in Tald

2For this entire section, the 5 percent level is used as the signi-

ficance criterion.
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py otx anu worit titatils

Females

Part-time Work Study Co-op

Job does not require 103 13 49
special skill (19.0%) (10.4%) (8.6%)

Job requires special 440 112 523
skill (81.0%) (89.6%) (91.4%)

TOTAL 543 125 572may

TABLE 4-2

High School Study as Preparation for Current Stud
by Sex and Work Status

Females

Part-time Work Study co-op

Studies net related to 271 50 72
job (48.1%) (38.5%) (12.3%)

Studies related to job 292 80 514
(51.9%) (61.5%) (87.7%)

Preparation for job_was_
----36-

(45.07) (25.9%)

Preparation for job was 182 44 381
good/very good (62.3%) (55.0%) (74.1%)

TOTAL 563 130 536
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It is said that the more time spent on the job, the more adept
workers will be at performing their required duties, and that they will
generally have greater ability to deal with work environment situations.
Again, the data tend to support this cotention. For males and females,
the classifications for .hours per week and number of weeks worked arc
significant. A large part of the difference occurred in the categories
under fifteen weeks in which more of the workers were part-timers. The
bulk of the disproportionality in hours per week occurred in the groups
working less than ten hours per week, in which the co-ops were less
well-represented,

Note, however, that the benefits accrued only in the areas of em-
ployment and employability. Needless to say, the decision to work more
hours per week means spending less time in other activities. Possible
individual costs resulting from such a trade-off will be discussed else-
where.

How much work done by the student is also performed by regular
full-time employees? If the co-op students do more of the "regular"
work for an employer, any skills and knowledge they acquire may be more
valuable in other full-time positions. The data do not reveal that
any benefits accrued to co-ops in this area. For both males and females,
no significant difference existed across the three classifications of
"regular" work done by the student employees.

Another of the purported advantages of cooperative education is
that it gives students an opportunity for on-the-job application of
classroom-learned principles. By showing potential employers that
they can successfully make the transition from school to work, students
reduce the employer's risk of hiring an unsuitable employee and increase
their chances of obtaining jobs. Thus, some measure of the effects
of classwork on the employment situation is in order.

The data show that co-ops transfer their skills better than other
groups. As expected, significantly more of the co-op students, both
male and female, had jobs which were related to their classroom studies.
Further examillation of those with related jobs reveals that a greater
percentage of both male and female co-ops reported that their classroom
studies were either good or very good preparation for their high school
employment. They also indicated a greater applicability of school-
acquired knowledge to job situations. A greater proportion of male
and female co-op students reported that they used their classroom
principles on their jobs most of the time, while those who indicated
use of the same skills half the time or less were part-timers (see
-Tables 4-2 and 4-3). Clearly, then, more on-the-job transfer of in-
school learning occurred in the case of the co-op students.

8 2
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TABLE 4-3

Use of School-Acquired Skills on Current Students' Jobs

by Sex and Work Status

....re/. an.

Females
Males

Part-time Work Study Co-op Part-time Work Study 'Co-op

None of the time
209 42 67 194 49 63

(37.4%)
(32.37) (11.5%) (42.0%) (34.3%) (22.3%)

Some of the time
136 29 116 136 50 83

(24.3%)
(22.3%) (19.8%) (29.4%) (35.0%) (29.47.)

Half the time
66 16 97 50 16 47

(11.8%) (12.3%) (16.6%) (10,8%) (11.2%)
(16.7%)

Most of the tine
81 25 162 43 17 49

(14.57.) (19.2%) (27.7%) (9.3%) (11.9%) (17.4%)

All the ttle
67 18 143 39 1 40

(12,2%) (13.8%) (24.4%) (8.4%) (7.7%) (14.4

TOTAL 559 130 . 585 462 143 282
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The final aspect of the employability enhancement function to be
considered involv?.s additional skills gained through work experience.
Obviously, any new talents acquired that could be offered to employers
increase one's employability. Both male and female co-op students
demonstrated a significantly greater acquisition of new skills on their
high school jobs (see Table 4-4).

Did this apparent skill enhancement carry over after graduation--
that is, did_ the co-op students find their additional experience to be
valuable in post-high school jobs? To answer this, twb somewhat crude
measures were tested: the former students' self-evaluation of their
preparation for jobs and the relatedness of their training to their jobs.
For both males and females, a significantly higher proportion of co-op
students had some type of job training, and of those who did, a signifi-
cantly higher proportion of the co-op group reported that their training
was good. For those with different longest jobs, a significantly larger
share of the co-op group reported having had some training; however,
the quality of the training was comparable across the three classifica-
ti.ons. For males with different current jobs, relatively more co-ops
had had some preparation; in addition, relatively more co-ops assessed
their preparation positively. For females, on the other hand, there
was no significant difference among thE categories for "preparation/
no preparation" and "extent of preparation" evaluations. From this
evidence, it seems reasonable to assume that students with cooperative
experience had at least a short-term advantage over other students.

The measure of relatedness revealed a pattern sinilar to that
described for the degree of preparation; only two exceptions occur.
For males with different longest jobs, significantly more co-ops felt
that their training was highly related to their jobs. Significantly
more of the co-op females with different current' jobs also reported
having had some training for occupational areas. Overall, then, these
results tend to support the hypo:hesis that the co-op student has more
to offer potential employers tlian do the wcrk-study or comparison students
(see Tables 4-5 and 4-6).

The evidence strongly suggests that cooperative education does
enhance a graduate's employability.' Only one category, that of the
comparability of the student and full-time employee's work, showed
no benefit to the co-op group. In all other aspects tested, the coopera-
tive group reported a significantly greater number of positive condi-
tions which contribute to their employability.

Co-ops and "Better" Jobs

Having confirmed the primary assumption, it is nvw possible to
test the predicted range of outcomes of the model. First, the possi-
bility that co-ops can cAcquire better jobs will be considered.
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TABLE 4-4

Learning of New Skills by Current Students on ?resent Job

by Sex and work Status

Females Males

Part-time Work Sti'dy Co-op Part-time Work Study ' Co-op

Nothing 64 8 16 46 8 7

(11.47.) (6.2%) (2.77.) (10.37.) (5.67.) (2.5%

Very Few Things 55 8 37 42 11 7

(10.0%) (6.2%) (6.3%) (9.0%) (9.17.) (2.57;

Few Things 13) 30 135 105 21 59

23,7%) (23.1%) (23.1%) (22.5%) (14.7%) (20.9:i

Many Thirgs 165 43 215 133 48 102

(29.4%) (33,1%) (36.8%) (28.5%) (33.6%) (36,27.'

Very Many Things 144 41 182 138 53 107

(25.6%) (31.5%) (31.1%) (29.6%) (37.1%) (37.9%

TOTAL 562 130 565 466 143 282



TMLS 4-5

Former Students' Fntings of Job Preparation

by Sex and 1;ork Status

Pena les gales

Comparison Illork Study Co-op Comparison 1;ork Study Co-op
,

FirSt Job

Had no high school Job 67 23 39 90 52 166

training (18.22) (23.02) (7.57.) (30.37) (22.4
Had high school job 102 77

A
479 207

.34.92)

95 581
training (81.8%) (77.02) (92.52) (69.77) (65.12) (77,82

Job p:eparation was 146 49 191 157 66 370

fair/poor (48.3%) (63.6%) (39.9%) (75.8%) (69.5%) (63.72

Job preparation was 156 28 283 50 29 211

good/excellent (51.72) (36.47,) (60.17.) (24.27.) (30.5%) (36.32

TOTAL 369 100 518 297 149 747

---.-S1-1tRDiffelgat.'...Lb-12171

Had no high school job 9 6 6 21 7 6

training (15.1%) (31.6%) (9.0%) (30.0%) (43,82) (12.22

Had high school job 49 13 61 49 9 43

training (84.52) (68.4%) (91.0%) (70.0%) (56.2%) (87,82

Job preparation was 25 9 28 41 7 26

fair/poor (51.02) (69.2%) (45.97.) ($1.72) (77.82) (60,51

Job preparation was 24 4 33 8 2 . 17

good/excellent (49.02) (30.8%) ,(54.11) (16.3%) (22.22) (39.52

T07AL 58 19 67 70 16 49

Different Current Jolityl

Had no high ..chool job

tnining

7

(10,9%)

9

(28.62)

14

(12.72)

27 '

(40.32)

13

(37.1%)

4

Had high school job 57 20 95 40 22 57

training (89.1%) (71.4%) (87.3%), (59.7%)

(62.9%)

(93.47. ;

Job preparation wa.-.,

fair/po')1'

24

(42.12)

13

(65.02)

48

(50,0%)

31

(774).

17

(77.32) .,

33

(57.9i
Job preparaAor was 33 7 48 9 5 24

good/excellent (57.9%) (35.02) (50.07.) (21.5%) (22.72) (42,1

TOTAL 64 28 110 67 35 .51



TAni:, 4-6

Former Students' Ratings of Joi) 1:.elatedness to Occupational Aren Studied

by Sex and Work Status

remnies V.ales

Comparison Work Study Co-op Ccrparison Work

First Job

DI4 not study occupational

area

Studied occupational

a:ea

Job not related to

3te3 studiec!

Job :elated to

a:ea studied

TOTAL

_v_....1stif:erentto:b111

Did not study occupational

Studied occupation1

area

Jch no: related to

3:C1 studied

Jo;) rel4tud to

area studied

TON,

DiffQroc CIZELL2J12Z).

%d not study occupational

area

Studi!ed occupational

area

Job not related to

area studied

Job :elated to

area studied

TOTAL

47

(12.7%)

322

(37.3%)

177

(53,07.)

145

(45.0%)

369

58

8

(12.5%)

56

(87.5%)

26

(46.4%)

20

(53.6%)

64

25 19 63

(25.0%) (3.7%) (22.9%)

499 229

(75.0 06,3n (77.17.)

53 221 178

(70.7%) (44,3%) (77,7%)

-22 27S 51

(29.3%) (55.7%) (22.37.)

100 518 297

7 1 17

(36.1.) (1.5%) (24.3%)

12 66 53

(63.2Z) (98,5%) (75.7%)

10 32 44

(83.3%) (48,5%) (83.0%)

2 34 9

(16.7%) (51.5%) (17.0%)

19 67 70

8 3 20

(28.67.) (2,77.) (29.9%)

20 107 47

(71.4%) (97.3%) (70.1%)

14 56 38

(70.0%) (52.3%) (80.9%)

6 51

(30.0%) (47.7%) (19.1%)

26 110 61

Co-op

52 13

(35.4%) (4.4)

95 ,290

(644%) (95.72)

73 163

(76.6%) (56.2%)

22 127

(21.2%) (43,37.)

147 303

7 1

(43.37.) (2.0%)

9 48

(56.2%) (9S.0%)

9 28

(100.0%) (58.3%)

0 20

(0.0%) (41.7%)

16 49

14 1

(40.0%) (1.6%)

21 60

(60.0%) (93.4%)

17 44

(31.0%) (68.37.)

4 19

(19.0%) (31.7%)

35 61



Before the evidence is examined, however, an attempt will be made
to characterize what is meant by a "good job." Since money is one of
the primary motivations for working, a relatively higher salary or wage
rate would certainly be considered one standard of job qualit-,. The
relative importance of other fectoIs is highly variant and su'oject to
individual preferene. Such subiective qualities as the challenge and
variety of the work, degree of responsibility, the work environment,
etc., are factors which individuaTh consider when choosing a job. Some
people may be happier with routines as opposed to continaally changing
assignments. Others may not want to cope with the added problems and
pressures that are usually associated with greater degrees of responsi-
bility and higher wages. Thus, not all of the attributes which are
usually accepted apLiori as indicative of better jobs can be universally
applied.

As an initial test, :he starting and leaving or most current wages
for the former students' first, longest, and current jobs were examined.
For each wage variable, the observations were grouped -n $.50/hour divi-
sions ranged and controlled for the co-op, work study, and comparison
groups, and for sex. The resulting chi-square analysis of each clasSifica-
tion yielded no overwhelming indication that higher wages were associated
with any particular group. This classification did show overall signifi-
cance for the starting wage of the males' first jobs. However, closer
examination did not reveal any great advantage to the co-op student. For
those few respondents who started at a wage of $4.50 or more per hour,
a larger than average share were nonco-ops. However, thic fringe in-
cluded only about 2 percent of the entire dl-tribution--this finding,
therefore, can as easily be attributed to randomness as to the effects
of cooperatiVe education.

In the wage brackets in which the majority of the students were
found ($1.50-$4.00/hour), no general pattern emerged. Neither co-ops
nor nonco-ops were disproportionately represented in higher or lower
wage groups.

Similarly, the starting wages for both the males' longest and cur-
rent jobs were mixed; the differences --tween co-ops and nonco-ops were
significant, but again, quite ambiguous.

laolating the males who changed jobs since leaving high school
did not eliminate the ambiguity. For those males with different longest
jobs, differences among starting wages of the three groups were not

-significant:---For-maie-students-with-different-current-positions-i-such
a classification was significant. However, areas of difference were
again mixed; slight shifts occurred on all levels, but no general trend
toward higher salaries for co-ops emerged.

9 2
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Even less encouraging results appeared when examining the same clta.
for the females of the. sample. There was a significant difference among
the starting salaries of the females' first jobs, but the 2 to 4 percent
frint;e of relatively high wages did not favor the co-op student. Results
in the more prevalent wage groups were mixed and showed only slightly
more consistency in the co-op students earning higher wages.

After the first job, significant differences in the females' starting
wages were not present. For both the longest and current jobs, starting
uages of the females in cooperative education programs were neither higher
nor lower than those of their noneo-op counterparts. Those with different
longest and current jobs were examined separately. When females' longest
jobs were different from their first, and similarly, when their current
employment differed from both their first and tLeir longest, no signifi-
cant differences were found amone che starting wages of the co-op and
nonco-op females.

As an alternative measure of the wage effectiveness of cooperative
education, the leaving or current salaries for the first, longest and
current jobe were examined in the same manner as were the starting
wages. The overall results were inconclusive. Among males, the final/
current wage rates for the first, longest, and current positions did
not differ significantly among the comparison, work study, and co-op
groups. The examination of the previously defined "job change" groups
showed that no substantial wage advantage accrued to any one group.
Among those males whose longest job was not their first, a significant
difference emerged. However, this difference can be attributed to a very
small work studv group; relative to the number of brackets, sunh a small
group is highly susceptible to the effects of random disturbances as opposed
to actual relational differences. When the Classification was re-evaluated
without this work study group, no significant differences appeared. Among
those males with different current employment, the distribution of more
recent wages of the co-op, work study, and comparison groups were not
significantly different from one another.

The differences ac, he current and final wages of the first jobs
of the co-op and nonco-op females were significantly different. Close
examination of such differences revealed Z'trend for. co-op females to
earn relatively higher final wages. Although this pattern did not hold
for the final wage of the loni;est joh,-it did apply to the distribution
of all current salaries. In the latter case, however, this trend can be
attributed to the "carry-over" effects of those females whose current
'ob was the same as their first. When wages of "job change" groups were
examined, no significant differences were uncovered on either count.

Thus, on the basis of an examination, both starting and leaving
wages of the first, longest, and current jobs of males and females, no
evidence can be found to substantiate the claim that cooperative education
programs will result in higher wages for their participants; at hest,
slight, short-term benefLt may accrue to some.



As an alternate test of the same proposition, single equation
regressions were computed. These are contained in Appendix B.

3oh Sarisfaction

Controlling for sex, the former students' overall job satisfaction
(rated on a scale of 1 - 4) was cross-tabulated against the co-op/work
study/comparison classification for their first, longest, and current
employment. Approximately three-fourths of the male students in each
category expressed satisfaction wirh their jobs; the slight differences
shown in Table 4-7 are not significant. In a parnllel evaluation,
slightly different results were obtained for fem.:!:,s. As with males,
no significant variation in satisfaction with first jobs emerged. Fur-
ther testing reveal, d Do significant differences in satisfaction with
jobs among those whose longest jobs were different from their first,
though the trend was the same as that for first jobs--most of the
students were satisfied. However, among females with different current
jobs, work stud: students were significantly'less satisfied with their
employment. Such a differential could explain the satisfactional vari-
ance among all current jobs. In the work study group, only 67 percent
of the studt-nts expressed satisfaction; in the co-op and comparison
categories, 89 to 90 percent were generally happy with their jobs.

Thus, cooperative students do not seem to enjoy any unambigous
benefits that affect job satisfaction. Chi-square analysis (a statisti-
cal method for comparing characteristics across groups) yielded neither
repeated significance nor insignificance.

Skill Levels

The skill level required to perform a job can be considered a crude
proxy for the challenge and responsibility inherent in the position.

Among both males and females, proportionately more cooperative ritudents

held initial positions which required some special skill. In-examining
skill levels required of male and female graduates whose longest or
current jobs were different from their first, however, no significant
differences were found (see Table 4-8). Thus, the enhanced job skill
level derived from cooperative education is short-term in nature; beyond

the first job, no additional advantage accrues to the former co-op.
student.

Job Stability

To-approximate -the'degrecsof joh:stability that-waSsgained-as-a--
result of cooperative education, one can simply look at the- number of

students who ch4nged jobs relative to the entire group. The former
work experience student appears to have somewhat more job stability.
Whereas 58.5 percent of the male co-op s'sroup were still at their first

job, 55.4 percent of the work study and -18.3 percent cf. the comparison
group remained at :heirs. Similarly, 27 percent of all male co-op
students said that their longest job was different from their first,

9 4
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TABLE 4-7

Fo:mer Students' Ratings of Job Satisfaction

by Sex and '.ork Status

MTMM7 MEMMMyi

First Job

Not satisfied

with job

Satisfied with

job

TOTAL

Longest job

Not sr.:isfied

with job

Satisfied vith

job

TOTAL

co
Different Lonest Job (Only)

Not satisfied

with job

Satisfied with

job

TOTAL

Current :ob

satisfied

with job

Satisfied with

job

TOTAL

Dirent Current Job (Only)

Not satisfied

with job ,

Satisfied with

95' job

Females Males

Comparison Work Study Co-op Comparison

82

(23.0%)

275

(77.0%)

357

68

(19.1%)

288

(80.9%)

356

6

(10.7%)

50

(89.32)

56

61

(17.0%)

293

(83,0%)

359

7

(10.92)

57

(89.1%)

25

(26.3Z)

70

(73.7%)

100

(20,0%)

402

(80.0%) .

95 502

(77.4%)

93

3

(18.7%)

13

(81.n)

16

-
45

(26.3)

70

(73,723

9)

9

18

(66.R)

76

(15.2%)

425

(84.8%)

501

64

63

(12.6%)

437

(S7.4%)

288

68

(23.6%)

220

(76.4%)

288

14

(20.0%)

56

(80.0%)

70

500 287

11

(10.3%)

96

(89.7%)

TOTAL 64 27 .07 64

7.ork Study Co-op

38 66

(27.1") (22.2%)

102 231

(72,9%) (77.8%)

140 297

33 61

(23.6%) (20.9%)

107 231

(76,4%) W.1%)

140 292

1
13

(7.2%) ,f29.5%)

13 31

(92.8%) (70.5%)

14 44

30 57

(21.1%) (19.6%)

112 235

(80,42)

142 292

6 13

(17.7%) (17.5%)

23, 45

(82.3Z) (82.5%)

34 58

Wal .101.

96



TABLE 4-8

Job Skills of Former Students

by Sex and Work Status

,

Females Males

Comparison Work Study Co-op Comparison Work Study Co-op

First Job

Does no: require specialized 21 9 14 69 29 38

skills (5.8%) (90.4%) (2.7%) (253%) (20.6%) (13.4%;

Does require specialized 342 87 497 209 112 .246

skills (94.2%) (90,6%) (97.3%) (74.2%) (79.4%) (86.6%;

TOTAL 363 96 511 278 141 284

Lonzest Job
,

Does not require specialized 21 9 14 64 29 '34

skills , (5.8%) (9.5%) (2,7%) (23.0%) (21.0%) (18.8%)

Does require specialized 343 86 497 214 109 147

skills . (94.2%) (90.5%) (97.3%)
.

(77.0%) (79.0%) (81.2%)

TOTAL 364 95 511 278 138 181

Different Longest Job (Only)

Does not require specialized '4 2 5 16 2 7

skills (5.4%) (11.8%) (7.6%) (23.9%) (14.3%) (15.2%)

Does require specialized 53 15 61 51 12 39

skills (94.6%) (88.2%) (92.4%) (76.1%) (85.7%) (84,8%)

TOTAL 56 17 66 67 14 ,46

Current Job

Does no: require specialized 22 10 17 52 26 33

skills (6.3%) (10.6%) (3.4%) 18.6%) (19.3%) (11.8%)

Does require specialized 330 84 491 227 109 247

skills (93.7%) (89.44 (96.6%) (81.4%) (80.7%) (S8.2%)

TOTAL 352 94 508 279 135 ,280

Different Current Job (Only)

Does no: require specialized 2 3 6 8 6 8

skills (3.2%) (11.5%) (5.6%) (12.3%) (20.0%) (14.0%)

Does require specialized 59 23 101 57 4
1/
..

49

skills (96.7%) (88.5%) (94.4%) (87.7%) (80.0%) ,(86.0%)

TOTAL 61 26 107 65 30 57



as compared to 25.9 percent of work study graduates and 41.3 percent
of comparison graduates. A statistically equivalent proportion (44-
54 percent) of females in all three classifications were still working
at their first jobs; however, 67.9 percent of all co-op females reported
their longest jobs to be their first, while approximately 48 percent
of the work-study and comparison groups reported similar status (Table
4-9). Thus, all co-op students and male work study students tended to
have greater short-run lob stability than their comparison group counter-
parts.

To summarize the evidence thus far, there is no conclusive proof
that high school graduates obtain better jobs (as evidenced by employment
benefits) as a result of participation in cooperative education programs.
At best, they may receive slightly higher wages or more job stability
in the short run than nonco-op graduates.

Co-ops and Unemployment

Is the co-op student more "employable" than the nonco-op graduate?
As a first check, the amount of unemployment former students had ex-
perienced since graduation was examined. A significantly higher pro-
portion of both female and male co-op students had never been unem-
ployed (Table 4-10). Among students who had been unemployed for any
length of time, the greatest discrepancy appears in the one-to-four-
month category--a higher proportion of the comparison group had been
unemployed for that length of time. Among students who were unemployed
for more than four months, unemployment was comparable across the
three groups.

When the current work status of the students was examined, no
significant difference existed in the relative proportions of males
who were unemployed for each classification. Among females, there was
no difference between the unemployment levels of the co-op and compari-
son groups, but work study females had a higher level of unewnloyment.

Co-ops appeared to be more fully employed overall, but current
unemployment rates did not differ significantly. It is possible that
most of the unemployment occurred immediately following graduation.
When one considers that approximately 60 percent of the co-op students
remained with their high school employers after graduation and that about
40 percent of all co-op students were still with those same employers
at the time they completed the questionnaires, whereas virtually none of

the comparison group reuained with their high school employers, such
an explanation seems plausible (Table 4-11).

There is, however, another reasonable explanation for the difference
in unemploymentthe implicit assumption is that co-op and nonco-op
students have similar access to job information. This assumption may

9(,)
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TABLE 4-9

Job Continuity of Former Students

by Sex and Work Status

/myl
Females Males

Comparison Work Study Co-op Comparison Work Study Co-op

Longest job different 220 58 213 160 46 94

from first job (41.4%) (41,8%) (32,1%) (41,3%) (25,9%) (27.0%

Longest job same 311 81 45 227 131 253

as first job (48.6%) (48.2%) (67.97.) (48,7%) (74,1%) (73.02

TOTAL 531 139 664 387 177 347

Current job ditferent 225 67 256 157 65 105

from first and longest job (42.4%) (48.2%) (38.6%) (40.6%) (36.7%) (30.3%

Current job same as 261 61 356 187 98 203

first job (49,1%) (43.9%) (53.6%) (48.3%) (55,4%) (58,5%

Current job same as 45 11 52 43 14 39

longest job (8.5%) (7.9%) (7,8%) (11.1%) (7,9%) (11.2%

TOTAL 531 139 664 387 177 347
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TABLE 4-10

Unemployment of Former Students

by Sex and Work Status

Females

Comparison Work Study

Have never been unemployed

since graduation

Have been unemployed at

some time since graduation

TOTAL

382

(71.9%)

149

(28.1%)

531

Currently Unemployed 40/526

(7,6%)

106

(76.3%)

33

(23.7%)

Co-op

.s
Comparison

Males

Work Study Co-op

522

(78.67.)

142

(21.4%)

288

(74.4%)

99

(25.6%)

139

(78.5%)

38

(21.5%)

280

(80.7%)

67

(19.3%)

139 664 387 177 347

20/136 39/661 21/380 6/176 15/346

(14.52) (5.9%) (5.52) (3.4%)
(4.3%)

tri

TABLE 4.11

Former Students' Continuance with High School Employers

by Sex and Work Status

4'

Females

Comparison Work Study

Males

Comparison Work Study

,Stayed with high school

employer nter graduation

Currently with high school

employer

1 02

2/163 72/139 384/661

1.2% 51.8% 58.1%

0/126 100/176

56.8%

0/162 22/84 181/448

0.0% 26.2% 40.4%

0/126 45/110

40.9%

Co-op

208/346

60.1%

106/264

40.2%
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not be correct. The probability curves in Figure 1 at the beginning of
this chapter indicate the probability of an applicant's being hired for
a job once the interview is obtained. It is reasonable to assume that
the cooperative programs serve a job placement function and thus increase
the co-ops' access to information on suitable, available jobs.

Unfortunately, the data set provides no information that would
enable a test for this distinction. The results of such a test, however,
would have critical policy implications. If, indeed, the placement func-
tion is the most effective aspect of the cooperative program, perhaps the
same results could be obtained for all students by a simple placement
service.

Although co-op students did not appear to obtain higher wages, they
did seem to encounter less unemployment than nonco-op students. This
benefit appeared to be primarily short-term in nature, and cannot defin-
itely be attributed to either the co-ops' additional skills or their in-
creased access to job information as a result of the p-ograms' placement
function.

Individual Costs of the Co-op Advantage

The last question to be considered is the possibility of short-term
costs associated with the gains just described.. Do co-op students sacri-
fice anything in order to gain future advantages in the labor market?
If so, these costs must be weighed when assessing the benefits of coopera-
tive education.

It is possible that the co-op student sacrifices current wages in
order to gain the ability to earn higher future wages- The evidence
concerning this hypothesis is mixed. Chi-square analyses revealed no
significant differences for male students in either starting or current
salaries of current students among the part-time, work study, and co-op
_classifications. For females, the analysis does indicate some disparities,
but these are due primarily to the fact that the comparison students are
disproportionately represented among those who earned wages under $1/hour
and those who did volunteer work.

Total earnings of all students were examined. Since these earnings
were affected by both the wage rate and tenure in the labor market, no
concrete evidence could be obtained. However, when considered in con-
junction with the data on hours per week, weeks worked, and wage rates,
some general indication of confirmation or contradiction of the assumption
that total earnings of co-ops would be greater was obtained.

Because the Co-op students worked longer and, with some minor ex-
ceptions, because wage rates were comparable across the three categories,
one would expect that total earnings are greater among the co-ops. This
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proved to be the case for both males and females. A disproportionate
number of part-time workers were represented in the lower total earnings
categories ($500 or less). Among females only, the higher total earnings
brackets (crver ($1,300) included a greater proportion of co-ops.

Another possible trade-off between costs and benefits might be seen
in comparisons of the wages of student workers and full-time employees.
If more of the co-ops earned less than full-time employees and/or more
of the comparison group earned higher wages, it would seem that the co-ops
have made a trade-off for their additional experience. While a majority
of both males and females who were able to make such a comparison re-
ported that their wages were lower than those of regular employees, the
proportions of co-op, work study, and part-time students that fall into
this category were approximately the same for each group.

It seems reasonable to say, then, that the majority of co-op stu-
dents earned wages comparable to those of work-study and part-time
employees. One can conclude, therefore, that no appreciable costs are
borne by co-ops in wages lost.

As a counterchecl .. r. the wage results, regressions were computed.
These results can be fcd in Appendix B.

Job Satisfaction

One other area bf possible costs is that of job satisfaction. If

the co-ops were less pleased with their jobs, then they probably made
some sacrifice in order to acquire additional experience. The results
of analyses of reported job satisfaction indicate that job satisfaction
does not differ significantly among the three groups of males. Among
females, however, co-op students tend to be slightly more satisfied with
their jobs than the comparison group.

This is not to say that no trade-offs are made, or that the trade-
offs made by each group are the same. Job satisfaction is a multi-dimen-
sional concept which may differ for each group, with the various plus
and minus effects cancelling out in the aggregate indication. Differ-
ences in job expectations may also conceal possible employment-related
costs to co-ops or nonco-ops. The co-ops may place a different value
on the various components that overall satisfaction comprises; thus,
comparable measures may occur in the face of different job conditions.

It can be said, however, that co-ops incur no employment-related
costs while acquiring'the skills and experiences which help them to
secure jobs after graduation. As mentioned earlier, the co-op student
exchanges'other activities for work, and thus may incur costs in non-
employment areas. The examination of nonemployment coSts that is pre-
sented in Chapter 7, however) indicates that co-ops are not limited in
this area.
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Summary

Various effects that participation in cooperative education programs
may have on post-graduation employment experiences have been explored.
Within the context of an economic job search framework, three hypotheseS

were formulated:

1. Cooperative education enhances marketable job skills.

2. Co-op students can acquire better jobs.

3. Co-op students can find jobs within a shorter period of time

than nonco-ops.

Most of the evidence strongly supports the claim that co-ops have

more marketable skills. It appears, too, that they are somewhat more
likely to find suitable jobs in less time than other graduates, but
they do not obtain better jobs than other students, at least in terms
of wages. (They probably do, however, receive more on-the-job training.)
Co-ops also experience somewhat lower levels of unemployment than nonco-
ops, but this unemployment difference might be attributed the place-
ment function of cooperative education rather than to any added skills

it may provide. Finally, the co-op students do not seem to suffer any
employment-related costs while gaining additional experience. The

following chapter identifies the monetary returns to work experiencean

vocational education.



CHAPTER 5

MONETARY RETURNS TO WORK EXPERIENCE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Introduction

Monetary costs and benefits, especially net marginal costs and net
marginal benefits, are important aspects of comparisons made to deter-
mine the relative cost effectiveness of work experience vocational
education vs. regular vocational education. Marginal costs (or bene-
fits) are the addition to the total costs (or benefits) associated with
adding one student to a program. The term "net" ir used to refer to the
difference in marginal costs and benefits between work expetience and
regular vocational education. The underlying assumption is that if work
experience programs were not expanded (or available), then alternative
programs would be--in this case the alternative is regular vocational
education. Costs and benefits attributable to work experience should
therefore not include those which would also occur under alternative
programs, but only those which occur specificzAly as a result of work
experience programs and which could not be attributed to alternatives.*

The question for many vocational school administrators is: should
additional students be encouraged to enter work experience vocational
programs as an alternative to regular vocational programs? What extra
costs and benefits, if any, are associated with incremental expansion of
work experience programs? Estimates of net marginal costs and benefits
can assist in the decision-making process.

The monetary returns to an investment in work experience are esti-
mated by using information on net marginal costs and benefits. The
costs are measurable school costs and the benefits are measurable
benefits that accrue to students (or, in later chapters, those that can
be inferred to accrue from proxy indexes). This investment approach can
be useful when applied to educational programs, but a number of reserva-
tions are noted below, and caution is advised in interpreting the em-
pirical results.

1
Chapters 3 and 5 in Part III analyze the monetarj costs and bene-

fits associated with work experience programs. In these chapters, cost
and benefit data rn work study and cooperative programs have, of necessity,
been combined, although most of the nonmonetarv benefit which were found
to be associated with work experience programs (see Chapters 4, 6, 7, and
8) apply most strongly to cooperative programs and less so to work study
programs.
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Assumptions and Reservations

Certain assumptions underlie all of the methods used in this

chapter for estimating the desirability of expanding work experience
programs in vocational education which give rise to reservations about
the use of these approaches. First, in order to discount future bene-
fits, a somewhat arbitrary market rate of interest must be selected,

a choice which unavoidably influences the result. Another assumption
is that the rate of interest selected is constant in all time periods

considered. An additional assumption, noted earlier, is that if in-

vestment was not made in work experience programs, it would be made

in regular vocational programs. This is perhaps a reasonable assump-
tion, but it may not truly reflect the competition for educational

resource dollars. Moreover, it is assumed (perhaps heroically) that
students who eeter the two alternative vocational education options

are the same in terms of prior schooling, skills development, and
ability--that they have tbe same endowments prior to selecting either

work experience or nonwol experience vocational training. Differences

in labor market outcomes (benefits) observed in favor of work experience
graduates are therefore assumed to be related to skills learned in

such programs.

Pecunia-flr measures do not fully capture the poseible returns to

any educational program. In fact, in important respects, education

might be considered as consumption rather:than Investment, in which

case satisfaction is an important variable in assessing its value.
Furthermore, between programs, certain differences in socialization
benefits (or costs), such as dropout prevention, are not adequately

identified. Even in the context of monetary returns, the measures

used are imperfect. Many private and social monetary costs and bene-

fits are not identified and measured in the above approaches. For

example, costs and benefits that accrue to employers and the multiplier

effects of these are jenored; if these are Significant, they represent

both private and social costs and benefits which should enter a truly

complete analys-ts. Many of these factors, however, cannot be quantified.

Another limitation of employing the monetary-based measures discussed

above is the short time period used to survey benefits. Observations

were made on costs incurred over one year and benefits over only a two

year period after the students were graduated. Outcomes viewed over a

longer period of time would clearly yield more complete information.
The result of this short range view of benefits may be an understatement

of the true benefits of work experience education.

The assumptions and reservations noted above apply to all studies

of this type. They illustrate that measures of monetary returns can

only be indicative of the desirability of work experience vocational

programs. However, pecuniary-based measures do provide useful comple-

mentary information for the decision maker. In the final analysis,

administrators must assemble assorted, incomplet2, and often contra-

dictory information; considered judgment can often make the difference

between good and bad decisions.
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Investment Return Measures

Keeping in mind the reservations noted above, a number of approaches
can be employed to evaluate the iive3tment return to work experience vo-
cational education_ In this study, Alree alternatiVe measures are con-
sidered:

1. A benefit/cost ratio scounted marginal benefit
differences between work ar rience programs and eiscounted
marginal cost differences ;. (Discounting is perform( 0

account for the differenc( tiv. of the dollar based on a rat
interer- over the two-year peLidd during which benefits were observed.)

2. A net present value criterion based on marginal benefit and
cost differences between programs. (Net present value is discounted
value.)

3. An internal rate of return approach based on differences in
marginal benefits and costs between programs.

The benefit/cost ratio criterion is illustrated in Equation (1)
below, where B is the marginal benefits of work experience in period
t and B

Nwt
is n e marginal benefit of nonwork experience programs in

period t. C is the marginal cost of work experience programs in period
t, while C

Nw
is the corresponding cost for nonwork experience; i is the

market rate of interest used for discounting. The ratio b/c is the
benefit/cost ratio.

(1) n B
wt

- B
Nwt

E

t=1 (1 + i)t b.
n C - C c

wt Nwt
E

t=1 (1 + i)t

The decision rule in this case is that if the ratio of the sum of net
discounted marginal benefits to the sum of net discounted marginal costs
exceeds unity, then additional funds are warranted for work experience
programs.

The second approach is to calculate thc net present value of an
investment in work experience programs based on net marginal costs and
benefits. The net present value (NPV) formula is given in equation (2)
below, where NBt is the marginal benefit to work experience in period t,
and NC

t
is the 1.et marginal cost of Work experience in period t.

n NB - NC
(2) NPV= t t

t=1 (1 + i)t
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This investment criterion provides an estimate of the net present value

of the marginal investment expenditure associated with adding one student

to a. work experience program instead of to a-regular vocational program.
Assuming only two program alternatives, if NPV > 0, this implies that

the choice to expand work experience (rather than nonwork expelience)

programs is correct.

The third approach is to calculate the internal rate of return on

the marginal investment in work experience. The internal rate of return

is defined as that rate of inter,'sst wh4-h makes the net present value of

equation (2) equal to zero. Assumi.,, only the two program invest-

ment alternatives are available, a positive internal rate of return indi-

cates that work experience programu, ,Ather than nonwork experience

programs, are the correct choice for expansion.

Empirical Estimates

A net marginal cost ol $125 was estimated to be associated with

work experience vocational education in Chapter 3. That is, if a student

is added to the work experience program instead of to the regular voca-

tional program, the incremental cost is $125. TILL.: cost data refer to

the school year 1974-75.

Benefit differences between work experience and regular vocational

education analyzed in Chapter 4 identify a number of apparent benefits

in favor of the former. For example, work experience graduates acquired

more skills on their first jobs after. graduation. Their first jobs were

more directly related to their areas of study. Work experience graduates

reported more often that their course work prepared them for their jobs

than did regular vocational program graduates. Work experience graduates

had less frequent unemployment in the first two years after graduation than

did regular program graduates, although once unemployed, the duration of

joblessness did not differ. (These differences apply mainly to co-ops.)

These benefit differences suggest that work experience graduates'

skills are better matched to skills required at job entry. If this is

so, it is somewhat surprising that no significant difference obtains

between the wages of work experience and nonwork experience graduates.2

The better the match between skills acquired and skills required, other

factors the same, the higher a worker's marginal productivity should be.

If marginal product and wage are related, as economic theory suggests,

a priori one would expect a wage differential in favor of work experience

graduates. One possible explanation for the absenee of the expected wage

differential is that employers of work experience graduates reap the

extra benefits of work experience education instead of the graduates

themselves. This contention finds support in the responses of employers

to questionnaires about their experiences with student employees, the

results of which are reported in Chapter 8. It is also possible that

2The wages of co-op students in schflol-supervised jobs were not
significantly different from regular students who also worked part-time,
therefore, no wage benefit was observed in favor of co-op students prior
to graduationor during the two-year period following graduation.
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work experience.graduates enjoy nonmonetary gains that the control group
does not. Or it may be that work experience graduates are, in fact, no
.more pr-luctive than regular vocational graduates, in which case no wage
differeqtial would be expected.

Given the available benefit information, only one benefit difference
can be translated into a monetary equivalent. Although wage'rates do
not appear to differ, work experience graduates do have less frequent
unemployment during the first two years after graduation, and unemploy-
ment represents lost earnings.3

Unemployment differences may reflect the more difficult adjustment
to the labor market nonwork experience graduates must make to match
their skills with ,,Irements. It is well known that young people
"job shop" earl_ in t: work lives, thereby gaining valuable informa-
tion about the 1 at.4 This phenomenon may be viewed as a job
search investment. Work experience graduates may be exposed to more
labor market information of this sort prior to graduation than other
students. If this is so, then work experience graduates may have fewer
initial adjustments to make in the labor market. This view 's supported"
by the finding of the present study that over one-half of work experience
graduates continued to work for the employer who provided their school-.
supervised job experience.

The difference in unemployment between work experience and nonwork
experience graduates is not large, but the reduced risk of unemployment
can be considered as a benefit to work experience graduates which is
quantifiable in monetary terms.

The sample of former students indicates that the average work
experience gr,duate had been out of school for 19.7 months and had been-
une:Ap1oyed for 1.09 months.5 The respective figures for nonwork experience
students are 21.3 months and 1.36 months. If these unemployment figures
are adjusted to a twelve months equivalent, work experience graduates
can expect to be unemployed for .66 months per year for the first two
years after graduation. The estimate for nonwork experience students
is .77 months, or about one-tenth (.11) of a month more unemployment per
year, over the two years after graduation, than work experience graduates
encounter. At $2.50 per hour (assuming a forty-hour work week and a

3Viewed as a social cost, unemployment compensation does not reduce
this cost.

4
Herbert S. Parnes, "Labor Force Participation and Labor Mobility,"

Industrial Relations Research Association, Research Volume 1, 1970, p. 45.

5fl
Unemployed" is defined as not working, but seeking and available

for work. In essence, this is the same definition used by the Bureau
of Labor Ftatistics. It should also be noted that the unemployment figure
is an average based on those who reported unemployment and those who did
not. In effect, the estimate is an expected duration of unemployment for
the entire cohort.
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four-week month), the net benefit in favor of work experience graduates
is $44 per year for the two-year period considered.6 This average figure
of $44 is used as a proxy for net marginal benefit. If it is assumed
that all of the difference in unemployment occurs immediately after
graduation, or in the first year out of school, the benefit in favor
of work experience graduates is $100.7

In the calculations below, we assume that the benefits that result
from less unemployment accrue to work experience students over the two-
year period after graduation. The two-year labor market period observed
extends from graduation in mid-1973 to mid-1975. The cost data that
were collected refer to the school year 1974-75. These costs should be
deflated to reflect school costs in 1972-73, when extra expenditures
were made on the graduates we surveyed. The net marginal cost associ-
ated with work experience programs in 1974-75 is $125. Using a 6 percent
uefintinn I or, the equivalent marrinal cost for 1973-74 is $117.93,

73, the deflated marginal cost is $111.25. This last esti-
iii,11.iud1 cost is used in the calculations below.

Given these qualifications, we can now quantify the three invest-
ment return neasures discussed earlier. The first of these is the ratio
of benefits to costs (b/c). This ratio is calculated in Equation (3)
below, using a market rate of interest of 10 percent.

(3)

0 44
1

44
(1+.10)

0 +
(1+.10)

+
(I+.10)

2

111.25 0
1

0

(1+.10)
0 +

(1+.10)
+

(I+.10)
2

$ 76.36 < 1
$111.25

The resulting b/c ratio is less than unity, which indicates that the
investment in work experience does not pay in monetary terms.

The present value calculation is provided in Equation (4)

-111.25, , 44 44
(4) NPV (1+.10)" (I+.10)1 (I+.10)

2 = -$23.25

The result indicates that the present value of a marginal investment
in work experience, rather than regular vocational education, for a
two-year benefit stream, is -$23.25. In monetary terms, expansion of
work experience programs is not cost effective over the period considered.

6The $2.50 per hour wage selected is based on wage data for the
whole sample of graduates. It is the mean of the average reported starting
wage on first job ($2.28) and the average current wage on current job
($2.72). The .11 month figure translates into .44 of a week, or 17.6
hours lost work, assuming a forty-hour workweek. In dollar terms, the
loss is (17.6) (2.50) = $44.

7 The $100 estimate is arrived at aq follows. Work experience gradu-
ates have an average 1.09 months of unemployment; for nonwork experience
graduates the figure is 1.36 months. The difference, then, is .25 months,
or one week. Given a forty-hour workweek, at $2.50/hour, this represents
a benefit in favor of work experience graduates of $100 in the first year
after graduation.



Since the net present value is negative, the internal rate of
return on an additional investment in work experience education will
also be negative. Recall that the internal rate of return is that
rate of interest which makes net present value equal to zero. Equation
(5) shows the internal rate of return which makes NPV approach zero.

(5) 0 = + (11-14)1
44

(1-14)2

The internal rate of return associated with the marginal investment in
work experience is -14 percent. If we assume that all the extra bene-
fits which accrue to work experience students occur in the first year
after graduation, the net present value remains negative (111.25 - 90.90
= $-20.35), but less so. On this basis, the internal rate of return is
-10 percent.

Implications

Speaking strictly in monetary terms, and considering only school costs
and gross earnings (benefits) of graduates, work experience education does
not provide a positive net return during the first two years after gradua-
tion. One major functir,n of the cooperative program is job placement,
which may provide work experience students with an advantage at labor market
entry through early exposure to jobs in their areas of study. As noted
above, over one-half of work experience graduates remain with their
school employers after graduation, while other graduates may be seeking
work for the first time. Work experience graduates thus appear to do
less "job shopping" than nonwork experience graduates.

The empirical results indicate that work experience graduates do
not earn more than nonwork experience graduates. This factor is largely
responsible for the negative rate of return. A number of possible ex-
planations can be given for these pessimistic results.

First, during the period in question (1973-1975), overall unemploy-
ment was not only high, but rising. Teenage unemployment, which is normally
well above the average, rose from about 14 percent in 1973 to about 20
percent in 1976.8 Under these conditions, employers could readily find
applicants for job vacancies without having to resort to bidding up wages,
although they may have bid up hiring standards. Even if work experience
graduates had some skill advantage over other graduates, employers may
not have needed to pay a premium to obtain the better applicants in an
excess-supply labor market. Under these conditions, employers may reap
the benefit of any skill advantage that work experience graduates possess.
If this is what actually transpired, the monetary return to work experi-
ence measured above is biased downward, since no explicit account is
taken of benefits to employers. (The findings reported in Chapter 8
lend tentative support to this hypothesis.)

8
United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistic,

Employment and Earnings, January 1976, p. 59.
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A second labor market phenomenon may help to explain why the

earnings of work experience graduates were not observed to exceed those

of nonwork experience graduates. Firms may provide more general on-
the-job training (OJT) to the former than to the latter immediately

after graduation.9 Work experience graduates may receive such general
training early since their .employers may have observed them in school-

supervised jobs. Other vocational graduates may face a waiting period

at job entry--a screening device used by employers to identify the

more committed workers. Some of the skills imparted through OJT can
be readily transferred by employees to other employers. When employers
provide general on-the-job training, employees often pay for it in
reduced wages, since the employer has no guarantee that he will receive
a return on his investment in the employee, but the employee iaay gain
increased future access to the preferred, primary labor market jobs as a
result. (The primary labor market contains the stable jobs with benefits
and opportunities for advancement, as opposed to the secondary labor
market, which contains the marginal, dead-end type jobs that are usually
held by youths, the unskilled, minorities, and women. On-the-job
training is said to be one prerequisite for obtaining preferred jobs.) 10

The above speculations point to an outcome illustrated below in

Figure 2.

Earnings

W
W3
2

wi

Figure 2.
General Training and Wages

# Labor Market Tenure
2 years (in years)

Graduation
Date

Work experience graduates are assumed to have a skill advantage over
nonwork experience graduates at job entry, which would produce a wage

9 General training is defined here as on-the-jo' training which can
be readily applied by the employee outside the firm which provides it.
Specific training is not applicable outside the firm which provides it.

Scat Gary S. Becker, Human Capital, New York: National Bureau of Economic

Research, 1964, pp. 8-28.

10Peter B. Doeringer and Michael.J. Piore, "Unemployment and the 'Dual
Labor Market'," Public Interest, Winter 1975, pp. 71-72.
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advantage W
2
- W

1
in Figure 1, if neither group receives further on-

the-job training (or if they receive the same amount of OJT). If,
however, work experience-graduates receive general on-the-job training
during the first year or two of work and other graduates da not (or
if they receive more general OJT), they will pay for it through re-
duced wages during the period of training. The effect would be to
move W

2
towards W

1
during the training period.

The important point is that the initial wages of the two groups
may not be different, even if work experience students are more skilled
at post-graduation job entry. They may pay for additional training
that other graduates receive later. Figure 1 shows that if this
training were to last two years, work experience graduates' r ,6

would increase from 14
1

to W
3

. A positive wage differential would then
be observed between work experience graduates and regular vocational
education graduates. Wages (W) would reflect both the additional
post-graduate OJT training that work experience graduates ha,.,e received,
as well as any prior skill advantage carried over from their formal
schooling. If the abcr.e phenomenon occurs, the monetary returns to
work experience c.',:ation indicated here gre biased downward. The fact
that work experit 2e graduates work at jobs that require greater skills
than do nonwork experience graduates (see Chapter 4) indicates that
they may receive more general OJT.

In addition to those factors which might lead to a downward bias
in the monetary return estimates, it should be reemphasized that the
calculated monetary benefits tell only part of the story. If benefits
extend beyond a two-year period, then the true benefits that accrue
to work experience students have been understated here. Other benefits
to work experience students are discussed in Chapters 4, 6, and 7. Only
school costs and gross student earnings (benefits) were considered in
our estimates.

Summary

Several methods for evaluating the monetary returns to investment
in work experience programs have been outlined. The empirical estimates
which result from employment of these investment return measures indicate
that from a strictly monetary point of view, ignoring individual and
social benefits that have not been quantified, investment in work ex-
perience, rather than nonWork experience vocational programs, is not
justified. The cost of adding one stucient to.a work experience program
(as estimated in Chapter 3) Is $225. Because work experience graduates
were not found to earn higher post-graduation wages than other students,
-zhe added expenditure for their education does-7not pay off, even when
:accounting for their somewhat lowered rate of unemployment. However,
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this analysis has not attempted to quantify the value of such factors as
greater job satisfaction, lowered dropout rates, and more on-the-job
training among work experience students.
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PART IV
EFFECTS ON PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION, AND EMPLOYMENT
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CHAPTER 6

THE EFFECTS OF WORK EXPERIENCE ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

The advocates of work experience programs, particularly cooperat:!v-e
education programs, claim that many benefits arise from them. Chief
among these is the quality of training that can be provided in an actual
work environment. The claims go beyond these, however, to include assist-
ing in the personal development of the student, increasing the relevance
of education, improving faculty-student relations, and encouraging.better
school attendance.' The discussions in this and the following chapter
examine the data collected in this study that are relevant to these claims,
and in general, find that these data support them. For the most part,
the differences among the groups of students in cooperatiVe, work 'study,
and comparison groups are not large. Where differences were found, how-
ever, they usually showed that the students with school-supervised jobs
(co-op and work study) have benefited more than the students in the other
groups.

Despite the problems encountered in attempting to define the groups
that were discussed in the Chapter 2, and despite the inherent
lack of precision in the measures used, the overall conclusion about work
experience programs must be positive. It is highly likely that if more
precise measures were possible, the benefits which were found to derive
from school-supervised work experience would be even greater.

Career Development and Planning

Virtually all theories of career development recognize that young
people need a period of occupational exploration before they can make
realistic career decisions.2 Actual work experience-is needed to test
personal preferences and interests against the reality of occupational
demands. Many changes in our society (such as prolonged periods of

1Roy L. Butler and Edwin G. York, What School Administrators Should
Know About Cooperative Education, ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and
Technical Education, Information Series 1/37, VT012-906, (Columbus, Ohio,
The Ohio State University, 1971), pp. 4-5.

2For extensive discussions of the various theories of career de-
velopment, see S. H. Osipow, Theories of Career Development (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968), and John O. Crites, Vocational Psycho-
logy (New York: %cGraw Hill, 1969).



formal education and child labor laws) have made it more difficult
for young people to acquire such experience. Recently, public education
has begun to attempt to provide occupationally oriented learning ex-
periences designed to facilitate the vocational development of students.
This concept is at the core of the career education emphasis of the U.S.
Office of Education.

In this chapter, some aspects of Che career development of current
and former students are examined based on data obtained from question-
naires. The data are of five types: (1) the students' recall uf ex-
posure to potential influences on their choice of courses of study; (2)

the reasons students gave for their choices; (3) the relationships between
occupational areas studied and jobs held while in school and after being
graduated; (4) post high school plans and experiences, including partici-
pation in additional educational and training programs; and (5) a measure
of students' knowledge about different types of jobs. Although the
differences among the grou;.3 are not striking, overall Chey suggest that
work experience in school facilitates occupational exploration and prob-
ab:j results in more informed career decisions.

Potential Influences on Choice of Course of Study

Many different experiences can influence the choice of a course of
study. These range frum informal conversations with peers to highly struc-
tured courses about careers to computer-assisted guidance. To assess the
impact of exposure to such experiences as the current students remembered
them, they were presented with a list of twelve potential influences on
their choices and were asked to indicate whether or not they had ever
had such experiences. Students then rated those experiences which they
indicated having had on a five-point rating scale ranging from "not at
all helpful" to "very helpful." The percentages who reported having each
of the experiences are shown in Table 6-1. Those,who reported the experi-
ences were used to calculate the percentages who rated the experiences
quite or very helpful. These percentages are shown in Table 6-2.

The percentages in Tables 6-1 and 6-2 are based on recall and are
therefore subject to all of the distortions to which memory is prone. No
claim isillade that these figures represent the actual number of students
who had these experiences. What the figures probably do reflect is the
saliency of the experiences. It seems likely that those experiences which
had the most impact are the ones that were recalled and reported. Having
stated this, however, it should be noted that the rank order of the
percentages that reported the experiences is not the same as the rank
order of the percentages that rated the experiences as quite helpful or
very helpful. In fact, there are major reversals: the experience ranked
first in Table 6-1 is ranked next to last in Table 6-2; the experience
that ranks tenth in Table 6-1 ranks first in Table 6-2. Reporting having
had an experience is not the same as considering 1.. quite or very helpful.
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Reported Participation in Expriences which Inf
Choice of High School Courses, Current Stud

by Sex and Work Status

Influential Experiences11..
Males

Co-op

Work
Study

Part
Time

7.

a. Took career course about variety of occupations 60a 53 34

b. Took vocational interest test 45 57 46

c. Took vocational aptitude test 44 50 42

d. Read occupational information material 71 65 65

e. School programs or activities describing different

courses

f. ,Discussed course choice with other students

61

82

. 66

74

64

80

g. Discussed course choice with parents 72 73 72

h. Discussed course choice with brothers, sisters,

relatives

i. Discussed course choice with teachers

67

63

57

60

62

59

j. Dircussed course choice with guidance counselor 68 63 63

k. Held a part-time or summer job that influenced

choice

64a 65 55

1. Hobbies or leisdre time activities that influenced

choice

56a 52 64

. b
Range of base numoers.

278-

282

139-

141 .

466-

472

aDifference among groups of the same sex significant at the .05 level Or less.

b
Base numbers on which percentages are calculated vary because of missing obserl.
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TABLE 6-2

Percentages of Current Students that Rated Experiences which Influenced

Choice of High School Courses as Quite or Very Helpful,

by Sex and Work Status

Influential Experiences

Males Females

Co-op

Work

Study

Part-

Time

No

Job Co-op

Work

Study

Part-

Time

No

Job

a. Took career course about variety of occupations

b. Took vocational interest test

c. Took vocational aptitude test

d. Read occupational information material

e. School program or activities describing different

courses

f. DiScussed course choice with other students

g. Discussed course choice with parents

h. Discussed course choice with brother, sister,

relatives
,

i. DiscL.Jsed course choice with teachers

j. Discussed course choice with guidance counselor

k. Part-time or summer job

1. Hobbies or leisu:e time activities

%
v
A % % I. I.

55

44

48

40

.44

41

37

54

56

46
a

66

67

a

55

44

46

47

49

33

50

51

51

62

57

78

. 49

40

45

45

43

42

59

48

50

55

64

73

43

37

39

48

42

35

55

46

51

57

54

62

,

69
a

51
a

45

53

59
a

,

47

67

56
a

64

a

61
a

81

69

66

42

35

59

53

51

57

56

70

79

77

73

53

31

36

50

46

44

66

62

56

57

74

73

56

43 ,

40

51

45

45

65

50

62

59.

72

66

Range of base numbers
b 123-

232

69-

117

160-

382

91-

196

237-

548

51-

111

226-

524

120-

366

aDifferences among groups of the same sex significant at .05 level or less.

122
bBase numbers for percentages include only those respondents who reported having the experience listed.



For most of the twelve experiences listed in the questionnaire,
half or Tuore of the respondents reported having taken part in them. Of
those who reported the experiences, half or more usually rated them as
quite or very helpful. Hobbies/leisure time activities and part-time or
summer jobs were clearly perceived as the most helpful experiences.
Where significant differences were found among the groups, they usually
show that the cooperative and work study students were more likely to
have had the experiences and to have found them helpful than -qere the
part-time and no job groups, with a few exceptions. Typically, having
school-supervised jobs was associated with reporting more, and more
helpful experiences of an exploratory nature. It is, of course, impos-
sible to infer causes from these data. Do these experiences cause stu-
.dents to enter work experience programs, or arc students who enter work
experience programs simply more likely to report these experiences?
For whatever reasons, the data do suggest more career awareness among the
students in school-supervised jobs, and this is certainly one of the
objectives of work experience programs.

Reasons for Choosin Courses

Current and former students were also asked to indicate the most
important reason, from a list of nine possibilities, for choosing
their courses of study. The last two choices (see Table 6-3) gave
the students an opportunity to choose "other" or "undecided, don't
know." Work study males, both current and former, tended to indicate
these two choices more frequently than did students in other groups,
which indicates that work study students are less decisive in selecting
a course of study than other groups.

Contrary to a widely held belief that students select courses of
study in order to be with friends, sample students reported preparation
for employment or college, business school, technical school, etc., as
the most important reasons for selecting their courses (see Tables 6-3
and 6-4). The cooperative students reported preparation for employment
as the most important reason more often than any other group of stu-
dents. This suggests that the purposes of cooperative programs and the
motivations of students in those programs tend to coincide.

Former female students most frequently reported employment as the
reason for selecting their courses of study, while current female stu-
dents reported preparation for further education (college, business
school, technical school, etc.,) as slightly more important in deter-
mining their choices. This slight difference may reflect the beginning
1
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TABLE 6-3

Current Students' Most Important Reason for Choosing a Course of Study,

by Sex and Work Status

Males Females

Work Part- No Work Part- NoMost Important Reason
Co-op Study Time Job Co-op Study Tine Job-------....----

% % % % % % 7, %

Prepare for employment
44 24 26 20 46 34 33 30

Study things of personal interest
17 17 22 23 15 18 18 18

Prepare for college, business school, ,technical

school, etc.

18 20 30 30 29 31 35 35

Followed suggestion of school
6 11 5 8 1 4 4 4

To have easy courses
5 9 5 5 1 1 1 2

Obtain needed credits
4 6 2 3 2 5 2 3 ,

To be in classes with friends
1 0 1 2 1 0 1 2.

To satisfy parents
0 0 2 0 * 1 1 1

Other
2 4 2 2 2 4 1 1

Undecided, don't know main reason 4 11 7 8 4 3 4 4

Base Number
251 476 143 283 587 130 574 408

aReasons given differ significantly across both male and female groups:

Male: Chi square = 86.72 11,< .001.

Female: Chi square . 63.74 k < .001.

Less than 1/2 of 1 percent.
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TABLE 6-4

Former Students' Most Important Reason for Choosing High School Courses

by Sex and york Status

Mogt Important Reason

Males Females

Co-op

Work

Study

Compari-

son Co-op

Work

Study

Coopari-

son

_

Prepare for employment 33a 15 16 52 23 40 .

Study things of personal interest 31 24 29 16 22 16

Prepare for college, business school, technical

school, etc,

17 27 33 22

I

30 32

Followed suggestion of school 3 8 6 3 7 3

To have easy courses 3 8 5 2 4 3

To be in classes with friends 1 2 2 1 3 2

To satisfy parents * 2 1 1 1 *

Other 3 3 2 2 7 4

Undecided, don't know main reason 4 10 6 2 1 *

Base Number 346 176 380 664 133 523

aReasoas given differ significantly across both male and female groups:

Males: Chi square 99.23 p. < .001.

Females: Chi square 82.08 < .001.

Less than 1/2 of 1 percent.
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of a shift in course choice among females due to the recent increase in
emphasis on a wider choice of life ambitions and careers for women.3

Relatedness of Jobs to Vocational Training

In High School

In high school, students who have engaged in a high degree of
exploratory behavior prior to choosing courses of study would be ex-
pected to be more committed to their choices. Their selections should
be more fully considered and based on more information than those of
students who explored their choices less completely. To test for such
commitment, a number of comparisons were made between the vocational
courses the students were taking or had taken in high school and the
kinds of jobs they had obtained or planned to obtain. To conduct these
comparisons, the vocational courses and jobs were coded similarly. (The
students' ratings of the relatedness of the training they received to
the jobs they obtained are presented in Chapter 7.) Table 6-5 shows the
general categories in the code that were used for tracing job-trainiftz
relatedness.

Table 6-5 presents the actual number of cooperative male students
-who were taking courses in twelve vocational areas represented by the
columns in the table at the time of the survey. The rows of the table
classify the vocational areas of the jobs the students held. These
classifications are based on the students' own reports of their courses
of study and the main tasks which they performed on their jobs. The
underlined numbers listed diagonally on the table represent those stu-
dents whose jobs were in the same vocational areas they studied. Trade
and industry is the exception because many of these students did not
indicate their specific trade and industry area. Consequently, any
student whose course of study was trade and industry (n.e.c.--not
elsewhere and whose job was in any of the trade and industry
areas (any within the dotted lines) was considered tu be in a related
job.

clase-ficon scheme such as that:ab,ed in Table 6-5 includes
!;ome ar.:-Itrary ele wents. For example, the largest numbers of students
who-did not have rmiated jobs were in distributive education (DE):
twenty-edae DE szudents were in jobs classified as gainful home econamics
and eleven DE snmatants were in jobs classified as automotive. Many of
the twcnty-on ±n home economics jobs worked in fast food restaurants

3In The Role of the Secondary Schools in the Preparation of Youth
for EmRloyment comAucted by Jacob J. Kaufman, Carl J. Schaefer, Morgan V.
Lewis, David W. St-evens, and Elaine W. House (Institute for Researdh on
Human Resources, "Ille Pennsylvania State University, 1967), females reported
Treparation for future employment as the most important reason for selecting
their course of study four times more frequently than for any other-reason.
In the same study, the female respondents in rite general education group
were-twi-ce a.s-likal-y-toem a ke- th e4-r-eh ale e -Eta sed-on-fu tmr e-i ob-hoome.s-th-en-

re male respondents in the same group. In the current study, hc differ-
ence betweem the male and female respondents' desire for job preunrolion
'has been s'ignifl-zantly reduced.
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TABLE 6-5

In-School Jobs of Cooperative Students Classified by Vocational Education Code

by VoCational Progracl of Student, Males Only

Vocational Program

Obs Classified by Vocational Education Code
1 I i

HO I Et T & I EA Auto CM MN Other Te,ch Ag

N , N NN N
N N

Iffice Occupatiots (00)
8 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

)istributive Education (DE) 2 I 84 0 2 9 2 4 0 0 0 2 . 0

lealtb'Occupatioms (12,0) 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

lainful .Hone Economics (HEc) 1 21 0 -2 7 0 3 0 1 0 0 0

rrade and Industry (n,e.c.)* (T&I) 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1

0 0

Electrical Appliance (EA) 0 2 0 0 1 1 r5 0 0 0 0 1 0

1

kuccimotive (Auto)
1 11 0 0 9 0 7 0 2 0 1 0

1

C..7.struction-Maintenarice (CX) 0 3 0 0 i 15 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Metal 'Working m
0 1 0 0 I 4 0 0 0 3 0 2 0

Other Specific T & I 0 2 0 0

1

0 0
1.. ._ .

0 0 0 2 0 0

Technical (Tec::)
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 8 0

Agriculture (As) 51020101 0 0 0

Cannot classify., no answer on job 0 15 0 0 5 0 1 0 2 1 , 0 2

Total 12 14$ 7 5 57 8 17 15

*

1;ot eluAere tlassified.
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where they obtained some distributive education experience. Similarly,
the eleven classified as automotive worked in gas stations, which also
gave them distributive education experience. Conversely, the number in
gainful home economics was so small that no attempt was made to classify
them more specifically. Thus, a student who was studying child care or
interior decorating and who worked in a fast food restaurant would be
classified as being in a related job.

The type of cross-classification shown in detail in Table 6-5 was
the method used to generate the percentages reported in Tables 6-6, 6-7,
and 6-8. Tables 6-6 and 6-7 report the percentages of current students
whose in-school jobs and job plans were in the same vocational areas as
their studies. Table 6-8 shows the percentages of former students whose
first regular jobs after high school were in the same vocational areas
as they studied.4

Among the current students, it is clear that cooperative school-
supervised jobs were more likely to be related to courses than were
nonsupervised, part-time jobs. Females were more likely than males to
hold related jobs, but this reflects the heavy female enrollmeit in
office occupations more than true sex differences across all vocational
areas.

The percentages of current students who hoped to find jobs after
completing their education in vocational areas the same as those they
studied is low for all groups. These figures are depressed by- the
substantial percentages of students who answered "undecided" on their
job plans. Among the males, this figure was 39 percent and among the
females, 29 percent. The percentage of male co-op students who hoped to
find related jobs was significantly lower than the other two groups (chi
square = 11.37, _p_ < .01). Among the females, the difference was in the
same direction, but it did not quite reach significance.

These results do not support the hypothesis that cooperative stu-
dents are more committed- to tfi-e---1771-ional areas tley study. rf may
_be that by taking cooperative jobs, these students were engaging in
further exploratory behavior. A cooperative job, since it requires no
long-range commitment from either the student or the employer, provides
an ideal opportunity for occupational exploration. An alternative hypothe-
sis is that many students entered cooperative programs primarily to obtain

4
Work study students are not incl'Aed in these tables for they

were defined as scudents in school-supervised jobs who were not studying
vocational courses.
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TABLE 6-6

Percentages of Current Male Students Whose In-School Jobs and Job Plans Are In

Same Vocational Areas They Are Studying

Vocational Areas

Co-op Part-time No Job

Job Plans Base N Job Plans Base N Job Plans Base N

%

%

Office Occupations. 67 17 12 10 19 21 NA 40 10.

Distributive Education 57 11 148 49 9 45 12 16

Health a a 7 a a 1 a 1

Gainful Home Economic a a 5 54 38 13 a 4

Trade and Industry 51 27 94 27 34 112 32 63

TrInical 53 60 15 22 62 45 62 16

Agriculture a a 2 31 15 13 a 6

; not reported above

because of small B'ase N
50 43 14 a a 1 9 11

.

Total in Same Areas 55 20 283 30 32 250 32 116

NA 2 Not Applicable, respondents held no in-school job.

aPercent not reported because Base N less than 10.
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TABLE 6-7

Percentages of Current Female Students Whose In-School Jobs and Job Plans Are in
.

Same Occupational Areas They Are Studying

Vocational Areas

Co-op Part-time No Job

Job Plans Base N Job Plans Base N Job Flans Base N

I. % . % % %

Office Occupations 87 54 301 44 50 284 NA 58 168

Distributive Education 53 9 181 41 13 46 0 .27 .

Health 82 75 56 21 53 19 a 8

Gainful Home Economics 62 24 21 56 17 18 17 23

Trade and Industry 27 15 26 6 33 18 37 19

Technical a a 2 a a 7 o 0

Agriculture 0 0 0 a a 1 0 0

% not reported because

of small Base N
a a 2 a a 8 a

Total in Same Areas 72 39 587 40 44 393 47 245

NA . Not Applicable, respondents held no in-school job.

aPercent not reported because Base N less than 10.
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TABLE 6-8

Percentages of Former Students Nhose First Jobs After High School Were in the
Same Vocational Areas They Studied, by Sex and Co-op-Comparison

Classification

Males
Females-

Co-op Comparison Co-op Comparison .

Vocational Areas
Job Base N Job Base N Job Base N Job Base $

I.

Office Occupations
32 19 20 20 63 '425 58 254

Distributive Education
35 80 a 7 27 130 5 19

Health
50 12 a 2 39 72 40 15

Gainful Home Economics
a 7 a 5 44 16 a, 9

T.ade and Industry
46 160 25 114 17 18 13 15

Technical
31 62 18 49 a 2 a 4

AgricUlture
a 7 a 7 a 1 a 1

% not r4.,rted above because

of small Base N 50 14 43 21 a 3 14 14

Total in Same Area 40 347 25 204 51 664 51 357

aPercent not reported because Base N less than 10,
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part-time jobs. The figures for distributive education tend to support
this explanation. Distributive education has high enrollments coupled
with low numbers who plan to continue in similar work after completing
their education. If a student's motive for entering a cooperative educa-
tion program is not to learn particular skills but to obtain part-time
employment, distributive education would be the best choice.

After High School

Whatever their plans and motivations, the responses of former students
indicate that many of the vocational students did obtain employment in
the areas they studied. The percentages of former students whose first
regular jobs following high school were in the same vocational areas as
they studied are shown in Table 6-8.

In Tables 6-6 and 6-7, the large number of current students who
were undecided about their job plans depressed the percentages who planned
to seek jobs in the vocational ar%as which they were studying. Similarly,
in Table 6-8 the former students who had not held any regular full-time
jobs after leaving high school depress the percentages who obtained
jobs related to their training. If, for example, the co-op students
who ney.er obtained regular jobs are subtracted from the base numbers,
the numbers who obtained jobs are 303 for males and 518 for females.
When these numbers are used as the bases for calculating the percentage
of co-ops who obtained jobs in the same areas they studied, the results
are 46 percent for males and 65 percent for females. For the comparison
groups, the.same adjustment yields a base number of 160 and a figure of
31 percent of males in related jobs; and a base of 270 and 67 percent
for females.

Thus, the data presented in Tables 6-5 through 6-8 which trace
the relatedness of vocational courses, jobs held, and job plans can
be considered conservative. These data reflect relatedness rather strictly
defined. If a broader definition of relatedness and continuation within
vocational areas were used, or if different bases were used to calculate
the percentages, the results in most cases would show higher levels of
job-training relatedness.5

5
It is of interest that the figures in Table 6-8 correspond quite

closely to the percentages in Table 7-7, which reports how former students
rated the relatedness of their first jobs to the occupational areas they
studied. Among the co-op students, 42 percent of males and 54 percent of
females rated their jobs the same as or highly related to the areas
studied. Table 7-7 uses a more liberal method of calculation in that
only students who obtained jobs are included.

1 3
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Even with more liberal standards, however, few of the areas (except
office occupations for females) exceed 50 percent. In other words, the
average vocational student in a cooperative program--unless she is a
female studying office occupations--has, at best, about a 50 percent
chance of obtaining his or her first regular job in the vocational
area he or she studied in high school. If the student is not in
a cooperative program, chances are slightly worse.

How is this 50 percent figure to be evaluated? It is unrealistic
to expect that all vocational students should find jobs that use the
skills they study; but should not more than half be able to do so? For
the present study, the finding of most interest is that cooperative
programs do give their students an advantage in obtaining related employ-
ment both in school and afterwards. The amount of advantage, however, is
not large, and the proportion of all students who find training-related
employment should be of concern to vocational educators.

Post-High School Plans and Experiences

There is, of course, more.to career planning and development than
simply finding a job right after high school. In fact, cwer half of the
current students did not expect to seek regular full-ttme employment
immediately after graduation. These studrents were asked their "...main
plans for when you leave high school." Main plans were .dp-fined to ex-
clude:part-time or summer plans and examples were .1,..em (see Question 75
in- cum:rent student questionnaire, Appendix A-1). As7Tab1e 6-9 indicates,
almomt half of the males (48 percent) and over half the females (56
petcemt) planned to continue their education either La.L college or some
te .EKI vocational, technical, or business school. iang the males, more
of the co-op and work-study students planned to work, but this was not
true of the females.

The data that were collected from the former students give some
idea of the likelihood that the current students will be able to carry
out their plans. The former students were asked to report the number
of months they spent in the activities listed in Table 6-10. This
table presents the percentages of all former students in the groups who
took part in these activities, and the mean number of months that all
students in the group spent in each activity.

The 82 percent figure for co-op males in Table 6-10 indicates that
four out of five held a full-time job for at least one month. Co-ops
were more likely to hold jobs; students who were not in work experience
programs were more likely to attend school or college full-time. These
differences held for both males and females.
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TABLE 6-9

Current Students' Main Post-High School Plans

by Sex and Work Status

. ....... _ . ______

,

Main Plans

Males Females

Co-op

Work

Study

Part

time

No

JOb Co-op

Work

Study

Part-

tine

No

la

% %

Get a full-time job 37

a
46 30 33 36. 4L 34 30

Attend college full-time 30. 23 40 38 39 31 45 46

Attend vomtiov4, technicalociusiness School

full,tine

.13: 10 13 13 14 15 12 :15

Go into militar7service 14 10 8 9 2 2 1 2

Be a housewife 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 2

Other 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 -*

Undecided 9 8 5 4 5 4 5

Base Number 275 135 454 245 579 127 562 190

aDifference among male respondents significant, chi square . 30.83, 2. < ,01.

less than one-half of 1 percent,
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TABLE 6-10

Activities Former Students Reported Engaging in for a Period of

Ore Month or Longer Following High School, by Sex and Work Status in School

Activities Lasting One Month or Longer

................... -.....----------------

Males Females

Co-op

Work

Study

Compari-

son Co-op

Work

Study

Compari-

son

Percent working 35 hours or more a week sna Hz 74% 82%
a

76% 07,

Mean months of activity

Standard .dewiation

14.62

11.75

15.33

14.94

11.06

11.06

13.64

12,46

11.09

11.91

9.80

10.95

Percent attending school or college full-time 28%
a

34% 46% 371a 48% 46%

Mean months of activity 2,75 3.84 5.71 4,25 4.89 5.64

Standard dniation 5.50 7.22 8.46 7.26 7.31 8.04

Percent unemployed, looking for work 19% 22% 26% 217a 24% 28%

Mean months:of activity 1.09 .86 1.24 1.09 1.40 -1.43

Standard deviation 3,23 2.25 3.08 3.02, 3.58 3.42

Percent keeping house, not holding a.job * 2% 1% 7% 12% 9%

Mean monmhsof activity

Standard_detation
.

.04

.75

.07

.67

.07

.95

.85

3.95

1.57

6,48

.95

3,93

Percent unable-to work due to sicknesS, injury 5% 5% 3% 6% 9% 3%

Mean monthscof.condition .06 .46 .14 .15 .29 .07

Standard deviation .44 3.56 .69 .84 1.26 1*, .51

Percent on active duty with military 7% 10% 7% 2% 1% *

Mean months of activity 1.21 1.45 1.16 . .09 .01 .02

Standard deviation 5.75 5.64 5.26 .93 .08 .39

Mean months out of high school 19,56 21,49 21.70 19.82 21.13 21.07

Sun of mean months of activity 19.71 22.bi 19.38 20.07 19.25 17.91

Proportim of months out of high school accounted for 1.01 1.02 .89 1.01 .91 .85

Base number for means and percentages 347 177, 387 664 139 531

*

Less than one-half of 1 percent.

aDifferences among groups of the same sex significant at the .05 level or less.
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The interpretation of the means in Table 6-10 is not as direct. For
each of the six groups, the means were calculated by dividing the number
of months reported by the former students in the group by the total num-
ber in the group. The means thus reflect the "average" way in which
students in the respective groups allocated their time since leaving
high school. The "average" male co-op student has been out of school
almost twenty months. Of these twenty months, he has spent fifteen
working fUll-time, three attending school or college full-time, one in
military service, and one unemployed, looking for work: This inter-'
pretation, however, does not reflect the actual number of months spent in
these activities by those former students who pursued them. For,example,
only 7 percent of the co-op males entered military service, and that 7
percent actually spent an average of seventeen months in the military.6

In general, considering that Table 6-9 refers to the period immedi-
ately after high school and Table 6-10 covers an average of twenty-one
months, the data suggest that many of the current students will carry
out their plans. The proportion who plan to continue their education
full-time and the proportion of former students who did so are in fairly
close agreement. In addition, the next section shows that wany who did
not continue their education full-time did so on a part-time basis.

The largest discrepancies between Tables 6-9 and 6-10 are in the
percentages who worked full-time. These discrepancies are more apparent
than real; they reflect the longer time period covered in Table 6-10.
Many of the students who attended school or college full-time did so
for a year or less and then obtained full-time jobs. The percentage
in full-time employment is also raised by students who held full-time
summer jobs.

Post-High School Education and Training

In addition to the .information on months of full-time school or
college, the former students were asked about participation in other
post-high school educational and training programs. Table 6-11 shows
that slightly less than half of the former students had taken some type
of program. The sources or settings of the programs taken are also
indicated.

6
The information in Table 6-10 can be used to calculate the mean

number of months reported by students who actually engaged in each of
the activities. All that is necessary is to divide the reported mean
by the reported proportion (the percentage expressed as a decimal). For
example, co-op males in military service:

1.21
= 17.29 (months of actual service).

.07

1 4 5
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TABLE 6-11

SOLVE or Setting of Former Students' Post-High School Educational or

Training Programs by Sex and Work Status in School

---- _ __ , ,..... F.......ewdwoura.,..,

Males Females

1

',.ork Compari- Work Compari-
Source or Setting

Co-op Study , son
1

Co-op Study son

% %
. ,.% ..

,

%

Community or two-year college 29 39 34 37 33 32

Four-year college or university 17 19 23 19 22 31

Employer, 21ace of work 15 7 5 13 5 6

Private business or technical.school 14 10 18 18 20 21

Area vocational-technical school 11 6 8 8 17 7

Military service 10 17 10 2 0 *

Other 3 2 2 3 3 4

Base number 159 84 202 306 60 238

Base number as percent of total sample a
477

(% of total sample taking programs)
47% 52% 47%a 44% 467

Number in total sample 345 174 383 654 135 525

Difference among groups of the.same sex regarding source of training statistically significant:

Males: Chi square .-. 21.60, 12 df . .04.

Females: Chi square . 29.13, 12 df 2 < .01.

Less than one-half of 1 percent,

aDifferences among groups regarding proportion taking any post-high school programs are not significant.
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There were significant differences across the groups with regard
to the sources or settings of the programs. For both males and females,
co-ops were more likely to have received training from their employers,
and comparison group students were more likely to have attended four-
year colleges. The other differences were not consistent for both sexes.
Proportions of the separate groups who took programs did not differ signi-
ficantly.

Among the males, no significant differences emerged across the
groups in the length of the programs or the proportions who completed
them. Over half of the males took programs which lasted less than one
year, and about half had completed their programs or were still attending
them at the time they were surveyed. Among the females, however, the
comparison group students took longer programs than the other females,
and they were more likely to be attending them at the time they were
surveyed.

The students were asked what their programs had trained or prepared
them for, and their answers were classified with a code simila: to that
used to classify vocational courses. This procedure permitted a compari-
son of the vocational areas that, students studied in high school and in
post-high school programs. The comparisons were made using the method
presented in detail in Table 6-5. Table 6-12 shows the percentages of
former students who studied the same areas in high school and in post-
high school programs.7

The base numbers used for calculating the percentages in Table 6-12
are limited to former students who reported (a) that they took vocational
courses in high school and (b) who also reported the type of programs
they took after_high school. If the percentages had been based on all
of the students-Who took vocational courses, as the percentages in
Table 6-8 were, they would be far lower. Table 6-8 traced the percentages
of all vocational students who continued in the same vocational areas
from high school into their first regular jobs. Table 6-12 traces only
those who reported having taken post-high school programs.

Despite these differences in the calculation of the percentages in
the two tables, they show many similarities. The total percentages for
students in the same vocational areas as they studied in high school
are quite similar for all groups except the comparison group of males.
For this group, educational continuation is about twenty percentage
points higher than job continuation. In both tables, office occupations

7Former work study students are not included in Table 6-12, because
they were defined as those students who held school-supervised jobs while
in high school who d.J not study vocational courses.
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TABLE 6-12

Percentages of Former Students T4lo Studied Same Vocational
A%as in High School and Post-High School

Programs, by Sex and Co-op-Comparison Classification

- -
Males Females

Co-op Comparison Co-op Comparison

Vocational Areas
Prog. Base N Frog, Base N Prog.

_

Base N Prog. Base N

,

Office Occupations a 7 45 11 67 166 51 111

Distributive Education 23 35 a 2 15 52 a 9

Health a 4 . - 79 38 a 4

Gainful Home Economics - - a 2 7 a 3

Trade and Industry 33 58 36 33 a 6 a 4

Technical 58 36 55 33 a 2 a 1

Agriculture a 3 a 1 a 1 -

% not reported above because

Lase N less than 10.
57 14 a 5 33 16 33 21

Total in Same Area 42 133 44 82 57 272 52 122

aPercent not reported because Base N less than 10.
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for females show high continuation and distributive education shows
fairly low continuation. Unlike Table 6-8, however, Table 6-12 gives
little evidence that taking part in a cooperative program was associated
with continuing in the same vocational areas. The one group of co-op
students who were most likely to continue in the vocational arca they
studied were females in office occupations, a fact that reflects the
traditional, built-in relatedness between education and jobs in this
area.

The former students were also asked what they thought they would
be doing one year in the future. All groups anticipated high educational
activity (see Table 6-13). Co-op students of both sexes were more likely
than the other groups to anticipate working.

Knowledge of Occupations

Another potential contribution of work experience programs to
vocational development is to increase students' knowle,..ge about
occupations. Students who have more experience in the labor market
would be expected to learn more about the variety of jobs which are
represented there.

To determine whether participation in school-supervised work
experience programs was associated with increased knowledge about occu-
pations, a short test was administered to the current students. The
test consisted of seventeen items, each of which included a job title
(e.g., assembler, statistical clerk), and three short descriptions of
job duties, only one of which was correct.8

In scoring the items, one point was assigned for each correct
answer. The range of possible scores was thus 0 to 17. As Table
6-14 indicates, of those students who completed the test, Everyone
correctly identified three or more jobs (4 percent of the females
and 6 percent of the males did not take the test). The scores are
clustered in the upper half of the range.

Holding a job while in school--school-supervised or part-time--
is associated with scoring higher on the test; however, the differences
among the groups are not large. Among the males, the difference between
the means for the co-op and no job groups is just over one percentage
point (11.91) to 10.85). Nevertheless, these differences are highly
significant (a < .001), and like the distributions in Table 6-14, show
higher scores among the job holders.

8
These items were developed for the longitudinal studies of work

experience being conducted at The Ohio State University, Center for
Human Resource Research, and were used with the permission of the study's
director, Dr. Herbert Parnes. The items were originally published in
Herbert Parties et al., Career Thresholds, Vol. I (U. S. Department of
Labor, Manpower Administration, Monograph No. 16, 1970), and Roger Roderick
and Joseph Davis, Years for Decision (U. S. Department of Labor, Manpower
Administration, Monograph No. 24, 1974).
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TABLE 6-13

Former Students' Anticipated Activities One Year in Future,

by Sex and Work Status while in School

Anticipated Activities

Males Females

Co-op

Tgork

Study

Compari-

son

Vork

Co-op Study

Compari-

son

1,:orking

Attending school, college

In :ilitary service

Keeping house

Other

Lk) Undecided

Total.°

I:se number

70a

35a

5

0

6

60 55 69a 53

45 46 38 41

10 6 2 1

1 * 10 12

0 0 1 0

7 10 7 9

116 124 117 125 117

58

40

1

10

6

116

531

aDifferences,nong groups of the same sex significant at .05 level or less,

b
Total exceeds 100 percent to the extent that respondents anticipated more than one activity. Most imultiple responses in-

volvedloth working and attending school or college.
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TABLE 6-14

Knowledge of job Titles Allong Current Students by Sex vd 4rk Status

:kora Group

(Range 0 to 17)

15 to 17

12 to 14

9 to 11

6 to 8

.L 3 to 5

z

Base number

19a

40

29

10

17 11

45 32

21 35

10 16

6 5

265

aDifference azong tne groups statistically significant.

Males: Chi square 37.96 2.< .001.

Females: Chi square 32.61 2. < .01.

225

WasseelLOVVINIENP10.122111.01Mle

Females .

j

Job

X lb

12
a

' 14

42 40 35

28 30' 34

16 11 17

2 4 4 7

574 1,25 554 379
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Since the differences among groups, while significant, were quite
small, a multiple regression analysis was conducted to determine more
precisely the effects of holding a job on the test scores (see Appendix
C-1). The analysis showed that when the effects of such differences as
family background and personal characteristics are controlled for,
holding a job is still associated with higher job knowledge scores.

Summary.

This chapter has examined:

1. Influences on students' choices of vocational programs,
2. Their reasons for choosing their courses of study,
3. Relationship of the jobs held to school training,
4. Post-high school plans and experiences, and
5. Knowledge about different types of jobs.

Influences on Program Choice. All of the students rated hobbies,
leisure activities, and part-time or summer jobs as those experiences
74hich had a positive influence on their choices Overall, having a
school-superviseU job was associated with reporting more, and more
helpful experiences of an exploratory nature.

Reasons for Choosing Course's. Most of the sample students reported
preparation for employment or further schooling as the most important
reasons for choosing their courses of study. The co-ops reported prepa-
ration for employment as the reason for their course choices more fre-
quently than any other group.

Job-Training Relatedness School-supervised jobs were more likely
to be-related to courses than other jobs. The percentages of current
students who hoped to find jobs related to their educational training
after graduation :was low for all groups, perhaps because taking a
cooperative job reflects exploratory behavior, or perhaps because students
enroll in cooperative programs in order to get part-time jobs without
planning to continue similar work after graduation. The average voca-
tional student (with the exception of females studying office occupa-
tions) has about a 50 percent chance of securing a regular full-time
job in a field related to that studied.

Post-High School. Almost fialf of the males and over half of the
female current students surveyed planned to continue their formal education
in some way after graduation. Among the males, more of the co-op and
work study students planned to obtain jobs- than did the part-time or no
job groups. The former students' responses indicate that co-op students
are more likely to hold jobs after graduation; the comparison groups
are more likely to attend school or college full-time. In addition,
former co-ops are more likely to receive training from their employers,
and comparison group students are more likely trl attend four-year
colleges.
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Occupational Knowledge. Holding a job while in high school--
either school supervised or part-time--is associated with greater
knowledge about jobs. Working as part of a co-op program had slightly
more effect on job knowledge than work study or part-time jobs. Scores
on the job knowledge test correlated significantly with I.Q., race, and
self-esteem.

On balance, it appears that holding a school-supervised job,

especially in a co-op program, is associated with (a) student reports of
having had experiences that helped them to make their vocational choices;

(b) choosing vocational programs in order to prepare for employment; (c)

holding jobs related to school training; (d) employment, rather than
continued education after graduation, along with eimployer-sponsored job-

training; and (e) more knowledge about jobs before graduation.
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CHAPTER 7

THE EffECTS OF WORK EXPERIENCE ON STUDENTS'
PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL AND JOBS

Introduction

This chapter examines the responses of current and former students,
by sex and work status while in school, to structured questionnaires.
The students were asked how well they liked school, how satisfied they
were with the education they received, how hard they and their schools
were trying (or had tried) to educate them for their future lives, and
how useful their education would be when they left school. Students
were also asked a number of questions designed to test whether or
not holding jobs while in school had any effect on their self-esteem.
Former students were asked how well the school had prepared theffi for
their jobs and how related their school training was to their jobs.

In addition, some of the direct effects of holding a job while
in school are explored, such as effects on participation in extra-
curricular activities and effects on truancy and dropout behavior.

Satisfaction with School

In general, students were more likely to be satisfied than
dissatisfied with their education. Among current students, both
female and male, regardless of their work status while in school, about
half or more of the students-reported either that they liked school
or liked it very much (49-64 percent); about one-third were neutral;
and a small minority (5-17 percent), disliked school or disliked
it very much. The attitudes of females were a little more positive
than those of the males, with part-time and no job females reporting
a somewhat greater liking for school than all other groups of students
(see Table 7-1).

Students' liking for school is probably influenced as mucil by the
social and recreational aspects of school attendance as by the educational
process itself. To tap more specific attitudes towards education, current
and former students were asked to rate their satisfaction with the
education they were receiving or had received. The responses obtained
were similar to those reported for the previous item (see Tables 7-2
and 7-3).
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TABLE 7-1

Current Students' Reports of Now Well They
by Sex and Work Status

Males

Liked School

Females

Part- Part-
Work- time No Work time No

Like School Co-op Study Job Job Co-op Study Job Job

Like it very much 2214 15 14 19 - 21 18 21

Like it 37 34 38 36 38 39 43 42

Neutral, neither like it
nor dislike it 34 34 35 32 31 30 26 29

Dislike it 8 .9 8 8 8 6 6

Dislike it very much 6 8 4 5 4 6 4

No response to the
question 1 0 1 1 0 1 2

haso Number 283 1.43 476 251 587 130 574 408

a .

Liklng for school differs across the female group: chi-square = 31.93 k. < .001

*Less than one-half of 1 percent.
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TABLE 7-2

Current Students' Overall Satisfaction
with the Education They Received in Their Courses,

by Sex and Work Status

1-117w Satisfied

Males .- Females

Coo
Work
Study

Part
time
Job

No
Job Coop

Work
Study

Part
time
Job

No
Job

7.

Very satisfied 13 15 14 15 24 15 21 17

Satisfied 53 53 47 53 49 54 52 62

Neutral 23 21 27 24 17 22 19 14

Dissatisfied 8 6 10 6 8 8 8 6

Very dissatisfied 3 4 2 3 2 2 2 1

Base number 283 141 475 247 586 129 573 397

aSatisfaction reported differs significantly across the female group: chi square =
22.10 IL. < .03.
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TABLE 7-3

Former Students' Reported Satisfaction with the
Education They Received in Bigh School,

by Sex and Work Status

Mow Satisfied

Males Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Compari-
son Co-op

Work
Study

Compari-
son

% % % Z % %

Very satisfSed 17 12 9 22 16 17

Satisfied 41 37 41 45 31 46

Neutral, neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied 25 33 33 19 36 22

Dissatisfied 12 13 12 10 9 11

Very dissatisfied 5 5 5 4 ...: 4
..i

Base number 346 177 383 664 139 529
-

aReported satisfaction differs significantly across both male and female groups:
Males: chi square = 15.57 p. < .049.
Females: chi square = 30.54 k. < .001



Among current students, females who did not have jobs were a
little more satisfied than those who did, and females overall reported
a higher degree of satisfaction than males (47-79 percent satisfied
or very satisfied, as compared to 49-68 percent for males). There
were no significant differences across the four groups of males. Among
the former students, however, both male and female cooperative students
were more likely to be satisfied with their education than any other
group. It will be recalled that the cooperative students were more
likely to choose their courses of study to prepare for employment
than other students. These results suggest that the cooperative
students may Ilmve had an easier transition from school to work. This
ease of tramsi:tion, together with their greater success in finding
employment reluted to their vocational studies (Table 7-7), may
account for tie relatively high degree of educational satisfaction that
co-ops express after leaving school.

As another indication of satisfaction with their educational
experiences, current students were asked how much they felt they
were learning from the courses they were taking (see Table 7-4).
The most significant difference in their responses occurred between
male and female cooperative students. Female cooperative students
reported learning a great deal from their courses almost three times
more frequently than did the male students. Part of this difference
might be explained by the particular areas of study chosen by these
students. Female students had high enrollment in business education
courses in which they learned skills such as typing, operating
business machines, and shorthandskills which have direct application
on the job. Such jobs, moreover, tend to be consistently available.
Male students, however, were enrolled primarily in distributive
education and trade and industry courses in which the work is not as
specific and directly transferTable to job situations. The more varied
nature of these courses and of the jobs to which they lead may have
made it difficult for the male students to observe a direct correlation
between their classwork and jobs.

Schools' and Students' Effort to Educate

Both current and former students were asked how hard they thought
their schools had tried to prepare them for leaving school (see
Tables7-5 and 7-6). Over three-quarters of the current and former
students in all categories said that their schools had tried at
least a little. Roughly half said that their schools had tried hard
or very hard to prepare them. The work study students were slightly
less positive in their assessments of the schools' efforts, which
reflects a general negative trend in the responses of work study students.
Since many of the work study programs included in the study were designed
primarily to prevent drop-outs, the lower satisfaction with school
reported by these students is not surprising.
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TABU 7-4

How Much Current Students Report Learning from. the
Courses They Are Taking This Year, by Sex and Work Status-

Mow Much Learning

Males

Co-op
Work
Study

Part-
time
Job

No
Job Co-op

Work
Study

2

Le<4rning a grct: deal 8 13 15 15 22' 16

Learning a lot 26 18 24 28 25 20

Learning an average amount 48 45 37 38 39 41

Learning a little
... _

15 20 20 16 12 16

Learning nothing 2 4 4 3 1 6

Base number 281 136 469 244 583 128

Part-
time
Job

No
Job

22

27

34

15

2

567

19

29

/43

9

/103

aSatisfaction with how much is being learned differs signi17icant1y across thc
female groups: chi square = 38.90 p. < .001.

*Less than one-half of 1 percent.
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TABLE 7-5

How Hard Current Students Think Their School
is Trying to Prepare Them for Leaving School, by Sex and Work Status

How Hard School Tries

Males Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Part-
time
Job

No
Job Co-op

Work
Study

Part-
time
Job

No
Job

X X X X X

Very hard 12 13 10 14 19 23 18 18

Hard 37 31 39 42 36 41 46

A little 35 39 34 29 28 27 3(.1 25

Not very much 11 16 14 9 9 9 9 9

Not at all 5 2 3 4 3 4 2 2

Base number 283 140 469 248 586 129 570 395

TABLE 7-6

How Hard Former Students Think Their Schools Tried
to Prepare Them for Leaving School, By Sex am! Work Status

_ While_in_School,

How Hatd School Tried

Males Females

Co-op
Work
Study Comparison Co-op

Work
Study Comparison

X z X

Very hard 14a 12 11 17 14 14

Hard 41 27 34 46 37 45

A little 30 39 34 25 27 25

Not very much 10 16 16 10 17 12

Did not st all 5 6 6 2 5 4

Base number 345 176 377 662 137 526

aHow hard students reported their school tried to prepare them for when they
left school differed significantly acrosi the male group. Males: chi square

16.17 ja. < .03.
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Again, the female students, both current and former, tended to
perceive the schools' efforts more positively than the males. The
female respondents were more likely to report that the school tried
very hard to prepare them for graduation. This tendency could be
related to the female students' perceptions of greater relate-Lineso
and continuity between their high school preparation and their
work experience or expectations for the future.

To supplement the question on the schoels' efforts at preparation,
the students were asked how hard they themselves were trying (current
students) or had tried (former students) to ;zret the preparation they
needed for leaving school. In general, the students rated their
own efforts more highly than the efforts of their schools, and the
current students rated their efforts more highly than the former
students rated theirs. Very few respondents, either current or former,
reported not tryirg at all. Significant differences were found in
the categories "very hard," "hard," or "a little," in which 90 to
95 percent of all the r...:spondents placed themselves. The work study
students usually indicated that they tried less than the other groups
to prepare themselves. Female students reported trying harder to
prepare themselves than male students.

Student Ratings of Relatedness of
Jobs to High School Preparation

Former students were asked the extent to which the first jobs
they obtained after high school were related to the occupational areas
they had studied and how well their high school training had prepared
them for these jobs. As would be expected, the cooperative students
-repor-ted-considerably more_relatedness_between_jobs_and_training_than
did the work study or comparison groups (see Table 7-7).

The female cooperative students (who were enrolled, for the
most part, in office occupations) reported somewhat more relatedness
than did the male students, thus supporting the results that have
been reported in previous studies: female students tend to enroll
in occupational courses which have traditionally been identified as
women's work, and these courses usually lead to related employment
following graduation.1 Relatedness between the course of study and

1Pennsylvania Vocational Education Management Information

Directory, Bureau of Vocational,Technical and Continuin7, Education
(Harrisburs, Pennsylvania, 1974); M. U. Eninger, The Process and

Product of T & Litighlool and Vocational Education in the United

States (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: American Institutes for Research,

1965); and Jacob J. Kaufman, et al., ihe Role of the Secondary Schools

in th Preparation of Youth for Employment (University Park, Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania State University, Institute for Research on Human

Resources, 1967).
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TABLE 7-7

Relatedness of Former Students' First Regular Job After
High School.to the Occupational Areas They Studied in High School,

by Sex and Work Status in School

How Related

Males Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Comparf;.

son Co-op
Work
Study

Compari-
son

Same as area

Highly related

Slightly

Not at all
4-,-.^,-_-_-_-_-_-_
Did not study an occupa-
tional area in high school

22
a

20

22

32

4

5

10

18

32

.35

10

7

12

48

22

26

27

21

21

4

11

11

22

31

25

19

20

14

34

12

Base number 303- 147 297 518 100 369

aRelatedness reported differs significantly across both male and female
groups: Males: chi square = 126.71 Ja. < .001

Females: chi square = 91.61 p. < .001
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employment following graduation is due mainly td the wide applicability
of office skills and the restricted number of alternative job choices
open to female students. No comparable course of study with such
a large employment market exists for males.

The more job changes that former students report following graduatiol
the less they report their jobs to be related to the courses they took
while in high school. The loss of relatedness is probably due i- part
to their wil/ingness to accept any employment, regardless of int.i.irest
or training, due to an uncertain job market. It could also reflect a
kind of "distancing" effect--it may be that the more experience students
gain in the labor force, the less likely they will be to attribute their
skills to high school training, and the more likely they will be to
attribute them to on-the-job experienc'.2. In any case, this decrease
In reports of job relatedness is consistent c.,cross all groups of students

The students' responses to the question about how well their high
school training prepared them for jobs -correlated-highly with their asses:
ments of job-training relatedaess (r--- .74). (This correlation was
calculated only for respondents who had held at least one regular job
after graduation and who reported having studied an occupational area
while in school.)

Former cooperative students tended to report cxcellent or good
preparation for their jobs more frequently than work study or comparison
(part-time and no job) groups (Table 7-8). In all three groups, the
female respondents were more positive about their preparation than
their male counterparts. About two-thirds of the mates in both the
work study and comparison -groups reported either they did not receive
training or their traini,ng _gave .tm poor or no preparation for their
jobs, but less than half of the females in these groups reported the
same. Among cooperative students, only 26 percent of the males and
16 percent of the females claimed that they received little or no pre-
paration. Surprisingly, 8 percent of both the male and female coopera-
tive students claimed that their rlourses did not include training for
jobs.

Current students were asked to project how useful they thought
their training would be after they left high school (Table 7-9).
Cooperative students tended to anticipate that their preparation would
be more useful than work study students did. Once again, females gave
somewhat more positive ratings.

When asked if they would choose the same course of study again,
about half of the current students answered yes, the other half answered
no' or undecided (see Table 7-10). Current cooperative students tended
to respond positively slightly more often than did the respondents in
other groups. True to the pattern already observed, work study students
tended to give the most negative answers to this question. The most
undecided group of students was the current no job group. Former student
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TABLE 7-8

Former Students' Ratings of their High School
Preparation for their First Job, by Sex and Work Status in School

How Well Prepared

Males

Co-op
Work
Study

Compari-
son Co-op

X

Excellent preparat::on 17
a

6 7 20

(pod preparation 27 14 10 36

Fair preparation 22 15 21

Poor or no preparation 26 25 38 16

Pigh_Seilool_eomrs_did not
include training for jobs 35 30

Base Number 303 147 297 518

Females

Work Compari-
Study son

z z

8 16

20 27

27 16

22 24

23 18

100 369

a
Job preparation reported differs significantly across both male and
.groups:

Male: chi square = 104.41 Ja. < .001
Female: chi squre = 57.29 k. < .001

female



TABLE 7-9

Current Students' Ratings of the Expected Usefulness
of Things Studied After They Leave High School,

by Sex and Work Status

Bow Useful Will Things
Being Studied Be

Males Pemales

Co-op
Work
Study

Part-
time
Job

No
Job Co-op

Work
Study

Part-
time
Job

No
Job

z

Very useful 16 15 15 20 131 24 127 30

Quite useful 30 16 30 26 30 20 32 31

Somewhat useful 30 23 29 22 22 28 26 22

A little useful 12 31 22 24 13 19 13 15

Not at all useful 5 9 4 7 3 8 2 _- 2

Base Number 282 140 472 249 I 584 129 1572 405

aUsefulness of things being studied differs significantly across both the male and
female groups:

Male: chi square 27.50 p. < .001
Female; chi square = 32.53 j. < .001



responded in a pattern similar to that displayed by current students.
Again, the work-study group was most negative, and female cooperative
students, both current and former, were slightly-more positive
in their responses than any other group.

TABLE 7-10

Willingness of Current Students to Choose Courses
They-Were Taking-Again, by Sex and Work Status

Would Choose These
Courses Again

Males Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Part-
time

No
Job Co-op

Work
Study

Part-
time

No
Job

Yes

Undecided

No

°L.
Cl

52

26

22

43

31

26

50

24

26

51

24

25

6 3a

19

18

51

19

30

61

20

19

52

27

21

Base number 282 141 474 246 587 129 572 396

a
Responses differ significantly among female groups:chi square = 22.88 .p_ < .001.

To summarize the information derived from the questionnaires,about
attitudes toward school, a factor analysis was conducted on the items
from the current students' questionnaire tt.at dealt with these feelings
(see Appendix C-2). The overall distribution of the factor scores
reflected the scores for individual items.

Fealings About Oneself

Until relatively recently, many students and observrs have
considered vocational courses to be second class, appropriate only
for those students who could not meet the "more demandivg" academic
or college preparatory requirements. To determine whether or not
the participants in this study were conscious of such atrAtudes in
their schools, the current students were asked if they ever felt "looked
down on" because of the courses they were taking. Separate questions
dere asked concerning the attitudes of fellow ....tudents and teachers.
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Sixteen percent of the males and 11 percent of the females reported
that they felt looked down on by fellow students "sometimes," "often"
or "very often." Most of these responses were in the "sometimes"
category. Among the females, work study students were a little more
likely (19 percent) to report these feelings. The queztion concerning
teachers included only three response alternatives: "yes, II tl no, and

"undecided." A strong majority of both groups (74 percent of males,
86 percent of females) replied no, indicating that they never felt
that their teachers looked down on them. The work study males were
more likely than the other groups of males (36 percent) to choose
yes or undecided. Work study students were significantly more likely
to report attitudes of condescension.

The current students were also asked a series of questions designed
to determine whether holding jobs had any effect on their feelings
about their worth as individuals and their sense of competc:ce. It
seemed a reasonable assumption that students who had success in meeting
job responsibilities would have more confidence in tiAemselves. If

such effects were presento however, the items in the questionnaire
failed to measure them.

Seventeen standard self-report items were used, including, "I
take a positive attitude toward myself," and "I wish I could have more
respect for myself." The scoring was reversed where necessary, so that
a high score always indicated positive feelings about oneself. The
seventen items were intercorrelated and factor analyzed. Three factors
were identified which accounted for 34 percent of the total variability

in the responses. The rotated loadings for these factors are presented
in Appendix Table C-3. The low proportion of total variability which
the factor analysis explained, 34 percent, indicates that responses
to thesep-drate items were rhfluenced more by specific wdrdirig of the

items than they were by underlying feelings in the respondents.

Given the internal weaknesses of these items, it is not surprising
that they failed to detect significant differences among the four groups
of respondents. Overall, however, these items present no evidence that
having various types of work experience while in school had any major
impact on how students feel about themselves.

Direct Effects of Holding A Job

The preceding sections of this chapter discussed some of the
general effects that holding a job while in school has on students'
attitudes toward school, jobs, and themselves. This section turns
to some of the more direct effects of school-sponsored work experience
on the students' career development. These include the students' reports
of the effects of holding a job on participating in extracurricular
activities and on behavior related to discipline problems, including
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consideration of dropping out of school. The students who held jobs
were also asked a set of questions that were designed to assess
their perceptions of the effects of holding jobs on their grades,
relationships with teachers, and feelings of self-confidence. All
of these questions were asked only of current students. As in most
of the other results presented in this chapter, the groups were more
similar than different. Where differences were found, however, they
usually suggest that work experience programs are accomplishing their
goals.

Extra,2urricu1ar Activities

Holding a work experience job while in school, especially one
which takes the student out of the building during regular school
hours, could ob-criously limit the students' opportunities to participate
in extracurricular activities. To assess the extent to which the
extracurricular activities of working students were restricted, the
current students were asked to indicate all of the organizations or
clubs listed in Table 7-11 of which they were active members.

Perhaps the most significant result reported in Table 7-11 is
the high rate of particivation by cooperative students, both male
and female, in vocational clubs such as VICA (Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America) and DECA (Distributive Education Clubs of America).
The percentage of male co-ops who belonged to -.-ocational clubs is
more than double that for any other activity listed for males in the
table. Among the females, vocational clubs were reported more frequently
than any other activity for all four groups, and by a wide margin,
most frequently by co-ops.

In other activities for which significant-differences were found,
the results reveal more participation by students who did not have
school-supervised jobs. These differences, however, are not nearly
of the magnitude of those for vocational clubs. Although work experience
students may be hindered somewhat from participating in a few extra-
curricular activities, they appear to be more than compensated by their
access to vocational clubs--at least among the co-op students.

Discipline Problems

To determine whether or not holding a job haa any effect on
certain behaviors which cause problems in school, the current students
were asked questions abouel'bel-ng sent out of class, being suspended
from school, and number of days truant. The first two questions did
not yield any significant differences among the groups, either for
males or females, but the level of problem behavior was surprisingly
high. Virtually all of the females (98 percent) and almost all of
the males (91 percent) reported that they had been sent .to the principal
or the discipline office at least once in their high school years
because of misbehavior. Four out of five of the females (82 percent)
and over half of the males reported that they had been sent five times
or more, the highest response alternative listed in the questionnaiie.
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TABLE 7-11

School Organizations or Clubs in Which Current Students
are Active Members, by Sex and Work Status

- Males

Organizations or Clubs Co-op
Work
Study

Vocational clubs - VICA,
DECA, FHA, MA, 4-8, etc. 62

Intramural sports 19

Interscholastic sports,
cheerleaders

Musical, dramatic, or deba-
ting clubs, band, glee club

15
b

Bobby clubs photography, 9

model building, chess, etc.

Subject matter clubs - history,
science, language, etc.

Service clubs - Tri-Vi-Y,
booster clubs

Student Covernment

School newspaper, magazine,
or yearbook

Other

Base number

7

7

6

6

283

26

21

16

5

8

6

4

Part- No
time Job

23 17

20 25

2/ 26

12 17

9 7

11 10

10 11

9 7

6

143 476 251

Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Part-
time

No
Job

75
h

39 33 27

10 9 11 10

5 14 12

12 13 16 17

3 5 4 5

10 9 14 11

15b
12 18 12

14 12 17 14

6
b

5 11 9

8 7 10 10

587 130 574 408

aThese percentages do not total to 100 percent since any one respondent could be

a member of many or,,none of the olganizatious listed.

bDifferencos among groups of the same sex siAnificant at .05 level or less.
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It should be recognized that students are sometimes removed from
class as a result of relatively minor infractions. _Suspension from
school, however, is usually imposed only for major misbehavior, and
25 percent of the males and 12 percent of the females reported having
been suspended while in high school.

The question on truancy--the only one to yield significant
differences among tLe groups--was limited to behavior in the
current school year. (The students completed the questionnaires in
May 1975 when most were in the eighth month of the school year.) The
differences shown in Table 7-12 are mainly between students who held
jobs, including part-time jobs, and those without jobs. The students
without jobs were more likely to be truant and to skip more days.

TABLE 7-12

Number of Days During School Year that Current
Students Reported They Were Truant, by

Sex and Work Status

Number of Days Truant J

Males Females

Co-o
Work
Study

Part-
time

No
Job Co-op

Work
Study

Part-
time

No
Job

None 30
a

32 26 21 20a 18 20 14

5- "5 '5-- 3 5-- 4

3-4 7 12 9 9 7 7 7 6

5-6 11 15 12 10 11 5 12 11

7-8 11 18 16 14 15 24 19 16.

9 or more 31 18 32 41 44 42 38 51.

Base number 283 143 476 251 587 130 574 408

aDifference among groups rl*nificant at the .05 level or less:
Males: chi square = 34. df = 15 p < .01
Females: chi square = 29.64 df = 15 p < .02
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Table 7-12 provides some indication that school-supervised jobs
had their most beneficial effect on male work study suidents. In

many of the tables in this report, these students are shown to
be slightly more negative than others--less satisfied with their
education and the jobs they obtained, less likely to rate their
preparation as useful, and so on. Table 7-12 reveals,however, that
of all those sampled, the male work study students were the least
likely to be truant or to skip nine days or more.

The data on thinking about dropping out of school lend further
support to the benefits of jobs for the work study students. All

students were asked, "Did you ever think seriously about dropping out
of school?" The percentages that reported they had seriously considered
it, the rezsons they reported for considering it, and the reasons they
gave for not dropping out are listed in Table 7-13.

For all of the significant differences identified in Table 7-13,
the work study groups, 7oth male and female, are represented by the
highest percentages. The work study students--either male, female,
or both--were the most likely to think seriously about dropping out
and to report that they disliked school and were getting poor grades.
Their reasons for not dropping out (which differed significantly from
the other groups') were: holding jobs while in school, and talks with
friends and school personnel.

It should be noted that all of the percentages in Table 7-13
are based on the total number in the respective groups. Among the
work study males, for example, 28 percent of the group reported that
they thought seriously abouC dropping out. Seventeen percent said
that they did so because they disliked school--a percentage that
represents-over-half (61-percent)_of_those_who-consIdered_dropping_
out. Among the work study females, the 14 percent of the total group
who said they disliked school represents 52 percent of the students

who considered dropping out. The percentages for reasons for
considering dropping out and not doing so are lowered because they are
based on the total in the groups.

These results thus support those found for truancy: the chance

to hold a job while in school appears to deter the potential dropout.

This, of course, is often part of what work experience programs are
intended to do.

Attitudinal Effects

To determine how the current students perceived the effects of

holding jobs while in school, they were asked to respond te eighteen
questions such as, "Does holding-a job cause you to get lower grades?"

and "Do you like school better when you have a job?" These responses

were scored on a three-point scale--yes, undec;ded, no--with the most
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TABLE7 -13

Percentage of Total Sample that Thought Seriounly About
Dropping out of School, Main Reasons for Considering

Dropping Out, and Reasons for Not Doing So,
by Sex and Work Status

Males - Females

Co-op
Work
Study

Part-
time

No

Job Co-op
Work
Study

Part-
time

No
Job

%a

Seriously considered dropping out 24 28 23 21 181) 27 14 14

Reasons for considering -

Disliked school 11 3.7 9 8 101) 14 5'

Conflict with school personnel 9 6 7 4 5 6 4 2

Poor grades 7 10 7 4 2' 8 3 2

Needed money 6 12 7 7 3 3

Marriage or pregnancy 1 3 1 1 2 5 1 1.

Got a job while in -;chool 10 6 3
b

8 1

Talks witb friends 8 7 6
b

7

Parents would not allow 5 10 6 5 5 7 4 3

Talks with school personnel 4 8 4 3 8 1 3

Grades improved 5 1 5 4 2 5 2 2

Base number 283 143 1476 251 587 130 574 408

a
These percentages do not total to 100 percent. Each figure represents the proportions
of the total sample that reported the answer listed.

b
Differences amorg groups of the same sex significant at the .05 level or less.
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favorable response always scored 3. Since these questions referred
directly to jobs, only respondents who had held jobs during the
current school year answered them (September 1974 to the time of
completing the questionnaire, May 1975).

The students' answers were intercorrelated and factor analyzed
using a principal components analysis followed by a varimax rotation.
Four rather discrete factors were identified. The factor loadings
are presented in Appendix Table C-4. The items which had the
highest loadings on the four factors are grouped and labeled in Table
7-14, which also shows the percentage of each of the groups that gave
a positive response to those items.

The significant differences shown in Table 7-14 support those
found in response to other questions. Male and female cooperative
students reported on-the-job application of the things they studied
in school more frequently than the other groups. Work study students,
especially females, wer,.. the most likely to report pusitive school
effects, e.g., that ho.I.Ling lobs helped to keep them in school. The
co-op and work study jobs vere more likely than parc-time jobs to
teach skills that were not learned in school and to help students to
d._cide what they wanted to do after leaving school. In addition to
the percentage analysis of these items, the factor loadings were used
to calculate standardized scores for the four factors which were
compared across groups. As would be expected from the percentage
differences, cooperative students, both male and female, scored
significantly higher than the other groups on Factor II, application
of things studied; and work study students, male and female, scored
higher on Factor III, school effects.

The consistency of these results with those obtained at other
points in the questionnaire established the reliability, and to some
degre,a, the construct validity of these measures. Table 7-15 presents

the actual interitem correlations.

The correlations which are underlined in Table 7-15 indicate
the pairs of questions whose content is most similar. For example,
the two highest correlations in the table relate responses on question
73f to responses on queStions 64 and 65 below:

73f. Does holding a job help you to apply the things you
study in.school?

64. How well have the things you have studied in high school
prepared you for this job?

65. How often do (did) you use the things you studied in school
on this job?
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TABLE 7-14

Percentage of Current Students Who Chose the Favorable
Response on Items Relating to Effects of Holding a Job While

in School, by Sex and Work Status

Job Effect Items, Q 73
(Favorable Answers: Y Yes, N m No)

Joh-Caused Limitations
c. Harder to find time to study (N)
q. Harder to do chores at home (N)
n. Less contact with friends (N)
a. Get lower grades (N)
g. Harder to take part in school

activities (N)
i. Feel less a part of school (N)

Application of Things Studied
f. Apply things studied in school (Y)
1. Understand things studied

better (Y)
e, iake courses more interesting (Y)

School Effects
m. Get along better with teachers (Y)
j. Continue in school, not drop

out CO
d. Like school better (Y)
1. Help get better grades CO

Personal Effects
p. Increased confidence in your-

self (Y)
o. Taught skills not learned in

school (Y)
k. Helped to get along with

people (Y)
b. Decide what you want to do C..
n. Make you wish done with

school (N)

Range of Base Numbers
c

Males Females

0-op
Work
Study

Part-
time CO-op

Work
Study

Part-
time

x

53
b

59 43 58 63 47
58 58 53

b
58 70 54

50 51 51
b

56 59 58
71 78 69 86

b
82 77

22 22 26 30 31 28
57 63 67 62

b
60 70

4
b

27 27 65
b

39 37

39
b

26 25 52b 40 31
27 22 19 40

b
39 21

26 23 29
b

36 16

44
b

53 37 40 47 40
47 46 43 49 51 36
12

b
14 7 17

b
24 9

80 78 78 86 82 82

86' 86 82 88
b

86 78

81
b 79 82 88

b
85 86

60 60 50 74 65 55

44
b

33 49 44 47 51
_
276- 136- 456- 579- 126- 557-
280 140 463 586 130 566

a
These 'percentages represent the proportion of the respondents who held part-time jobs
while in school and who responded to thc items listed.

bDifferences between groups of the same sex significant at the .05 level or less.

cBase numbers differ because respondents did not complete all items.
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TABU 7-15

Intercorrelation of Students' Perceptions of Effects of Holding Jobs

with Other Related Questions, All Current Students Who Held Jobs

.

Q 73 Items
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m
5
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Self 1

5

o

-.4

0

-4
J-I
0
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z

Self 2

Make courses interesting

Apply things studied

Decide what want to do .

Continue in School

Understanding things

studied .

Get along with teachers

Taught things not in

school

Increased confidence

Wish done with school

.23

.22

.34

.19

.25

.18

.14

.14

-.09

.21

.21

.04

.02

.19

,10

.01

.08

17

-.02

-.05

.0:

.18

-.02

.02

.01

.02

-.12

.19

.19

.06

.01

.13

.08

-.00

.05

.13

.19

.16

.05

.04

.15

.10

.00

.02

.14

.28

.30

.11

.04

.27

.10

.01

.09

.16

.33

.35

.17

.06

.32

.14

.04

.09

.13

.26

.27

.10

.06

.25

.12

.01

.09

.13

.38

.36

.28

.14

.46

.19

.03

,.12

-.01

.36

.55

.27

.14

.45

.17

.03

.13

.02

.09

.09

.18

.07

.06

.09

.34

.13

-.05

.34

.36

.15

.07

.33

.13

.02

.11

.17

.19

.18

.05

.03

.15

.10

-.01

.04

.14

.06

.06

.06

.06

.08

.04

.04

.12

.04

.01

.11

.06

-.14

.05

-.04

.12

.13

.10

Voce: Pairs of obsenations used in calculation ,iary from 2082 to 2169 ch.e to missing data

Any correlation .05 or higher is sitnificant et the .01 level or less.. Correlations underlined

are those based on questions with similar content.
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Question 73f also correlated in the .30's with questions that
related to the usefulness of the material that students studied. Ir

contrast, question 73o (which asked whether the job teaches skills
not learned in school) correlated substantially only with question
66, "How many things have you learned in this job th...At you have not
studied in school?," and not at all with questions 64 or 65.

In general, the magnitude of the correlations seems to be a
function of how directly the questions tap the same content. In other
worAs, the respondents appear to be both consistent and discriminating
in their answers to most of '.he questionnaire items.

If it can be assumed . :.. students' responses accurately
reflect reality (the correla .3 in Table 7-15 indicate that they are
at least a consistent reflectic,a), the school-supeIvised work
experience programs seem to be acnomplishing their goals. The cooperative
programs provide an additional dimension to the training of their
students; the work study programs deter potential dropouts and make
school a more enjoyable experience for them; and both co-op and work
study jobs tend to enhance career planning more than part-time jobs
do. The element of school supervision thus appears to add benefits
to the work experience of students that surpass those that students
receive in part-time jobs they obtain on their own.

Summary

Students were asked to report on (a) how much they liked school,
(b) their satisfaction ( O' how usefUl Iheir education would
be to them; and (d) how hard they and their schools tried to educaU.: them
for their future lives. Former students were also asked ow related
their first regular jobs were to their preparation in scho71, and all
students were asked a number of questions designed to determine whethr
work experience wi1ie in school had any effect on their feelings about
themselves. Finally, some of the direct effects of holding a job
while in school were explored, including effects on truancy and dropout
behavior.

Satisfaction with School. Most students, especially among the
females, liked school and were satisfied with the education they were
receiving or had received. Female students in general reported learning
a great daal from their courses more often than males, and female
cooperative scudents were nearly three times as likely to report learning
a great deal in their courses than cooperative male students--probably
because' of-the- females' heavy-enrollment-in-office oc_:(ipations, whiCh
provides training in relatively' specific skills. Female students, both
:urrent and former, were also more likely to perceive that their schools
tried hard to educate them than were the male students, and were more
likely to claim that they themselves tried hard to learn than were males.
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Former cooperative students, especially females, reported more
relatedness between their education and their jobs than any other
group, and tended to assess the quality of the education they received
more positively. About two-thirds of the males in the work study
and comparison groups reported either poor or no preparation for
their jobs; only about half of the females did the same; again, probably
because many females are enrolled in office occupations and subsequently
obtain jobs in that area, whereas the males' programs tend to be
less skill-specific and less directly related to their post-graduation
jobs. Work study students tended to respond somewhat more negatively
to nearly Jll questions than the other groups.

Self Esteem. Many of the students reported feeling "looked down
on" by others at least sometimes. Work study students were slightly
more likely to have had this experience than the other students.
Holding a job while in school does not seem to have any major effects
on students' self-esteem.

Effects of Holding a Job. Holding a job while in school did not
seem to limit participation in extracurricular activities, since the
most striking incidence of membership in vocational clubs occurred among
the co-op students. Other students participated slightly more often
in other extracurricular activities than those who had school-supervised
jobs. Although the incidence of discipline problems among all students
was high, it appears that having a job had the most beneficial effect
on male wori, ztudy students, who were those most likely to be dissatisfied
with their education and jobs, but least likely to be truant. Work
study studen's, male and female, were also the most likely to think
about dropping out, but said they did not do so in part because they
had jobs while in school. Thus, the chance to hold a job while in
school appears to deter potential dropouts. Moreover, students with
school-supervised jobs were more likely to report favorable attitudes
(as measur:-1 ey quTtstions such as "Do you like school better 1.:hen you
have a job?') than students with nonschool-supervised part-time jobs.
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FART V

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AND THE EMPLOYER
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CHAPTER 8

EMPLOYERS' PERCEPTIONS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION*

Introduction

The benefits to students and the costs to students and schools
that are associated with work experience education have been examined
in this study. From a social perspective, employers' costs and benefits
should also be considered, although it is extremely difficult to obtain
precise measures of these components. Employers play an active role
in cooperative education programs that is quite different from the
comparatively passive relationship that employers have with traditional
programs. Although this chapter cannot provide precise monetary estimates
of employers costs and benefits as a result of their participation in
cooperative education programs, it does furnish an indicative analysis
based on a mail survey of employers of cooperative education students.

The major finding presented in this chapter is that cooperative
students are good "buys" to employers, i.e., the major impetus for
hiring cooperative students is probably economic rather than altruistic.
Co-op and regular employees were both reported to possess specific
performance and cost advantages with no clear-cut indication of
superiority for either. While regular employees demonstrated superior
technical and communication skills, the co-op employees were seen to
be more dependable and cooperative.

Co-op employees generally entail higher costs for supervision,
training, and paper work. This cost disadvantage is probably at least
balanced, however, by significantly lower salary and fringe benefit
requirements, and lower turnover and absenteeism. For the firms sampled,
the average starting salaries were $2.12 for co-op employees and $2.46
for regular employees. While the salaries of regular employees
correlated positively with the level of skill demanded by their jobs,
the pay of co-op employees did not correlate with skill. In addition,
the vocational areas or job duties of co-op employees did not appear
to affect the level of their starting pay, either in absolute terms
or relative to regular employees in the same jobs. Starting pay for
co-ops-increasdd, however, as both the number of Current-co-op employees
and the number of regular employees who were originally co-op placements

*Although the original propoal from which the pr,?rient study emerged
did not include a section on employers, and despi th,. fact that the
results reported in this chapter are based on a limited sample, these
findings are indicatiw.. of certain trends which may be of interest to
many readers.



increased. Thus, while co-op employees are underpaid both relative
to other employees and to the skill level required by their jobs,
companies which have had the most experience with co-op employees
generally pey them higher wages.

Chi-square analyses indicated that empleyers in different indu-
tries rated some aspects Of the performance and costs of co-op employees

. differently. Employers in wholesale and retail trade and service in-
dustries were much more likely to rate the quantity and quality ce: the
work of co-op employees highly than were employers in other industries.
Orientation and training costs were seen to be highest for manufacturing
and construction industries, probably due to the technical nature of
the work in these industries. Firms which rotated the job tasks of
the cooperative employees reported significantly higher costs for
record-kecping and evaluations of performance.

As a whole, employers tended to rank the cost-saving advantages
of hiring co-op students more highly than possible public relations
benefits. In particular, participation of employers in cooperative
education programs was viewed as a valuable tool for recruicing new
employees and for evaluating potential regular employees. The public
relations benefits of participation in such programs were, however,
ranked more highly 131; branch plants of corporations than by independent
plants.

The next section presents summary data on the characteristics
of the employers and co-op jobs sampled. The third section analyzes
the per"-trmance and costs to the employer of co-op employees relative
to regular employees. The final section discusses the employers'
perceptions of advantages that result from participation in cooperative
education.

Characteristics of Employers and Co-op Jobs Sampled

Employers

Questionnaires were mailed to 25G firms which participated in
cooperative education programs, from which 68 completed questionnaires
were obtained (a 27 percent response). The questionnaire contained
sixteen major questions that stressed the qualitative aspects of the
employers' experiences with.and impressions of cooperative education
employees. The questionnaires were received.from firms in all six of
the areas (SMSAs) that were included in ehd-sample, but over 80 percent
Came from*the three-Iargest metropolitan-areas. The-sample was-- --
about equally weighted among firms which cooperated with central city
(35 percent), suburban (27 percent), and rural (38 percent) schools, and
among independent companies and branch plants (53 and 47 percent).
Over 50 percent of the respondent companies were from the wholesale
and retail trade -ectors of he economy. Service and government firms
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represented 25 percent of the total, followed by financial and real
estate companies (12 percent) and manufacturing plants (10 percent).
The surveyed plants averaged roughly 7.5 million dollars of sa1es
for 1974 and employed an average of 345 people. All had been involved
in cooperative programs for at 1easL two years and almost twr.-thirds
had participated for "ve or more years. Forty-three percent said
that.co-op students rotated among differert jobs at their companies,
but only 13 percent indicated that co-op students received special
training or supervision that regular employees did not recieve.

Coordinators from the schools visited 90 percent of the firms
to check on the studcnts' performance, and 84 percent of the firms
made formal reports to the schools. Only 28 percent said, however,
that they gave students academic grades on their performance. Over
50 percent of the firms /eyed said that at least 30 percent of
their co-op workers staye- on as regular employees.

Jobs

One section of the questionnaire concerned the occupational
duties, hours, and starting pay of co-ops. The predominant vocational
area was that of busiress, office, and commercial, which represented
one-half of the sampled jobs. Distributive education accounted for
30 percent, and the remaining 20 percent was scattered among all other
vocational areas. Fifty-three percent of the students were clerical
workers; the others were sales workers (16 percent), servicl workers
(12 percent), skilled craftsmen (10 percent), ;yr semiskilleJ operators
(9 percent). Co-op employees worked an average of twenty-one hours
a week. An average of 11.5 regular employees held each of the jobs
listed by employers, three of whom had originally been placed es co-ops,
and 2.5 current co-op employees held each of the jobs listed. The
average starting hourly wage for co-op employees was $2.12 compared
to $2.45 for regular employees. The'distribution of the co-ops pay
was strongly centered in the $2.00 to $2.10 range, the standard error
being only $.04. The starting pay for regular employees also had a
mode of $2.10 but was considerably more dispersed: 44 percent of
those sampled were paid $2,50 or more.

-

Why co-op employees should be paid an average of roughly $.35/hour
less than regular employees is not altogether clear. Evidence presented
below indicates that the co-ops' work is not significantly inferior
to that of regular employees; indeed, in soma respects it may be
superior. To determine whether cooperative employees', rates ,of pay
reflect the degree of skill required by their jobs, job duties were
ranked according to the skills necesary to perform them. A value of
one was assigned to jobs which clearly required no specialized skills;
two, to jobs which were not likely to require specialized skills;
three, to those likely to require specialized skills; and four, to
those which clearly required specialized skills. Pearson correlation
coefficients were calculated for the starting pay of both co-op and.
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regular employees against their respective skill leels. The values
obtained were -0.0532 for the co-op employees and 0.1843 for regular
employees. The former value is not statistically significant; the
latter is significant, but only at the .10 leel. These correlation
coefficients suggest that, while the pay of regular employees correspcnds
to the s1i1l level required by the job, the pay of co-op employees is

uncorrelated with the skill requirement. Chi-square analyses revealed
that vocational areas, job duties, or skill levels are not significant
determinants of differences in pay among co-op employees. This is not
surprising since, as noted earlier, co-ops' starting wages varied very
little.-

In order to create more variation in wage data, the average
starting salary for co-op employees was subtracted from that for regular
employees and the positive values were retained. This "wage advantage"
for regular employees was then cross-tabulated with vocational area,
job duties, and skill level. Again no significant differences were
observed. It is diffic.lt to generalize from these cross-tabulations,
however, since less than one-third (twenty-one) of the questionnaires
included complete wage data for both regular and co-op employees.

Two significant differences in co-ops' starting pay among different
worker groups were noted. The first resulted from a cross-tabulation
of co-ops' starting pay against the number of co-op students who held
the same job at a particular company. The differences were significant
at the .10 level, indicating that pay tends to increase as the number
of co-ops employed increased. In jobs for which only one cooperative
employee was hired, wages covered a wider and generally lower range.

A comparison Ta--; also made between the number of regular employees
in the job who were originally co-op placements and the starting wages
of co-ops. In this ca-le, the differences in starting pay were
significant at the .05 level. Wages tended to increase as the number
of regular emplc,' es who were originally co-op employees increased.
For jobs in whi ily one ol two regular employees were originally
co-op placement ,,out 7 percent of the workers earned $2.50/hour
or more, whereas in jobs with more former co-op employees, 33 percent
of the workers earned $2.50/hour or more.

This general analysis suggests that (a) most co-op employees
are underpaid relative to other employees; (b) most co-op employees
are underpaid relative to the skill level required by the job; and
(c) Ole companies that have had the most experience with cooperative
employees are likely to pay them higher wages. Perhaps some of the
pay disadvantage arises from the fact that co-op employees are, of
necessity, part-time employees who are thought to occupy a different
labor market than regular employees, even though they may perform the
same kinds of work. As noted earlier, companies with only one co-op
employee in a given job pay a generally lower tAough wider range of
wages than those with more co-op employees. Rates of pay for many
co-op jobs may be set on the basis of ad hoc decisions on the part
of the employer. This may at least partly account for the pay
differentials observed between the part-time co-op employees and full-
time (perhaps better-organized) regular employees.
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Work Performance and Costs of Cooperative Employees

Work Characteristics of Co-ops

In order to evaluate whether the cooperative employee is truly
a "good buy" tc the employer, it is necessary to evaluate both the
quality ot work performed and the cost per worker. A low-paid
employee, for example, may actually be more expensive to an employer
than a high paid employee if he or she produces work of inferior
quality or quantity. Thus, while co-op employees are generally
paid lower wages, we must examine the co-ops' wor ,:erformanee, as
well as other costs, relative to regular, fulltL-e ,2mp1oyces in
order to assess savinge to the employer. Employers were asked to
coneeire the work chaeacteristics of co-op and regular employees
in each of seven areas. The results are presented in Table 8-1.

TABLE 8-1

Comparison of Work Characteristics of Average Co-op Employees
with Average Regular Employees

Characteristic of Work

Companies Reporting Work of Co-op Employees:

Better No Difference Worse

Number Percent Number Percent Ne-eber Percent

Dependability 2. 35 35 56 6 9

Cooperation, working with
people 15 24 44 70 4 6

Quality of work 17 19 40 65 .
10 _16

Proper use of equipment 8 13 45 71 10 16

Quantity of work, output 10 16 36 57 17 27

Technical knowledge 10 16 35 56 18 28

Communication skills
_ 7 11 39 62 17 27
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It can be seen that while the co-op employees tended t-) be
rated as somewhat more dependable and cooperative than regular
employees, they were also thought to lack specific knowledge and
job skills. nis is to be expec since the co-ops' jobs are
part of their vocational trainiee. Although Table 8-1 reveals
that employers found the quantity of work produced by co-ops to
be somewhat below that of regular employees, the quality of their work
was perceived to be slightly higher.

The eraployers' low regard for the communication skills of the
co-op employees is somewhat surprising--more than twice as many
companies reported eo-ops' communication skills to be inferior
to those of regular employees as vice-versa. Perhaps unfamiliarity
with the jargon of the specific job situation could pose a slight
communications barrier, but it is not altogether Clear that it
would influence employers' perceptions as strongly as is indicated
in Table 8-1. It is possible that this rating reflects the
widespread dissatisfaction with the basic reading ane writing skills
of students in today's schools.

In sum, Table 3-1 indicates that employers have mixed impressions
of the work of co-op employees. Of the work characteristics listed,
ratings of the first three (dependability, cooperetion, and quality
of work) tend to favor the co-op employee, and the last four (proper
use of equipment, output, technical knowledge, and communication
skills) tend to favor the regular employee. The regular employees'
superiority in the last four characteristics is rather small, however,
and may be equalized by the additional training that co-op employees
sometimes receive. It seems likely that the overall quantity and
quality of the work of co-op employees probably differs relatively
little from that of regular employees.

Cross-Tabulations of Co-op Performance

In addition to the analysis presented in Table 8-1, several cross-
tabulation analyses of co-op performaece were also conducted. It
seemed likely, for example, that the work quality of ce-op employees
would be positively related to the receipt of a grade tor their work
and to the frequency of visits made to the company by the school
coordinator. To test these possibilities, cross-tabulations were
made of worker quality according to whether the co-op employees
received grades, the frequency of school coordinators' visits, and
whether formal reports were made to the students! schools by
stepervisors. From these cross-tabulations, chi-squeres were calculated
to test whether the distribution Gf performance ratings of co-op
employees differed according to grading and reporting precedures. The
chi-square tests were not significant. There was no evidence that
grading and other reporting measures significantly enhanced the job
performance of co-op employees.
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Also investigated was whether the performance of co-ops differed
by industry. None of the respondents from the manufacturing and
financial industries rated co-op employees'better than regular employees
in quality or quantity of work. In wholesale and retail trade and
service industries, however, the respondents were more likely to
rate 7o-ops higher than regular employees. In regard to quality
of work, 25 percent rated the co-ops better, 63 pircent said there
was no difference, and only 12 percent raCed the co-ops inferior to
regular employees. Similarly, only 22 percent of the trade and
service industry respondents rated the quantity of work performed
by co-op employees inferior to that of regular employees--78 percent
ratzA the quantity of. wor produced the same or greater.

Costs7 of FrIleving Co-eps

To get some idea of the types of costs employers incur with
cooperative stndents, respondents were'asked to estimate whether the
average co-op student cost more, the same, or less than the average
regular employee who did the same type of work in each of eleven
areas. The results are summarized in Table 3-2.

TABLE 8-2

Comparison of Employee-Related Costs of Average Co-op Employees
with Average Regular Employees

Employee-Related Cost (in or-
der of increasing co-op costs)

Companies Reporting Co-op Employees'

Cost More No Difference Cost Less

Number Percent Number

Recruitment, hiling

Fringe b,rnefits

Wages, salaries

Voluntary turnover of
workers

Absenteeism, tardiness

Involuntary turnover of
vorkers

Material wastage

Recordkeeping

Training, orientation

Scheduling work times

Supervision

0

0

1

0

0

29

30

2 34

3 5

.3 5

3 5 47

7 11 52

10 17 43

10 16 47

13 22 39

16 27 39

159 190

Percent Number PerCent

48 32 52

50 30 50

55 27 43

38 67 16 I 28

39 64 19 I 31

84

84

74

77

66

6 11

3 5

5 9

4 7

7 12

66 4 7



It can be seen from the table that employers who hire cooperative
students experience bo'll cost advantages and disadvantages. A consider-
able proportion of firms regard co-op employees as costing less for the
first six types of costs listed in the ta!)le and as costing more for
the last five. Co-op employees appear to be relatively easy to
recruit, demand relatively low pay (and fringe benefits), and exhibit
little turnover or absenteeism. On the negative side, co-op employees
are seen to entail higher costs for supervision, training, and paper-
work. On balance, it would appear that Overall costs for co-op
employees are lower than those for regular employees. Several of the
advantages of hiring co-op students to be discussed below related to
cost savings that accrue to the firm in training the co-op students as
future regular employees. These savings are probably not captured
in the simple comparisons shown in Table 8-2. Also, given the importance
of wages and salaries in a firm's profit and loss statement, the
savings in this area above may outweigh other costs. Cooperative
education programs thus ai-pear to more than justify themselves to the
employer on cost grounds.

Several cross-tabulations were performed to determine differences
in the costs of hiring and training co-op employees. Costs were compared
according to:(a) industry classification, (b) whether co-op employees
rotated among various job tasks, and (c) the firm's geographic location.

Cross-Tabulations of Costs

A much higher percentage (57) of respondents in the manufacturing
and construction industries said that co-ep employees cost more to orient
and train than did respondents in other industries. Given the technical
nature of the work in these industries, this is not a surprising result.
An additional significant difference across industries was noted for
the cost of fringe benefits. As shown in Table 8-2, respondents in-
dicated overall that the cost of fringe benefits for co-op employees
was less than or equal to that of regular employees. When broken
down by broad industry groups, however, an interesting heterogeneity.
arises. Only 22 percent of the wholesale and retail trade firms said
that the cost of fringe benefits for co-op employees was less, compared
to 79 percent for other industries. This difference may be largely a
statistical artifact, representing the relatively limited range of fringe
benefits available to all employees in this industry. Such an inter-
pretation gains credence from the fact that no significant difference
in wage costs was noted among these industries.

A chi-square test evaluated the additional costs or savings that
resulted from rotating tasks of the co-op employees. Overall, the
differences in costs when job tasks were rotated were not significant,
but costs related to record-keeping and evaluation of performance were
significantly higher. A similar analysis of costs by the location of
the firms was not significant.

1 9
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Advantages to the Employer

The questionnaire sent to the firms listed seven possible advan-
tages to employers from participating in cooperative education programs.
The respondents were asked to rank these in importance to their firms
on a scale of one to seven, with a one indicating the most important
advantage and a seven the least important. The results are presented
in Table 8-3.

TABLE 8-3

Ranking of Possible Advantages to Employers from Cooperative Education

Advantage (in order of
incroas-ing mean)

Mean of
Rankings

Mode of
Rankings

Percent of Respondents
Ranking this Advantage
EiCest (1) Lowest (7)

Facilitate evaluation of
potential regular em-
ployees

Improves communication
with and responsiveness
of schools

Reduces costs of recruit-
ing new employees

Shortens orientation and
training time

Provides valuable com-
munity service

Reduces employee turnover

Good for public relations

3.28

3.58

3.76

3.87

3.98

4.31

4.77

3

2

.

1

2

1

7

7

20

16

24

14

20

8

3

5

10

14

13

12

21

23
_

The table suggests that cost-saving aspects may be perceived
by business as the primary advantage of employing cooperative students.
The four possible advantages with the highest mean rankings are
directly or indirectly related to reducing hiring and training costs
for the employer. The advantage whose mean rank was third--cooperative
education reduces recruiting costs--most clearly addreSses tbe cost
issue. It was ranked as the most important advantage of cooperativ-al
education by the largest percentage (24) of the respondents. Facilitating
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the evaluation of potential regular employees, which had the highest

mean rank, is also a clear cost advantage. Although the mode for this
advantage is not particularly high (3), it was widely regarded as one
of the more important; more than 85 percent of the respondents ranked

it fifth or better. The social and public relations advantages of
cooperative education programs were less highly regarded according to

the rankings. "Provides valuable community service" and "Good for
public relations" were fifth and seventh, respectively, according to
their means. While the community service aspects were considered
very important by some respondents (20 percent rated it most important),

there was little consensus regarding its overall importance. "Good

for public relations" was clearly the least important advantage
according to most respondents. In general, these rankings suggest

that most employers hire cooperative education students because of

cost advantages rather than for altruistic or public relations reasons.

A chi-square analysis was performed in order to evaluate how
perceptions of cooperative education varied according to the size

and structure of the firms. It seemed probable that a branch of a
large, publicly-owned firm would be more receptive than an independent

company to a cooperative education program due to both its greater
discretionary authority and concern for public relations. The

advantage "Good for public relations" does differ at the .10
significance level between those respondents who represented

independent companies and those Who represented larger corporations.

Whereas twenty-three of the thirty-two (72 percent) large corporations

rated this among the top five advantages, only twelve of the thirty
(40 percent) independent companies rated it that highly. Surprisingly,

a significantly greater percentage of independent firms rated the
advantage "Shortens orientation and training time" more highly than

did branches of corporations. This may indicate that the independents

are more likely to subsequently hire the co-ops as regular employees.

Such an interpretation is supported by the advantage "Reduces costs

of recruiting new employees" being ranked significantly higher (at

the .10 level) by independent companies.

Chi-square analyses were also'performed to determine differences

in perceived advantages according to the size of the firm. The size of

the firm was measured both in terms of the number of employees and sales

for the location sampled and for the total organization represented

by each plant. Significant differences were noted in perceptions of

the advantage "Reduce costs of recruiting new employees," but only at

the total organizational level (as opposed to the individual plant).

In the case of employment, the advantage in question was rated relatively

low by very small and very large companies (less than nine and more
than 500 employees) and relatively high by intermediate sized companies.

Viewing sales as a measure of firm size, a different and irregular
pattern emerged. Most of the variation in this case occurred between the

smallest sales cr.tegory, $0 to $999,000, and larger companies. Of

the eight companies in the lowest sales category, three rated "Reduces

cost of recruiting new employees" as the most important advantage
while four of the remaining five rated it the least important.
Companies of other sizes rated this advantage of only medium importance.
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Summary

Employers did not find cooperative student workers to be inferior
or superior to their regular employees overall, but co-ops were
seen to offer many advantages to the employer that tend to outweigh
the disadvantages that are sometimes a:;sociated with hiring co-op
students. A major advantage of employing cd-op students is that
they tend to be paid lower wages for performing the same work as
regular efnployees. Regular employees were seen by employers to have
superior technical and communications skills; cooperative employees
were seen to be more dependable and to work better with others.
Although co-ops entail higher costs for supervision, training, and paper-
work, these are probably at least balanced by lower salary and fringe
benefit requirements, coupled with reduced turnover and absenteeism.
Moreover, employrs found that participation in cooperative education
programs can reduce recruitment costs and help them to evaluate potential
regular employees. Although co-ops tend to be paid less than regular
employees, firms which have had more experience with co7ops tend tp

pay them higher wages. Finally, employers in different industries rate
some aspects of co-op costs and performance differently. ;or example,
employers in wholesale and retail trade were more likely to rate the
quantity and quality of work performed by cooperative employees highly
than were representatives of other industries.
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Thc Pennsylvania
State Univerlty
University Park,
Pennsylvania

INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON HUMAN RESOURCES

Appendix A-1

STUDENT ATTITUDES,
EXPERIENCES, AND

CAREER PLANS

Directions: Your high school is cooperating in a nationwide study of student attitudes,

experiences, and career plans. You have been seler.,ted as a representative of all other students
in the eastern half of the United States who are in special kinds of programs. Your answers

are important.

We hope you will answer every question. Most can be answered by placing
checkmark (V) in the box that best reflects your own experiences or attitudes. There are no

right or wrong answers. Your answers will be held in strict confidence and revealed to tic) one

outside the research staff.

Please sign your name on the following line to indicate your willingness to take part

in this study. Even after signing your name, you still may decline to answer any question you
do not wish to answer or at any point you may decide not to continue any further.

Signed Name

Printed Name

Home Address

PRIZE NUMBER

Date

High School

Telephone

fCARD12-7!-
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

PRIZE NUMBER

The number in this box enters you in the drawing for the prizes

to be awarded Y) participants in this study. Make record of this number.
If you arc a winner, a check will be sent directly to your home. Be sure

you have entered your correct home address.
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CONFIDENTIAL: FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY

BACKCROUND INFORMATION

1. Mat is your age?

10 15 or younger 40 18 years of age

2171 16 years of age 50 19 years of age

30 17 years of age 60 70 or older

2. What is your sex?

191

ElMale 0 Female
2

3. What grade are you in?
[WI

1 9th grade 30)1th grade

20 10th grade .40 12th grade

4. Are you currently taking any of the fol-

1111 lowing kinds of courses? (If More than

one, check major or main one.)

10 Business, office or commerical courses
such as bookkeeping, stenography, office
practice

20Distributive.education courses such as
marketing, banking, wholesaling

30Bealth courses such as medical-dental
technician, nurses aide

411 0ccupational home economics such as
food service, interior decorating,
child care

s0 Trade and industrial courses such as
auto mechanics, welding, carpentry

(1-]Tc;:.hnical courses such as electronics,

industrial chemistry

70Agr1cu1tura1 courses such as horticul-
. ture, crop production

&E)Not taking any of these courses

5. Bow many brothers and sisters do you have?

Older

Younger

Brothers

1121

1141

Sisters

1131

Its]

6. What is the usual occupation of your father
06.171(or the male head of your household)?

What kind of work does he usually do?

000There is no male head of the household
SKIP TO 'QUESTION 11

9t El Father usually cannot work

9901 don't know

7. Approz:imately how mr:.-ly hours a week does your
10149jfather (or male head of household) usually

work?_

B. Does your father (or male head) belong to n
tall union?

171Yes No 1-1Don't know

3

9. What is the highest level of education
plj your father (or male head) reached?

IONone, or some grade school

Completed grade school, 6th grade

30 Some high school (7-12), but not a graduate

Graduated from high school

3E:Vocational or business school after
high school

on Some college, but not a graduate

7E:Graduated from regular 4-year college

8LJGraduate or professional school after
college

9111 don't know

10. Does your father (or male head) do
community work (such as Lions C.7..ab,
volunteer fireman,Boy Scout leader, etc.)?

El No OYes Approximately how many

o hours per week?
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11. How many of the years that you have been
1231 in school has your mother (or the female

head of your household) held a regular
job outside of the house? (By "regular"
we mean a full-time or part-time job at
which she worked at least six months per

OnThere is no female head of house--
hold--SKIP to Question 16

41 Mother never held a regular job
SKIP to Question 14

4-1 1 to 2 years 407 to 8 years

41 3 to 4 years so 9 to 10 years

1-1 5 to 6 years (fill to 12 Years

12. What is the usual occupation of your
f24:25I mother (or female head of household)?

13. Approximately how many hours a week does

126-271 your mother (or female head of household)

usually work?

14. What is the highest level of education

Pq your mother (or female head) reached?

j[7]None, or some grade school

2FiComp1eted grade school, 6th grade

3r1Some high school (7-12), but not a
graduate

4DGraduated from high sch,.ol

50Vocational or business school after
high school

GE) Some college, but not a graduate

70Craduated from'a regular 4-year college

tE] G raduate or professional school after
college

9[I] 1 doo't know

15. Does your mother (or female head) do com-

1241 munity work (nuch as Red Cross, hospital
volunteer, or Girl Scout leader)?

nNo EJY('s -,-Approximately how many
hours per week?

16. Does your family have a daily newspaper

13(11
delivered to your home?

1-1Yes F-1No
0

17. How many magazines does your family sub-

p31 scribe to?

0 None n 1 2 n 3 4 ED 5 or more
2 3

How many books are there in your home

1321 (excluding encyclopedias)?

JONone, or very few (0-10)

20A few books (11-25)

3 f-1 One bookcase full (26-100)

4 I-1 Two bookcases full (101-250)

5 1 1
Three or four bookcases full (251-500)

6 1 I A room full--a library (501 or More)

19. How many rooms are there in your home?

WI (Not counting bathrooms, unfinished areas)

E] 2 or less [1] 4 rooms [1] 6 rooms

F-1 3.rooms 5 rooms [-] 7 or more

20. Check all of the following items that your
family has. (Cheek all that apply.)

pi} D Automobile

p51 FlAutcmatic clothes washer

pc.] EjAutomatic clothes dryer

337I r-] Electric dishwasher

1331 FlUome food freezer (separate from refriger-
ator)

(391 ElEi-fi or stereophonic set

001 EiDesk et which you study

01! E.] Set of encyclopedias

riTelephone
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INFLUENCES ON CHOICE OF COURSE OF STUDY

21. Listed below are a number of eyperiences that sometimes influence people when they choose

what they want to study in high school.
Please indicate whether or not you ever had such

experiences. If you did, please indicate how much they helped you to make your choice by

circling one of these responses after each one.

NA = Not at all helpful ? = Undecided don't know Q = Quite helpful

L = A little helpful
VH = Very helpful

No Yes How Helpful

a. Did you ever take a course about careers which showed what I 2 3 5

131 a variety of different occupations were like? 0 NA L ? Q VII

b. Did you ever take a vocational interest test which indi-

P4) cated the kinds of jobs you were likely to find inter-

esting?
0 0 -4- NA L Q VH

c. Did jou ever take a vocational aptitude test which indi-

051 cated the kinds of jobs you would find most suitable to

your skills?
0-)- NA L ? Q VH

d. Did you ever read material from the guidance department

1461 or library that described various occupations? 0 rm.. NA L ? Q VH

e. Did your school conduct any programs or activities de-

1471 signed to describe to students what different courses

of study were like? 0 0-, WA L ? Q VH

f. Did you ever discuss your choice of a course of study

psi with other students? Ej [2] NA L .? Q VH

g. Did you ever discuss your choice with your parents' [1] Ei-)- NA L ? Q VH

1491

h. Did you ever discuss your choice with your brother,

1501 sister, or other relatives?
NA L ? Q VH

i. Did you ever discuss your choice with teachers? 0 NA L ? Q VH

1511

j. Did you ever discuss your choice with a guidance

152I counselor? 0 - NA b ? Q VH

k. Did you ever have a part-time or summer job that

WI influenced your choice? 0 0 NA L ? Q VH

1. Do you have any hobbies or leisure time activities

that influenced your choice? 0 0 - NA L Q VH
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SCHOOL EXPERlENCES AND ATTITUDES

22. What was the most important reason you
1551 chose the course of study you arc now

taking? (Check only one)

D
20

To be in same classes with friends

To prepare for employment

30 To prepare for college, business
school, technical school, etc.

4 To satisfy parents

24. Overall, how well do you like school?

if-1 L ike it very much

2 fl L ike it

4-1 Neutral, neither like it nor dislike it

4 n Dislike it

50Dislike it very much

25. Which course or Jubject do you like the most?
To study things of personal interest 11611 (Check only one)

E nglish160 To have easy courses E1

711 Followed suggestion of school 2 [-] S ocial studies, history

grl Undecided, don't know main reason 31-1 M athematics courses

90 Other (Specify) 40 Science courses

5 El Home economics courses

23. Please check all of the school organize- 61-1 I ndustrial arts courses
tions or clubs of which you are an active
member. (Check all that apply) 7r-1 Vocational courses

1561 ri School newspaper, magazine or yearbook s 0 P hysical education courses

1571 n Intramural sports--which play other 9 0 Art and music courses
teams from your own school

00 Other (14hat?)
15s1 Ej Intorscholastic sportswhich play

teams from other schools, cheerleaders

(591 riStudent rovernment--such as student
council, class officer I[J English

(60] 0Musical, dramatic, or debating clubs, 2n S ocial studies, history
band, glee club

26. Which course or subject do you like the least?
(6s1 (Check only one)

' WI F1 Subject matter clubssuch as history,
science, mathematics or language clubs 0

3 ri Mathematics courses

1621 Service clubs--such as Tri-Hi-Y,
School Booster Club

(63] EiHobby clubssuch as photography,
model building, chess, car clubs

16.11 EiVocational clubs--such as VICA, DECA,
FHA, PBLA, 4-H, etc.

1651 00ther (Specify)

5

Science courses

Home economics courses

6 n Industrial arts courses

7 El Vocational courses

0 Physical education courses

9 n Art and music courses

Ej Other (What?)
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27. Bow good are your grades compared to

Vol ther students?

10 Far above average

2 [-71 Above average

6 0

Slightly above average

Slightly below average

Below average

Far below average

28. How good a reader do you think you are

1701 compared to other students your .'ge?

'Lii
20

Far above average

Above average

3 D Slightly above average

Slightly below average

Below average

Far below average

29. Since you hnve been in high school, how
pll often has a teacher made you report

to the principal or discipline office

because you were misbehaving in class?

0 I1 Never 2
3 or 4 times

1 Or 2 times 47 5 or more times

30. Since you have been in high.schol, have
1721 you ever been suspended from school (not

allowed to attend for a few daYs) because
you broke a school rule?

EiNo 0 Yes a. How many times?
o

31. Approximately how many days during this

1731 school year aave you been truant (played

"hooky")? (Remember all answers are con-

fidential.)

0 0 None 3115 or 6 days

10 1 or 2 days 4 0 7 or 8 days

2 0 3 or 4 days 5 9 or more

32. Did you ever think seriously about dropping
out of school?

11 Ye's El No -3- SKIP to Question 33

a. What were the main reasons? (Check as
many as apply)
1

1741 0 Marriage or pregnancy

1751 0 Conflict with teachers, school staff

1761 0 Poor grades

P7I 0 Disliked school

P8I LI Needed money

091 0 Friends dropped out

IOI rj Poor health

0 Other (What?)

ICAN, 2 2-7j

b. What caused you not to drop out? (Check
as many as apply)

181 0 Parents wouldn't let me

191 0 Talks with counselor, teachers, 'other
school staff

1101 0 Talks with friends

1111 Got a job while in school

112i 0 Grades improved

113! 0 Health improved

P41 D Other (What?)

33. How much arc you learning from the courSes

1151 you are taking this year?

10 I am learning nothing

20 1 am learning a little

30 I am learning an average amount

40 I am learning a lot

50 I am learning a great deal
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34. Now intoresting are the courses you are
WI taking this year?

I
Not at all interesting

3

38. How uf:eful will the things you are studying

1201 be whe ,. rw leave high school?

IEDNot at all useful

2 n i little interesting 2 A 11.tt1e useful

3 0 Somewhat interesting I
lul

4 Qu ite interesting e luJ.

5 ['Very interesting LiVery useful

39. Dow useful are the things you are studying
PI to you right now?

35. How difficult is it to understand the
V71 material covered in your courses?

1 0
2 0
3 0

Very easy to understand

Easy to understand

A little hard to understand

411 Uard to understand

D Very hard to understand

36. How hard do your teachers try to
081 help you understand the material they

cover?

InTeachers try very hard

2FITeachers try hard

3 El Teachers try a little

4[1]Teachers don't try very much

5 ED Teachers don't try at all

ID Not at all useful

2[1:1 A little useful

3EJ Somewhat useful

4 [1] Quite useful

Very useful

40. Bow friendly are other students toward you?
17:!

1
Very friendly

2 ED Friendly

3 0 Neutral, neither friendly or. unfriendly

DUnfr.iendly

sEl]Very unfriendly

41. How often do you feel other students "look

1231 down" on you becauseof the courses you are
taking?

I Very often

37. How much do your teachers encourage you 2F1 Often

091 to learn?
31:11 Sometimes

10 Very encouraging 40 'Rarely

2[i] Encouraging
5E1 Never

30Neutral, neither encouraging or
discouraging 42. Do you ever feel teachers "look down" on

4i-1 Discouraging
1241 you because of the courses you are taking?

n Yes F-7) No ED Undecided
5 Very discouraging 3
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43.. During this school year have you taken
1251 any courses thar train you to obtain

employment in regular occupations?

47. How hard do you think your school is trying
131 to give you the preparation you will need

when you leave school?

00Took no such courses4SKIP to Question 47 ID School is trying very hard

10 Presently taking such courses 20 School 'is trying hard

2C] Took such courses but not in any 3 ri School lv little
at present

4111 School is trying very much

5 fl School is not trying at all
44. What is the title of the course(s) you are
126-21 (were) taking?

45. Approximately how many total hours per
1301 week do (did) you spend in class for

these course(s)?

3 hours or less 4 n 10 to 12 hours

204 to 6 hours Sn 13 to 15 hours

307 to 9 hours 6E116 or more hours

46. Have you encountered any problems or dif-
ficulties in theSe course(s)? (Check all
that apply)

D
2 D
3 D

Lack of background in area

Coursematerial is boring, uninteresting

Difficult subject matter

48. How hard are you, yourself, trying to get
P31 the preparation you will need when you

leave school?

I 0 I am trying very hard

2 DI am trying hard

0 I am trying a little

4 I am not trying very much

SC I am not trying at all

49. Overall, how satisfied are you with the
1.141 education you are receiving in your courses?

tElVery satisfied

20 Satisfied

30Neutral, neither satisfied or dissatisfied

40Dissatisfied

SpVery dissatisfied

4 EiToo much work required

$ 0 Attitude of teachers 50. If you had it to do over again, 'mould you

1351 choose these .courses again?
0Attitude of other students

Ei Yes 0 No El Undecided
7 El Treated differently from other . 1 2 3

students

8 lOther (What?)
51. Would you recom-.end these courses to otherE
1361 students?

9 E] No problems or difficulties

204

Yes 0 No D Undecided
3



INPLOYMENT EXPER ItznES

52. During this school year, since September
1974, have you had a regular job? (By
"regular job" we mean one you worked at
outside your home, for five hours or more
per week, for one month or longer. This
includes voluntary jobs for which you
aren't paid.)

El Yes ID No -4- SKIP to Question 74

pin How many such jobs have you had this
year?

jobs

mi How many months of this school year
have you had a job?

months.

pm Do you have a job at the prei..ent
time?

111:1 Yes Answer the following
questions for your current

20 No J or most recent job.

53. What do (did) you do on this job, what
po-451 are (were) your main duties?

54. What kind of business or organization do
06-in you work for? That is, what does the

organization make or do?

55. When did you start working on this job?

Month Day Year

56. When did you stop working at this job?

148-501

Month Day Year

EiStill working at 2 b

57. How many hours per week do (did) you
PIM usually work?

hours per week

58. What was your starting wage or salary?
151-51 (Before.any deductions for taxes, Social

Security, etc.)

per hour/week (Circle one)

Diob is voluntary, not paid -4 SKIP to
Question 63

59. What is your current (or last) wage or salary?
Ws] (Before deductions)

per hour/ week (Circle one)

O. Since September 1974 to the present, ap-
p94;21 proximately how much total money have you

earned?

total earnings

61. Bow much of the work you do (did) is also
1631 done by regular, full-time employees?

Ir-lAll of the Work I do is also done by
full-time employees

2 El Most of the work I do is also done by
full-time employees

FlAbout half of the work I do is also done
by full-time employees

40A little of the work I do is done by
full-time. employees

5 Ell None of the work I do is also done by
full-time employees

62. How does your rate of pay compare to that
1611 of full-time employees who do the same kind

of work?

1 LIMY pay rate is higher than full-time
employees

2E1My pay rate is the same as full-time
employees

30 My pay rate is lower than full-time
employees

4 I don't know the pay rate of full-time
employees

sr:No iull-time employees do the work I do
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63. how did you find out this job was
WI available?

ID P romo friend, member of family

20 C ontacted employer directly

3121 F rom,school-placement office,
. coordinator, or teacher

4

DState employment service

El Private employment agency

Answered an advertisement

7 El Other (How?)

ale. Vow well have the 1.1,A.,6:, you studied
1661 in high school prepared you for this job?

IDVery good preparation

2E1 Good preparation

30 Fair prepatation

4 D Poor 7reparation

5 Very poor preparation

6 n Things I study are not related
to this kind of job

How often do (d.id) you use the things you
(01 study in school on this job?

n All the time

2C-1 Most of the time

D About half the time

40
50

Some of the time

None of the time

How many things have you learned on
(68I this job that you have not studied in

school?

1 ED Very many things

2 0 Many things

3 OA few things

4 0 Very few things

5 0 Nothing

67. How well do (did) you like this job?

1 0 Like it very much

2 0 Like it

3 Neutral, neither like it nor dislike it

41-1Dislike it

5E1Di:slit-se it vtry much

68. Would you like to continue in this job after
floi you leave high school?

nYes fl N I I Undecided
2

69. Is (was) there someone from your school,
In1 a coordinator, who should visit you and

your employer on this job?

riYes FIN(' SKIP to Question 73

70. how otter does (Bid) your coordinator visit
[721 you at your job?

in Once a week or more

2 0

,ED

Once every two or three weeks

Once a month

Less than once a month

Never visits

71. How well does your coordinator understand
P3I you and know the kinds of things you like

to do?

ICJ

3E1

40

Understands me very well

Understandn me well

Understands me somewhat-

Understands me a little

Doesn't understand me at all

72. how helpful is your coordinator when you
1741 have a problem?

In Very helpful

2 0 Quite helpful

3 0 Somewhat helpful

4 n A little helpful

50 Not at all helpful
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73. Listed below are some possible effects of holding a job while you arc in school. Please
indicate, by checking Yes or No, if your job(s) had any of these effects on you.

Yes No Undecided
2

U S1 a. Does holding a job cause you to get lower grades? 0 0 El
1761 b. Does holding a job help you to get better gradeS? 0 0 LI
1771 c. Does holding a job make it harder to find time to study? 0 0 0
178I d. Do you like school better when you have a job? 0 0
1791 e. Does holding a job make your courses more interesting? El 0
P oi f. Does holding a job help you to 4 the things you study in school? ri 0 0
/CARD 3 2.7j

g. Does holding a job make it harder to take part in school activities
such as clubs and sports? 0 ID

PI h. Has holding a job helped you to decide what you want to do after
you leave high sehool? El 0 0

O 01 i. Does holding a job cause you to feel you are less a part of the
the school than the full-time students9 0 0 0

II j. Do you think having a job has helped you to continue in school,
not drop out? 0 0 0

1121 k. Has holding a job helped you to learn how to get along with people? 0 0 El
113I 1. Does holding n job help you to understand better the things you

study in school? 0 0 0
041 m. Do you think you get along better with your teachers when you

have a job? 0 0 0
1151 n. Has holding a job caused you to have less contact with your friends? D 0 0
1161 (3. Has holding a job taught you job skills you did not learn in school? r-1

1171 p. Has holding a job increased your confidence in yourself? El LI ri
Osl q. Does holding a job make it hardei- to do your chores at home? 0 0 0
101 r. Does holding a job make you wish you were done with school and

working full-time? 0 0 0
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INFORMATION ABOUT JOBS

74. This section is a little differ,nit than

the others. We would like to find out
if you know the kinds of work that people

in certain jobs usually do. For each job
listed there are three descriptions of
job duties. Please indicate the descrip-
tion you think best fits each job. Be

'sure to read all three possible answers
before you decide.

pal a. ACETYLENE WELDER

JJ Builds wooden crates to hold tanks
of, acetylene gas

2DUses a gas torch to cut metal or
join pieces of metal together

3r-10perates a machine that stitches
the soles to the upper parts of shoes

41-1Don't know

b. ASSEMBLER

IDPuts together and fixes machines used
on an assembly line

2F-1Takes broken parts off an assembly
line and sends them to scrap area

3[1 Works on a production line putting
parts together

40Don't know

p21 c. BANK TELLER

ILDChecks bank records

20 Talks to persons who want to borrow
money

3DReceives and pays out al,.ney in a

bank

4 Don't know

(231 d. DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER

Selects the items to be sold in a section
of a department store

2n Checks on the courtesy of sales people
by shopping at the store

3n Buys department stores that are about to
go out of business

40Don't know

wle. DIETICIAN

InWaits on tables in a restaurant

21-1SUggests exercises for persors who arc
overweight or sick

31:linens menus for hospitals and schools

4F1 Don't know

1251 f. DRAFTSMAN

IF-Lhiakes scale drawings of products or
equipment for engineering or manufacturing
purposes

21-1Mixes and serves drinks in a bar or
tavern

30 Pushes or pulls a cart in a factory or
warehouse

41:11Don't knew

120 g ECONOMIST

10Prepares menus in a hospita7, hotel, or
other such establishment

2EjDoes research on such matters as general
business conditions, unemployment, etc.

3E1Assists a chemist in developing chemical
formulas

40 Don't know,
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127i h. FORK LIFT OPERATOR p2)m. NURSES' AID

El Operates a machine that makes a certain
'

Teaches nurses how to take care of patients
kind of agricultural tool

2 aliests blood samples of hospital patients
20 Operatcsa freight elevator in a ware-

house or factory 3 LI Serves food to hospital patients and per-,

forms other duties to make patients com-
3E1 Drives an electrical or gas powered ma- fortable

chineto move material in a warehouse
or factory 4 0 Don t know

4 0 Don't know [33111. QUALITY CONTROLLER IN BAKERY

124) 1. HOSPITAL ORDERLY

1E1 Helps to take care of hospital patients

20 Orders food and.other supplies for
hospital kitchens

3E:Works 1,,f_ hospital desk where patients
check in

Don't know

1291 j. KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

/El/Operates a machine which sends telegrams

2 n

IDFinds out if packages of pastries are
the proper weight

2 El Tells bakers what to do

3 0 Keeps records of how much bread is sold

4 ri Don't know

3 4 SOCIAL WORKER

[ 1 Conducts research on life in primitive
societies

Writes newspaper stories on marriages,
engagements, births, and similar events

Operates a machine which punches holes
in cards used in computers 4:Works for a welfare agency and helps

people with various types of problems
3F1 Operates a cordless telephone switch- they may have

board and pushes switch keys to make
telephone connections 4 Li Don' t know

4 0 Don't know [31 p. STATIONARY ENGINEER

Pni k, MACHINIST

-1 Makes adjustments ou automobile, air-
plane, and tractor engines 20Drives a locomotive that moves cars around

in a freight yard

31-10perates and maintains such equipment
30 Sets up and operates metal lathes, as steam boilers and generators

shapers, grinders, buffers, etc.
4 D Don' t knowri Don't know

po q. STATISTICAL CLERK
1311 1. 'MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR

F-1Works at a deskmaking drawings and
solving engineering problems

Repairs electrical equipment

10 Draws pictures' of medical uniforms for
use in ads

uSolves busines problems using a computer

2 F-1 tMkes calculations with adding machines
or a desk calculator

2F-]Tcaches mt,dical students correct oper-
ating -F-ii..cedures 3j 'Prepares bills and statements for customers

30 1)raws mIctures that are used to teach 4 El Don't know
anatomy and surgical operating procedure

4E1 Don't know
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FUTURE PLANS

75. What are your pain plans for when you

WI leave high school? (Not including part-
time or summer.plans. For example, if
you plan to attend college full-time nnd
work part-lime, check attend college.
If you plan to work in the summer and
then go into military service, check
military service.)

in G et a full-time job

2I-1 Attend vocational, technical or
business school full-time

ALI Attend full time

40 Go into military service

sn Be a housewife

61-1 Other (Specify)

n U ndecided SKIP to Question 7G

psi a. How sure are you that this is what you
will do?

1 0 Very sure

2 n Q uite sure

D Somewhat sure

4E1 A little sure

5111 Not at all sure

76. What kind of job do you hope to get after
1394(11-you finish your education?

FlUndecided -* SKIP to Question 78

pli a. How sure are you that this is the kind
of work you want to do?

InVery sure

212)Quite su=e

Somewhat sure

...4[E] A littla. sure

INot at.ail sure

77. What kind of problems do you think you may
have getting the kind of job you want? (Check
all that apply.)

1421
LIMaY not be able to meet requirements such

as grades, test scores, etc.

1431 Fillany.others seeking same jobs

041 n May have to leave this area

1451 n May not: be able r

iliuing

LiMay -not be able to pay for necessary
tools, equipment

1471 Expect no problems

vOu-

O s1 n Other (What?)

H9] 0 Don't know if I will have any problems

78. How much money per week do you think you
will be making one year and five years after
you finish your education?

ISO) 151 I
a. One year b. Five 'years

1 0 0 $100 or less

2E1 $101 to 140

3 0 El] $141 to 180

4 0 El $181 to 220

50 1-1.$221 to 260

60 0 $261 to 300

ciiii F-1 $301 to 340

$341 or more

No idea, can't ebti-
mate

79. If you could dO.anything in the world cif
p.m work that you wanted to, whatwould you

most like to do?
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OPINIONS ABOUT ONE'S SELF

80. Listed below are some statements of how people feel about themselves. Indicate
to which you agree or disagree with the following statements by circling one of
sponses after cach one.

the degree
these re-

SA = Strongly Agree ? Undecided
A = Agree

SD
D=L ree

poi 8. / am able to do things as well al. 10,8f, people SA A SD

L. I have always felt pretty sure my life would work out
the way I wanted it to SA A y D SD

c.

sij d.

I take a positive attitude toward myself

I would rather decide things when they come up than always

SA A ? D. SD ,

try to plan ahead SA A ? D SD

e. All in all, I am inclined to feel that 1 am a failure . SA A ? D SD

1591 f. I feel I do not have much to be proud of SA A D SD

1601 g. I nearly always feel pretty sure of myself even when people
disagree with me SA A ? D SD

1611 h. I seem to be the kind of person that has more bad luck
than good luck SA A ? D SD

i. I feel that I have a number of good qualiti s SA A ? D SD

[01 J.

k.

I wish I could have more respect for myself

I never have any Lrouble making up my mind about important

SA A ? D SD

decisions SA A ? D SD

[011 There's not much use for me to plan ahead because there's
usually something that makes me change my plans SA A ? D SD

1661 m. I have often had the feeling that it's no use to try to
get anywhere in this life SA A SD

101 n. At times I think I am no geed at all SA A ? D SD

081 o. I certainly feel useless at times SA A ? D SD

Vol p. I have always felt that I have more will power-than most

pa) q.

people have

I feel that I'm a person of worth, at least on an equal

SA A ? D SD

plane with othors SA A ? D SD

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR
YOUR COOPERATION
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CONFIDENTIAL: FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY

Directions: This questionnaire is about
your high school education and your exper-
ience since leaving high school. It also
contains some questions about your mother
and father.

Most questions can be answered by put-
ting an "X" or checkmark (,) in the box
that best reflects your own experiences
or attitudes. You may decline to answer
any question.

Please sign your name on the following
line to indicate your willingness to par-
ticipate in the study.

Signed Name

Date

Are you willing to have your high school
release to Penn State your grade point
average and an IQ or similar test score?

ci Yes ri No

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. What is your age?
18.91

2. What is your sex?
Dot

r-lMale OFemale
2

3. What month and year did you graduate
(or leave) high school?

Month Year
/11-12J (J3-141

a. How good were your high school
116] grades compared to other students?

4-71 Well above average

20 sl ightly above average
30 Slightly below average

Well below average-

4. When you were in school, what was
no471 the usual occupation of your father.

(or the male head of your household)?
What kind of work did he usually do?

DO While I was in school there was
no male head of hoUSehold

es FT] Father usually could not work
while I was in school

99 [] I don't km.%

5. How many of the years while you
[18) were in school did your mother

(or the female head of your house-
hold) have a regular job outside
the house? (By "regular" we mean
a full-time or part-time job at
which she worked at least six
months per year.)

D 1 to 2

3 to 4
20 5 to 6
3

years Ei 7 CO 8 years
4

years Li 9 to 10 years

years 11 11 to 12 years
s

DUbile I was in school there was
° no female head of household

SKIP to Question 7

[] Mother never held a regular job
9 SKIP to Question 7

6. What was the usual occupation of
Do4ot mother (or female head of house-

hold) while you were in school?



7. What is the highest level of education
your father (or male head) and mother
(or female bead) reached?

1--1-Father t22)

- Mother pm]

__

2 0 0 None, or some grade school

2 ED 0 Completed grade school, Gth
grade

a ED n Some high school (7-12), but
not a graduate

4 ED ri Graduated from high school

6 0 0 Vocational or business school
after high school

6 ED 0 Some college, but not a graduate

n Graduated from regular 4-year
college

a 0 ED Graduate_ or professional school
after college

9 LI I don't know

VIGD SCHOOL EXPERIENCES

8. While you were in high school did you
123] take any courses that trained you to'

obtain employment in regular occupa-
tions?

0Yes [1]No -+ SKIP to Question 9

a. What was the tille(s) of the
(24.27) course(s) you took?

9. Were you a co-op or work-study student
(2 (part-time school and part-Lime work)

in high school?

ElYes 0 No SKIP to Question 10

a. Did you continue with the employer
(29) you worked for in high school

after you left school?

E)Yes 0 No .4- SKIP to
Question 104

b. Are you still with ;:his employer?
lao]

ED Ye LII No
4

c. Bow long did you stay
with this employer?.

years months
[alf -(3n7)

10. What was the most important reason you
04, chose thc course of study you took in

high school? (Check only one)

FATo be in same classes with friends

2 n To prepare for employment

3 0 To prepare for college, business
school, technical school, etc.

4 0 To satisfy parents

n To study things of personal
interest

. 0 To have easy courses

0 Followed suggestion of school

8 F-1 Undecided, don't know main reason

9 ri Other (Specify)
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11. Eow hard do you think your school
1351 tried to give you the preparation you

needed when you left school?

ri S chool tried very hard

2 ri S chool tried hard

ET] School tried a little

4 11 School did not try very much

[I] School did not try at all

12. flow hard did you, yourself, try to
las] get the preparation you needed when

you left school?.

0 I tried very hard

2 D I tried hard

3 I tried a little

4 pi I did not try very much

I did not try at all

13. Overall, how satisfied are you with
1371 the education you received in high

school?

1-1Very satisfied
2

2 LiSatisfied

JNeutral, neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

EDissatisfied

Dyery dissatisfied

14. If you had it to do over again, would

1381
you choose the courses you took again?

LJ Yes [-1 No Undecided
1 2 3-

215

POST-HICH SCHOOL EXPERIENCES

15: Since you have been out of high
school, how many months have you--

Months

a. Worked at a full-time
job (35 hours or more
a week)?

b. Attended school or
college full-time?

c. Been unemployed and
looking for work?

d. Been on active duty
with the military?

e. liot had a job because
you were keeping house?

f. Been unable to work .
due to sickness or
injury?

139-40j

141-421

143-441

14-b-461

147-46)

[49-501

16. What were you doing most of last
1st) week? (Check only one.)

17)Working at a full-time job
(35 hours or more a week)

2 0Working at a part-time job

a 0 On temporary lay-off from a job

4 El Looking for work

OGOing to school.

6 0 Serving in the military

7 Ell:coping house

['Unable to work because ofLill-
ness, injury

a 00ther (What?)



17. Please answer these ques-

tions for each of these jobs --.4

If any of the jobs are the same,

check the appropriate box and put

your answers in only one column.

First Regular Job

After High School

Job Held for

Longest Tine

Current or Most

Recent Job

(One you expected

to keep, not a

seasonal or part-

time job.)

(74)
1 0 Same as first

job

.

10 Same as first job

..
Same as longest

,.....

job

a. What is (was) this job

called?

(5243) (7046)

,

125.!

b. Vihat are (were) your main

tasks on this job; what do

(did) you do most of the time?

(54, 85) (77, 78) (27,

c. What does (did) the employer

you worked for make or do?

(56.57)

,

(7940) [29.

d. What month and year did you

start and leave this job?

(58.59)

Start:Mo....Yr__

Leave:MO
--

Yr

(Cul 2 2.71

starr:Mo

Leave:Mo

(8.9)

Yr

Yr

Start:Mo

Leave:Mo

Yr

Yr

01.

0)

281

30)

2)

t. How did you find out this

job was available?

MI Pul i0J1

f., What was your total starting

and leaving (or current)

wage or salary before any de-

ductions for taxes, social se-

curity, etc.? If you receivet!

tips or other pay, cstimata

what you averaged.

(6144)
Starting:

$

(11,141

Starting:

$

1 447)
Starting:

$_

hour/week/month

(circle one)

Leaving: Nsal

$

hour/week/month

(circle one)

Leaving: ums)

$

hour7Week/Month

(circle one)

Leavingr- (3841)

$

hour/week/month hour/week/month hour/week/month

g. How many hours a week do

(did) you usually work?

162.701

hours per week

(1940)

hours per week

(4243]

hours per week

h. How related is (was) this job

to the occupational area you

studied in high school?

End not study an occupa-

9 tional area in high school

0 Same as area

ZHighly related

u Slightly

Not at all

PU
LI Same as area

F.:1 Highly related

°Slightly

0 Not' at all

04-.
11 Same as area

7 Highly related

Slightly

L NOt-a t' dll

Question 17 continued on next page
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17. (Continued) First Regular Job

After High School

Job Held for

Longest Time

Current or Most

Recent Job

i. How well did your high

school training prepare you

for this job?

High school courses did

s not include training for

jobs

(721
10 Excellent pre-

paration

2E1 Good prepara-

tion %

30 Fair prepara-

tion

41_1 Poor or no

preparation

I221D Excellent pre-

paration

OGood prepara-,
tion

Fair prepare-

tion

Poor or no

preparation

(403
Excellent pre-

paration

ElGood prepara-

tion

:Fair prepara-
tion

D Poor or no

preparation

j. Overall how satisfied are

(were) you with this job?
How well do (did) you like

it?

c731

10Very satisfied

20 Satisfied

3LI Dissatisfied

4LIVery dissatis-

fied

t;31
E Very stisfie

0 Satisfied

Dissatisfied.

0 Very dissatis-

fied

(46)
E Very satisfied

E] Satisfied

Dissatisfied

E Very dissatis-

fied
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FUTURE PLANS

19. What do you think you will be doing
one year from now?

155,4A) 0 Working -) What kind of job?

I57-59) F-1 Attending school, college + What
will you be studying?

NO) n In military service

161) n Keeping house

(62-G3) n other (Wha t? )

(64) n Undecided, don't know

20. now much money per week do you
165.663 think you will be making one year

and five years from now?

One Year Five-Years

0 $100 or less

0 $101 to 140

Lii $341. to 180

LI $181 to 220

n $221 to 260

0 $261 to 300

0 $301 to 340

0 $341 or more
A

0 No idea, can't
estimate

21. -If pmu could do anything in the
167:,6,41wrrliA of work that you wanted to,

%Omit_ would you most like to do?
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Appendix A-3

Work Experience--Vocational Course Code

01 General-academic
02 College preparatory
Work experience courses not directly linked with a specific vocational

area

03 Work-study, work experience (n.e.c.)

04 Job entry (n.e.c.)
(Note: In there are job entry occupations under each of the

vocational areas If area not indicated in Q4 use this in also.)

05 NYC (Neighborhood Youth Corps)
06 SET (Selected Employment Trainee)

IWE (Individualized Work Experience)

07 JN ROTC
08 Industrial arts, general vocational (small schoo7s)

10 Business, office, commercial (n.e.c.)

11 Accounting, bookkeeping, record keeping
12 Clerk-typist (General clerical, office/clerical practice)
13 Data processing
14 Office machines
15 Stenography (shorthand, dictation, transcription)
16 Typing
17 Specialized business courses (law, finance, administration, per-

sonnel)
18 Academic instruction related to area (English, math, science)
19 Job entry--business

(NOTE: If more than two courses in this area are listed and one is
stenography or shorthand, be sure to code 15)

20 Distributive Education (DECA) n.e.c.

21 Advertising, sales promotion
22 Banking, finance, insurance, real estate
Z3 General merchandising, retailing, wholesaling
24 Marketing
25 Specialized (floristry, automotive, hotel-motel, hardware, -r-Toms-

portation)
28 Academic related to area
29 Job entry--DE

30 Health (n.e.c.)

31 Dental assistant (dentist office)
32 Dental technician (laboratory)
33 He althimedicraa,--as.sis-tan &tar y, medlelaa
34 Medical technician (laboratory) office practices)
35. Nursing (practical nursing, nurse aide)
36. Specialized (ophthalmic, radiological, rehabilitation)
38. Academic related to area
39 Job entry--health
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40 Home economics, occupation (n.e.c.)
(Note: Do not code courses such as homemaking, family living,

consumer education, food preparation, etc. The courses coded in
the categories below should be those designed to train students

in employable skills.)

41 Baking (commercial)
42 Child care, guidance
43 Clothing management, textiles, commercial sewing
44 Food services (science), food management
45 Home furnishings equipment service (upholstery)

46 Institutional management
48 Academic related to area
49 Job entryhome economics

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES VICA

50 Trade and industry (n.e.c.) (woods)

51 Applianceelectricity group (n.e.c.)

52 Appliance repair
53 Air conditionIng and refrigeration
54 Electric power (lines, motors, generators)
55 Industrial electricity
56 Radio-TV

(Note: This group does not include electric wiring which is code 64

under construction and maintenance.)

57 Automotive group (n.e.c.)

58 Auto body
59 Auto mechanics
60 Auto service (service station attendEant)
61 Small (gas) engine repair

62 Construction, maintenance group (n.e.c.

63 Carpentry
64 Electric wiring
65 Matlatenance repaar
66 Masonry (bricklay=ng)
67 IP1nbing

(Note: This group does not include construction terchno1ogy which

is code 82 under technical occupations.)

68 Metal working group (n.e.c.)

69_--Xachine_operation
70 Ornamental metal fabrication
71 Sheetmetal (heatingventilating)
72 Welding
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73 Cabinetry (millwork, furniture)

74 Commercia/ art (photography)

75 Commetology (barbering)

76 Printing

78 Academic related to area

79 Job entry--T&I
(Note: If it is not clear from the answer to Q 44 whether the student
should be classified in a T&I or technical code, make the following
cross checks in the order listed: (1) check .student's response to Q 4
and code to agree with student, ,(2)...i-f-Q 4 is not helpful, check the
student record card as to schOOI program; (3) if school program not-
helpful, check IQ: Students with IQ of 110 or above code technical;
(4) if no IQ score, code under appropriate T&I code.

80 Technical (n.e.c.)

81 Chemical
82 Construction
83 Drafting and design (mechanical drawing)
84 Electronic
85 Environmental
86 Mechanical
87 Other specialized (aerospace, human service, public service,

indum=ry management)
88 Academ-i.c related to area
89 Job fTtry--teehnicn1

90 Agricule (n.e.c.)

91 Agr*----lturrr7 produ,_ _Lon

92 t.,.riLc-L11Liiral -mechanics (mach-Inery)
93 Ficr+--1.1.---_:are

94- SpecLalid (agthulturna :supplies, products, resources, forestry)
98 Acaersmic related .ZO arca
99 JD]) antr7--agrici/jture
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Appendix A-4

Two-Digit Vocational Education
Related Occupational Code

Occupations not direLcIlx related to specific vocational areas

(Note: Use these categories only if it is not possible to code an
occupation reasonably under a voc. ed. area.)

01 Unskilled work, typical "young person" jobs (manual labor, pinboy
in bowling alley, parking attendant)

02 People oriented professional (lawyers, teachers, social worker,
clergv, etc.)

03 Journalism, reporter, broadcaster
04 Scientific professional (physical or social)
05 Entertainer, athelete
06 Militmry service
09 Profe3siona1 level, proprietor (n.e.c.)

10 Business, offica,commercial (n.e.c.)

11 General office worker (clerk, receptionist)
12 Typist
13 Secretary, stenographers
14 Bookkeeper, record processor, billing clerk, filing
15 Data processing (keypuncher, computer operator)
16 Office machine operatars, telephone operator
17 Bankteller, cashier
19 Professional 11, pr.nprietor, accountant, auditor

20 Distributive Education (n.L,.c.)

21 Retail-Uholesale (sales clerk, n.e.c.)
22 Grocery (bag boy, stocker, checker, produce man)
23 Apparel, footwarc
24 DepartmP-r7 qtore, cztalog sales
25 Specialiry gfft shops, hardware, furnitur2)
26 Solicitor (telepn--:a, door-to-door)
27 Delivery 771m, tru_ dri7er (n.e.c.)
28 Insurance, financc rpni estate
29 Profession-Al level, prnprietor

(Note: This category does not include service station atten-
dant which is coded 60 or agriculture sales which are 92.)

30 Health (n.e.e.)

31 Dental assistant (dentist office)
32 Dental raecFncian (Llaboratory)
33 Health/Trredml as75Esrnnt (physician's offic.-)
34 Mediel; te-zrrnican (vlospital4laboratory, X-ray)
35 Nursin r:practical nursing, nmmse aide)

.work-(ort erly , Merrrry-aide)
39 -Profes:sional level (1.D., denrist, registered nurse, veterinarian)
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40 Home economics (n.e.c.)

41 Baking (commercial)
42 Child care, guidance, teacher's aide

43 Clothing management, textile (tailor, seamstress, dry cleaner)

(Note: This category drws not include clothing sales which
are coded 23.)

44 Food services (chef, caok, waiter, waitress, bus boy, bartender)

(Note: This category does not include grocery occupations which
are coded 22.)

45 Home furnishings, deca=ations, upholstery
46 Housing, hotel, motel Aesk clerk, be...1an, chambermaid,

cleaning lady, park armendant)

49 Professional level, p.L.prietor

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL COUR-FES (VIC)

50 Trade and Industry (n.e.c.)

51 Appliance--electricity group (n.e.c..)

52 Appliance repair
53 Air conditioning and refrigeratior
54 Electric power (limes, motors, grate-..-0
55 Industrial electricity
56 Radio-TV

(Note: This group does 77:.(tr- f:zclizae edectric wirinE which is

code 64 under constructi:.a aliLd maintemance.)

57 Automotive group (n.e.c.)

58 Auto body
59 Auto mechanics
60- Auto-ser7zice ,;service stuarian attuclant)

61 Small (gas) engine repair

62 Construction, maintenance group (n.e.c-)

63 Carpentry
64 Electric wiring
65 Maintenance repair.. pinting
66 Masonry (bricklayi4)
67 Plumbing

68 Metal working group

69 Machine operation
70 Ornamental metal fabrication

71 Sheetmetal (heatingventilating)
72 Welding
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73 Cabinetry (millwork, furniture)

74 Commercial art (photography, artist, modeling)

75 Cosmetology (barbering)

76 Printing

79 Professional level, proprietor

80 Technical occupations (n.e.c.)

81 Chemical, metalurgical laboratory, refinery, manufacturing
82 Construction related, surveyors, construction drafting
83 Drafting and design (mechanical, electrical)
84 Electronics
85 Environmental
86 Food processing
ST Other engineering or science (n.e.c.)
88 Otherspecialized (human services, public administration,

management, fireman, policeman, etc., mortician)
89 Professional level, proprietor, engineer

90 Agriculture (n.e.c.)

91 Agriculture production (farmer, farm labor picker)
92 Agriculture machinery, producis sales and service
93 .11orticulture (landscaping, golf course supervision, nursery

operation, gardener)
94 Forestry, lumbering occupations
93 No response
96 Cannot classify (general open-end that cannot be tied to specific

occupation)
98 Professional level, agriculture
99 Undecided
(Note: Professional level agriculture 98 is out of numerical order.
Codes 95, 96, and 99 are the same as standard occupational code.)
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Appendix A-5

(A) School Buildip&and Expenditure Data

Name of School District

Name of School

Respondent's Name

Date

Phone #

1. Current Insured Value of Building (1974-1975)

2. Original Building: Year
Constructed Cost Square Feet

Sq. ft.

3. Additions and/or Remodeling*
Cost of Square Remodeling

Year Addition Feet Cost

1st Addition or Remodeling $ sq.ft. $

2nd Addition or Remodeling

3rd Addition or Remodeling

4th Addition or Remodeling

4. Debt Servic (1974-1975)

5. Total Administrative Expenditures (1974-1975)

6. Total Current.Expenditures (1974-1975)**

* Square feet refers only to additions. Please circle "Addition" or

"Remodeling." Only include significant remodeling.

** Exclusive of capital outlay.
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(B) All-School Data

Work Experience Nonwork
Vocational Education Vocational

1. Enrollment (A.D.A.)

2. Number of Teachers

3. Average Teachers' Salary/yr.

4. School Year Length (Days)

5. School Day Length (Hours)
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(C) Work Experience Vocational Education
Program Cost Data (1974-1975)

(Please fill in one form for each program)

1. Work Experience Program Title

2. Number of Teachers in Program-F.T.E.
(F.T.E.--full-time equivalent)

3. Average Annual Salary/Teacher

4. Fringe Benefits as percent of salaries

5. Number of Coordinators for this Program (F.T.E.) #

6. Average Annual Salary/Coordinator

7. Travel Expenses for Coordinator(s)

8. Secretarial and Clerical Assistance (F.T.E.
Secretarial

Clerks

If you estimate that one secretary devotes one-eighth of her/his time
to this program, enter 1/8th in the appropriate space above.

9. Average Annual Salary/Secretary

Average Annual Salary/Clerk

10. Any other special personnel associated with this program. Please
list (e.g., paraprofessional).

Personnel Title

1.

2.

3.

F.T.E. (This program) Salary

11. Number of students in program
(ADA--Average Daily Attendence)

12. Program Length (in weeks)

(ADA)

weeks

13. Average Hours/week In-School Laboratory' or shop instruction for
this program hours
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14. Average hours/week In-School Nonlaboratory or nonshop instruction

for this program hours

15. Average hours/week of On-the-Job Training (out of school) for

this program hours

16. Consumable Supplies and Material Costs for this program (1974-1975)

yr-

NOTE: Not equipment costs.

If the above information is not available, please list major materials
which you judge to be specific to this program.

Materials List:
(Not Equipment)

17. In order to conduct this program, certain basic equipment is prob-
ably required irrespective of the number of students in the program.

Please provide a list of this equipment starting with the most sig-

nificant or critical items. Estimate, if possible, the expected
life and replacement cost of new equipment.

Equipment List Expected Life Replacement Cost

*NOTE: If insurance values for equipment are available, you could use

these, but please note if you do.
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Part C

18. Vow many students could Simultaneously take this program with this
basic equipment in place.

19. Given current space limitations (work stations, seating capacity,
etc.) what is the-,capacity enrollment for this program in your
school?

20. For this work experience program, what additional equipment and
materials would the school have to purchase to provide the equiva-
lent program as an in-school program offering?

yquipmer2.t List
(gost significant items only)

21. For this program, what are current equipment repair and rental
costs (1974-1975)?

Repair $

Rental $

22. What is the square footage of space used solely by this program?

sq. ft.

23. What is the square footage of space used by this program shared
with other programs? sq. ft.

24. What percent of the time is the shared space used solely by this
program?

.25. Does this program have an advisory committee? F-1 Yes ONO

26. If yes to 1/25, does committee assist in placement of graduates?

n Yes F---1 No
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(D) Nonwork Experience Vocational Education
Program Cost Data (1974-1975)

(Please fill in one for each program)

1. Nonwork Experience Program Title

2. Number of Teachers in Program-F.T.E.
(F.T.E.--full-time equivalent)

3. Average Annual Salary/Teacher

4. Fringe Benefits as percent of salaries

5. Secretarial and Clerical Assistance (F.T.E.)
Secretarial

Clerks if

.If you estimate that one secretary devotes one-eighth of her/his time

to this program, enter 1/8th in the appropriate space above.

6. Average Annual Salary a. Secretary $ b. Clerk $

7. Any other special personnel associated with this program. Please

list (e.g., paraprofessional).

1.

2.

3.

Personnel Title F.T.E. (This program) Salary

8. Number of students in program
(ADA--Average Daily Attendance)

'9. Program Length (in weeks)

(ADA)

weeks

10. Average Hours/Week In-School Laboratory or shop instruction for this

program hours

11. Average hours/week In-School Nonlaboratory or nonshop instruction

for this program hours

12. Consumable Supplies and Material Costs for Clis program (1974-1975)

yr.

NOTE: Not equipment costs.
(CONTINUED)
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12. CONTINUED

If the above information is not available, please list major materials
which you judge to be specific to this program.

Materials List
(Not Equipment)

13. In order to conduct this program, certain basic equtpment is prob-
ably required irrespective of the number of students in the program.
Please provide a list of ths equipment starting with the most sig-
nificant or critical items. Estimate, if possible, the expected
life and replacement cost of new equipment.

Equipment List ExRected Life Replacement Cost

*NOTE: If insurance values for equipment are available, you could use
these, but please, note if you do.

14. How many students could simultaneously take this program with this
basic equipment in place? per peril

15. Given current space limitations (work stations, seating capacity,
etc.) what is the capacity enrollment for this program.in your
school? per day

16. For this program, what are current equipment repair and rental
costs (1974-1975)? Repair $

Rental $

17. What is the square footage of space used solely by this program?

sq. ft.
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18. What is the square footage of space used by this program shared

with other programs?
sq. ft.

19. What percent of the time is the shared space used solely by this

program?

20. Does this program have an advisory committee? f j Yes 0140

21. If yes to #25, does committee assist in placement of graduates?

[I Yes ON°
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Appendix A-6

Employer questionnaire

Name of firm

Address

Person answering Position

Background Data on Firm

1. Main products or services

2. Is /Olds an--

andepandent company

I-1 '7T1Tanc1i or division of largmx corporation or organization
4

a. 7Troximatcly how many employees does the total organization have?

b. lallat were the total sales for the parent organization for the last reported
year? $

3. Now many employees are there at this location?

a. What proportion of employees at this location are women?

b. What were the total sales at this location for the last year?

Participation in Cooperative Education

4. How many years has your firm hired high school level co-op students? years

5. Do co-op students receive any special training or supervision that regular employees
do not receive?

Yes 0 No

a. What type of training or ..lapervision?

6. Do cd-op students rotate among different jobs or work primarily at one?

D Rotate r-] Primarily at one
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7. Do the supervisors of co-op students make a formal report to the school on their
performance?

LI No 0 Yes Do they give students an academic grade? ri Yes

8. Does someone from the school, usually called a coordinator, visit your firm to
check on the performance of co-op students?

Yas I-1 No
4

a. Approximately how ofteu, does tile coordinator visit your firm?

t. Approxely what proportion of the co-op students you hire stay on with your
firm an.rugular e.mployces?

10. Arif the jobs in which co-op stinirmts work covered by a union contract?

11.

I I

Ycs f I
No

a. Vaal a tha union attitude :toward co-op workers?

Encouraging

Other (specify)

1; I Neutral r7 Discouraging

No

Listed below are seven advantages- to employers often claimed for cooperative
education. Please rank these in order of importance to your firm by numbering
them I through 7. Put a "1" in front of the advantage you consider most im-
portant. Place a 112" in front of the one you consider next most important, a
113" in front of the third most important, and so on for all seven.

Reduces costs of recruiting new employees

Shortens Lime needed for orientation and training

Facilitates evaluation of potential regular employees

Reduces turnover of employees

Impro.;es communications with schools, makes them more responsive to
needs of business

Is-good for public relations, inhances visibility of firm

Provides a valuable community service

12. Are there any other major advantages other than those listed above?

13. Are there any major disadVantages from hiring co-op students?
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14. Please enter in the spaces below the following
information for each job,in which high school level co-op students

work:

a. . Job title 1

a. iob title

mPWIw

..

1. b. Job duties

V
b. Job duties

c. Number of co-op students

d. Starting salary co-op students

e. Average hours co-ops work

.......10.10.1.

11011.........me.al.a.m.,

f. Number of regular employees who do

same type of work

'

g. Starting salary regular employees

Number of regular employees who

were originally co-op placements.

Co-op

Stmdents

Regular

Employees

c, f.

d. $
8. $

e. h.=0.airmItalmmXm.

f.

11.0111.1ImMII.N.M110111 ar=1.1.11,.. .... c.

d. $

e.

.........0



15. If possible, we would like to get.some rough estimates of the extra costs or
savings to an employer from participating in a co-op program. Listed below
arc a number of employee-related costs. Please try to compare the average
co-op student to an average regular employee who does the same work. Do
co-ops cost you more, less, or is there no difference in these costs?

Co-ops Cost No
More Less- Difference

Amount
More or Less

a. Recruitment, hiring El 0 0
b. Training and orientation 0
C. Scheduling work times, work loads

d. Use of materials (wastage) . D 0 0
e. Absenteeism, tardiness 0 0 0
1. Record keeping, evaluation of

perfoirance ED 0 CI
g. Supervision 0 0 0
h. Wages, salary 0 0 [1]

i. Fringe benefits L-1 0
j. Voluntary turnover of workers . 0 Ei
k. Involuntary turnover of workers . . 1 0 ID
16. Using the same basis of comparison--the average co-op student compared to an

average regular employee who does the same workwho would you race better on
the characteristics listed below? If there is a difference, try to make a rough
estimate of the percentage that: co-ops are better or worse.

Co-ops No Percent
Better Worse Difference Better or Worse

a. Technical knowledge 0 0 0 X

b. Communication skills
[I] 1 I CD %

c. Quality of work
[1] t 1 0 X

d. Quantity of work, output
[I) n

e. Proper use of tools and equipment n
1. Cooperation, ability to work with

people LI 0 0
g. Dependability 0 Fl El

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR milt COOPERATION

(Please return in the postage-pail envelope provided)
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APP.ENDIX B

Wage Regressions: .Current and
Former Students
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APPENDIX B-1

Wage Regressions - Current Students

An attempt was made to fit regressions for the current student
wage data in a manner similar to that of the former students.
Estimation forms were as follows:

SWAGE = ao + al(COOP)_+ a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ a6(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(SKILL) + a9(PREP)

SWAGE = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) +.a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ a6(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(SKI1.,L) + a9(USE)

SWAGE = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)1

+ a6(RURAL) + a7(GRADE-) + a8(SKILL) + a9(PREP)
alO(NEW)

all(TIME)

SWAGE = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ a6(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(SKILL) + a9(USE) + alo(NEW) + all(TIME)

where,

SWAGE = starting wage of most current job;
CWAGE = last/current wage of most current job;
COOP = binary variable for co-op status;
WKSTUDY = binary variable for workstudy status;
SEX = binary variable for males;
RACE = binary variable for white students;
SUBURB = binary variable for suburban area;
RURAL = binary variable for rural area;
GRADES = student evaluation of their relative grades;
SKILL = binary variable for required skill of job;
PREP = binary variable for degree of preparation received for job;
USE = binary variable for the use of school-acquired knowledge on job;
NEW = binary variable for new skills learned on job;
TIME = some measure of length of experience--three different forms,

as follows:

JMONTHS = number of months working,
AVGJOB = average length of time on any job,
WEEKS = length of time on given job.

These regressions do not confirm the previously recounted results
concerning current student wages. The two formulations for estima!_ing
starting wages show that the co-op students earn significantly less
than the part-time students. For current wages, the results are
mixed; four of the six regressions show the CO-OP coefficient to be
negative but insignificant, while the remaining two show the coefficient
to be negative and significant.
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Other perverse results are apparent. Por example, in all

formulations the variable for race is negative and significant;

this indicates that whites are earning less than blacks. The

experience variables are also negative and significant, indicating

that job seniority causes wages to decrease. Actual results are

presented in Tables A2-1 and A2-2.

These results, however, cannot be accepted with confidence.

Examination of the residuals of the equation uncovers specifications

in the model as formulated; some unknown relevant variable has

been omitted front the model. This omission could easily account

for the obviously perverse results, and could also cause inaccuracy

and bias in the values of the coefficients of interest for this

study. Thus, while the results contradict the related findings

of this study, the contradictions must be regarded skeptically.

The first formulation for each wage variable expresses the

wage variable as influenced by the student's ability, the skill

level of the associated position, and co-op/nonco-op stttus. In

the appropriate cases, accumulated experience and additional training

are also included. Controlling variables have been included to

account for wage differentials based on sex, race, and the relative

cost of living in urban vs. nonurban areas.

Parallel equations were computed with an additional variable

to further control for the degree to which job preparation was

adequate and the extent to which the job was related to area of

occupational training. Because these two variables proved to

be highly correlated, separate regressions were evaluated for

each. On an overall basis, results are no less ambiguous than

those already reported.

Although the coefficient of the co-op variable was positive

in the majority of cases (as would be expected), it was never

significant. The coefficient of the work-study variable, on the

other hand,'demonstrated highly erratic behavior over the spectrum

of equations. It ranged from negatively significant (with a value

of -.26) to positively significant (with a value of .37); insigni-

ficant coefficient values ranged from low negative (-.06) to

relatively high positive values (.87).

The coefficient of the dummy variable for the skill level of

the position was positive (as expected).in all cases, but only

in rare in.tences was it significant. 'Me preparation and

relatedness variables fared no better--though primarily positive

in sign, the coefficients of these variables were never significant.

In fact, the,majority of the remaining variables had coefficients

which were neither repeatedly significant nor consistent in sign.
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Dependent

Variable

(N of Cal!" CONSTANT CO-OP

Appendix Table B -1A

Wage Regression: Current Students

WRKSTUDY SEX RACE SUBURB RURAL GRADES SKILL PRE? DSE R
2

SWAGE 2.40 -.42* .11 .18 -.32* .27* -.04 .02 .03 .14 - .033*

(1134) (.11) (.16) (.11) (.11) (.11) (.15) (.05) (.13) (.10)

SWAGE 2.39 -.42* .10 .19 -.32* .28* -.04 .03 .02 .16 .033*

(1134)
(.11) (.16) (.11) (.11) (.11) (.15) (.05) (.13) (.10)

Appendix Table B-1B

tv

I-.
Dependent

Wage Regressions: Current Students

...) Variable

N of Cases) CONSTANT CO-0? VRKSTUDY SEX' RACE SUBURB RURAL GRADES SKILL PREP USE NEW AVGJOB JMONTRS WEEKS R2

,

241

CWACE 4.13 -.25 .04 .19 -.33* .07 -.01 .05 -.34* .22 - -.05 - -.14* .044*

(1117) (.14) (.21) (.14) (.14) (.14) (.19) (.13) (.17) (.13) (.13) (.03)

NAGE 4.16 -.23 .02 .18 -.34* .07 -.00 .07 -.34 - .09 -.05 - -.14* .042*

(1117) (.14) (.21) (.14) (.14) (.14) (.19) (.07) (.17) (.13) (.13) (.03)

NAGE 3.91 -.23 .02 .17 -.36* .03 -.05 .06 -.38* .20 - -.01 -.13* - . ..051*

(1117), (.14) (.21) (.14) (.14) (.14) (.19) (.07) (.17) (.13) (.13) (.02)

CWAGE 3.95 -.21 .01 .16 -.37* .03 -.04 .08 -.37* - .06 -.02 -.13* . .049*

(1117) (.14) (.21) (.14) (.14) (.14) (.19) (.07) (.17) (.13) (.13) (.02)

CWAGE 3.32 -.41* .00 .14 -.35* .04 -.08 ,02 -.35* .29 - -.02 - -.00 .028*

(1097) (.14) (.21) (.14) (.14) (.14) (.19) (.07) (.17) (.13) (.13) (.00)

CAGE 3.37 -.39* -.01 .13 -.37* .03 -.07 .04 -.34* - .10 -.03 . .
-.00 '.024*

(1097) (.14) (.21) (.14) (.14) (.14) (.19) (.07) (.17) (.13) (.13) (.00)
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APPENDIX B-2

Single Equation Wage Regressions: Former Students

SWAGEF = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ 26(RURAL) + a
7
(GRADES) + a

8
(GRADES

2
) + a

9
(SKILL

F
)

SWAGE
F

= ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX)

a
6
(RURAL) + a

7
(GRADES) + a

8
(GRADES)2+

+ a
4
(RACE) +

a
9
(SKILL

F
) +

a5(SUBURB)

alo(PREPF)

SWAGEF = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ aeURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(GRADES)2+ a9(SKILL) + alo(RELF)

FWAGE = ao + a1(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY).-+ a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ a6(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(GRADES)2+ a9(SKILLF) + alo(EXPF)

+ a
ll

(
EX
P
F
2)

FWAGEF = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ a6(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(GRADES2) + a9(SKILLF) + alo(PREPF)

+ a
ll

(EXP
F
) + a

12
(EXP

F
2
)

FWAGEF = ao +, al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

a7(GRADES) + a8(GRADES 2
) + 9(SKILLF) + alo(RELF)

a
12

(EXP
F
2
)

+ a6(RURAL) +

+ a
11

(EXP
F
) +

SWAGEL = al) + al(COOP) + a2(WK5TUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ a
6
(RURAL) + a

7
(GRADES) + a

8
(GRADES-) + a

9
(SKILL

L
)

SWAGEL = ao + al(COOP) + a2(4KSTUDY) + a3(5EX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ a
6
(RURAL) + a

7
(GRADES) + a

8
(GRADES2) + a

9
(SKILL ) + a

10
(PREP )

SWAGEL = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

6
(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + 8(GRADES

2
) + a9(SKILLL) + alo(RELL)
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TWAGEL = ao + al (COOP) + a2 (WKSTUDY) + a3 (SEX) + a4 (RACE) + a5 (SUBURB)

+ .35 (RURAL) + a7 (GRADES) + a8

+ all (EXPL2)

(GRADES
2)

+ a
9
(SKILL

L
) + a

10
(EXPL)

FWAGEL = ao + al (COOP) + a2 (WKSTUDY) + a3 (SEX) + a4 (RACE) + a5 (SUBURB)

+ a6 (RURAL) + a7 (GRADES) + a8 (GRADES 2) + a9 (SKULL) + (PREPL)

+ all (EXPL) a12 (EXPL
2

)

FWAGEL = ao + alCOOP) + a2 (WKSTUDY) + a3 (SEX) + a4 (RACE) + a5 (SUBURB)

+ a6 (RURAL) + a7 (GRADES) + a8 (GRADES
2)

+ a9 (SKILLL) + a (REy

all (EXPL) a12 (EXPL2)

SWAGEc a + al (COOP) + a2 (WKSTUDY) + a3 (SEX) + a4 (RACE) a5 (SUBURB)

+ a
6
(RURAL) + a

7
(GRADES) + a

8
(GRADES

2)
+ a9 (SKILL )

al0 (EXPTC)

all (EXPTC
2

)

SWAGE = ao + al (COOP) + a2 (WKSTUDY)

+ ae, (RURAL) + a7 (GRADES) + a
8

+ all (EXP_
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FWAGEc = ao + al(COOP) + a2(WKSTUDY) + a3(SEX) + a4(RACE) + a5(SUBURB)

+ af,(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(GRADES2) + a9(SKILLc)
alO(PREPC)

all(EXPC) al2(EXPC
2
) + a13(EXTRAIN)
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+ af,(RURAL) + a7(GRADES) + a8(GRADES
2
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where,

SWAGE = starting wage of subscripted job;
FWAGE = final/current wage of subscripted job;
COOP = binary variable for co-op status;
WKSTUDY = binary variable for workstudy status;
SEX = binary variable for males;
RACE = binary variable for white students;
SUBURB = binary variable for rural area;
RURAL = binary variable for rural area;
GRADES = students evaluation of their relative grades;
SKILL = binary variable for required skill of subscripted job;
PREP = binary variable for preparation received for subscripted job;
REL = binary variable for relatedness of training to.subscripted job;
EXP = length of time an subscripted job;
EXP

TC
= total post-high school work experience prior to current job;

EXP, = total post-high school work experience;
EXTRAIN = additional training completed beyond high school;



with subscripts,

F first job;
L = longest job;
C = current job.

The first formulation for each wage variable expresses the wage
variable as influenced by the student's ability, the skill level of
the associated position, and co-op/nonco-op status. In the appropriate
cases, accumulated experience and additional training are also included.
Controlling variables have been included to account for wage differentials
based on sex, race, and the relative cost of living in urban vs. nonurban
areas.

Parallel equations were computed with an additional variable to
further control for the degree to which job preparation was adequate
and the extent to which the job was related to area of occupational
training. Because these two variables proved to be highly correlated,
separate regressions were evaluated for each. On an overall basis,
results are no less ambiguous than those already reported.

Although the coefficient of the co-op variable was positive in
the majority of cases (as would be expected), it was never significant.
The coefficient of the work-study variable, on the other hand,
demonstrated highly erratic behavior over the spectrum of equations.
It ranged from negatively significant (with a value of -.26) to
positively significant (with a value of .37); insignificant coefficient
values ranged from low negative (-.06) to relatively high positive
values (.87).

The coefficient of the dummy variable for the skill level of the
position was positive (as expected) in all cases, but only in rare
instances was it significant. The prenaration and relatedness variables
fared no better--though primarily positive in sign, the coefficients
of these variables were never significant. In fact, the majority of the
remaining variables had coefficients which were neither repeatedly
significant nor consistent in sign. The only two variables that
performed well were those for sex and job experience ; both variables
had coefficients which were repeatedly significant and consistently
positive in sign. Actual results can be found in Appendix 1.

Several qualifications should be made concerning these results.
In light of the repeated significance of the experience variable, all
models should have some representation of all work experience prior
to the period of wage measurements. The results of those equations not
including such an experience measure may not be reliable. Second,
the reader will note that some of the results show a significantly
negative quadratic term for either the experience of the grades variables.
Such a coefficient implies that, at some maximum point, additional
experience will cause the wage rate to decrease! ,This rather shocking
result can easily be explained as a function of the available data
set. As mentioned earlier, the sample students have all been out of
school for a period-Of three years or less. In those cases in which
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the quadratic term is significant, the actual values of the coefficients
indicate that the wage rate would begin to fall at sometime after thirty-
six months--the range in which the decrease occurs is me for which the
sample has no data to demonstrate the expected continuous rise in
wages. Thus, the quadratic term could indicate an increasing nonlinear
relationship only within the period in question. Extrapolation of these
results to experience ranges beyond the period in question is highly
ti.uspect.

/n summary, neither test of wage variables can confirm that any
advantage accrues to co-op students as a result of their work experience.
The chi-square analysis did not indicate that cooperative students have
higher wages, and the regression analysis showed no significant
differential resulting from the co-op status.
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APPENDIX TABLE B-2A

Wage Regressions

First Job - Former Students

Dependent

Variable

(Y. of Cases) CONSTANT CO-OF VXSTUDY Sa RACE SUBURB RURAL GRADES MIT
......._

PREF REL EX?
...1

Ex?
2

......E
R
2

.......? ...f

SIZE, 1.69 .01 -.05 .63* -.34 -.19 -.22 .17 .27 .21 - . .013

(1048) .21 (.35) (.21) (.23) (.22) (.25) (.16) (.35) (.20)

VAGEr 1.70 .01 -.06 .62* -.33 -.20 -.23 .17 .30 .13
ft MI

.013

(1048) (.21) (.35) (.21) (.21) (.22) (.25) (.16) (.35) (.20)

SZGEf 1.92 .02 .12 .53* -.31 -.14 -.20 .13 .25 - .010

(1328) (.18) (.26) (.17) (.20) (.19) (.21) (.13) (.28)

FWAGEF

(999)

1.49 .07

(.09)

.24

(.14)

.68*

(.09)

-.19

(.10)

-.08

(.10)

-.02

(.11)

.12

(.07)

.29*

(.14)

- .04*

(.00)

-.00*

(.00)

.109*

FWAGEr 1.24 .13 ,36* .67* -.15 -.10 -,03 .14 .38* .09 - .04* -.00* .111*

(791). (.11) (.18) (.10) (.11) (.11) (.13) (.08) (.17) (.10) .(a) (40)

FAGE 1.24 .13 .37* .68* -.15 -.09 -.02 .14 .37* - .13 .04* -.00* .112*

(791)1 (.11) (.18) (.10) (.11) (.11) (.13) (.08) (.17) (.10) (.00) (.00)
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APPENDIX TABLE B-2B

Wage Regressions

Longest Job - Former Students

Dependent

7eriable

Xi...1.2m1 CONSTANT CO-0? WKSTUDY SEX RACE SUBURB RURAL GRADES SKIILL PRE?
-1.

REL. EX? EXT
2

R
2

.........
..----.L ---4. --I.

SWAGE, 2.07 -.09 -.18k .41* .03 -.06 -.06 .05 .09 - .048*

(1316)1 (.05) (.08) (.05) (,06) (.05) (.06) (.04) (.08)

, SWAGE
l

1.96 -.08 -.26* .32* .06 -.04 -.08 .10* .10 -.08 . . . .046*

(1039) (.05) (.09) (.05) (.06) (.06) (.06) (.04) (.09) (.05)

SWAG% 1.95 -.09 -.26* 33* .07 -.03 -.07 .09 .08 -.00 -

(1039) (.05) (.09) (.05) (.06) (.05) (.06) (.04) (.09) (.05)

..043*

NAGEL 1.58 .10 .12 .66* -.06 -.04 -.01 .13* .25* . .03* -,00* .129*

tr;,) (934) (.07) (.11) (.07) (.08) (.07) (.09) (.05) (,12) (.00) (.00)

74AGEL 1.44 .14 .14 .58* -.03 -.02 -.02 .15* .34* -.01 . .03* -.00* .129*

(747) (.07) (.12) (.07) (.08) (.08) (.09) (.05) (.13) (.07) (.00) (.00)

NAGEL 1.43 .14 .15 .58* -.02 -.02 -.02 .15* .34* - .01 .03* -.00* .129*

(747) (.07) (.12) (.07) (.08) (.08) (.09) (.05) (.13) (.07)(.00) (.00)
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APPENDIX TABLE B-2C

Wage.Regressions

Current Job - Former Students

Dependent

Variable

(N of Cases) CONSTANT CO-0? WKSTUDY SEx

.65*

(.20)

.76*

(.24)

.77*

(.24)

RACE

-.33

(.24)

-.37

(.27)

-.38

(.27)

SUBURB RURAL GRADES EXP

.01*

(.00)

.02*

(.00)

.02*

(.00)

SKILL PREP REL R
2

SWAGEt,

(1150

SWAGE
c

(916)

S WAGE

(916)C

1.93

1.82

1.78

.13

(.20)

.15

(.24)

.15

(.24)

.43

(.31)

.22

(.40)

.23

(.42)

-.15

(.22)

-.22

(.25)

-.21

(.25)

-.33

(.25)

-.29

(.29)

-.30

(.29)

P.M.P..

.17

(.16)

.17

(.1b)

.17

(.18)

.28

(.35)

.24

(.44)

.23 .

(.44)

.30

(.23)

. .018*

- .024*

.35 .024*

(.23)
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APPENDIX TABLE 8-2D

Wage Regressioni

Current Job - Former Students

Dependent

Variable

p; of Cases). CONSTANT CO-OP RKSITD? SEX RAGE SUBURB RURAL GRADES SKILL PREP RI% UP
. --C ----C -G -G

ts)

UP
2

ritpftwomi Wp

1.44 .15 .67 .93* -.19 -.28 -.53 .18 .30 - .07* -.00* -.00

(.36) (.36) (.22) (.25) (.25) (.30) (.17) (.37) (.02) (.00) (.02)

1.23 .19 .86 1.07* -.00 -.28 -.43 .16 .26 .32 .07* -.00* - -.00

(.29) (.48) (.27) (.30) (.29) (.35) (.21) (.47) (.27) (.02) (.00) (.02)

1.25 .21 .86 1.06* -.07 .26 -.43 .17 .31 .12 .07* -.00* .00

(.29) (.48) (.28) (.30) (.29) (.36) (.211 (.47) (.27) (.02) (.00) (.02)

1.65 .20 .61 .94* -.26 -.33 -.67 .22 .21

(.25) (.37) (.24) (.27) (.26) (.31) (.18) (.39)

- .03* -.02

(0O) (.02)

1.36 .26 .70 1.10* -.05 -.41 -.55 .21 .18 .25 - .03* -.02

(.30) (.49) (.23) (.32) (.31) (.37) (.22) (.49) (.29) (.01) (.02)

1.33 .25 .69 1.12A -.09 -.38 -.54 .22 .17 .25 - .03* -.02

(.31) (.48) (.29) (.31) (.31) (.37) (.22) (.49) (.28) (.01) (.02)
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APPENDIX C-1

Regression Analysis: Effects of Holding
a Job on Scores on a Test of Job Knowledge

The regression equation included information on the personal
characteristics of the students (sex, race, and IQ score), indices
of the socioeconomic status of their families, feelings of self-esteem,
and school ability. The analysis held these variables constant and
tested the independent effects of holding a job either in a school
supervised program (co-op or work study) or part-time as compared to
,notworking while in school. Appendix Table C-1 lists the variables
that were used, the manner in which they were coded, and the rele-
vant statistics.

The information in Appendix Table C-1 indicates that working while
in school did have ,n independent effect upon the jot knowledge scores,
and that working as part of a co-op program had slightly more effect
than work-study or part-time jobs. The regression coefficients in
the table are in raw score form and therefore are influenced by the
format of the independent variables. The standardized regression
coefficients, which control for the differences in format, are co-op
.11, part-time .07, and work-study .05.

In the total equation the variables that explained the largest
proportions of the variance were IQ (with a standardized regression
coefficient of .30) race (.20), and self-esteem (.17). The correla-
tion with IQ indicates that,to a large degree, the job knowledge test
also measured the general mental abilities which IQ tests measure.
The-inter-pr e tat-ions -o f--the-c orre-la t-ions-wi-t-h-race-and-feelings_of_self=_
esteem are less obvious. The significant finding, however, for the
present study is that when the effects of these differences in personal
characteristics, family background, and individual attitudes are con-
trolled, holding a job is associated with higher job knowledge scores.
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APPENDIX TABLE C-1

Multiple Regression Analysis of Job Knowledge Scores
Among Current Students

Independent Variables and Format

Statistics

Mean SD
a

r B SE

Work Status Classification

Co-op (Co-op = 1, Other = 0) .33 .47 .04 .71** .17

--Work Study (WS = 1, Other = 0) .09 .29 -.01 .49* .24

Part-time (PT = 1, Other = 0) 37 .48 .07 .46** .17

No Job (No Job = 0, enters intercept) I

Personal Characteristics

Sex (Male = 1, Female = 0) .40 .49 .08 .74** .13

Race (White = 1, Other = 0) .65 .48 .30 1.35** .16

IQ (Standardized scale) 49.94 9.85 .44 .10** .01

Socioeconomic Indices

I: Occupation-education (factor score) 49.94 7.86 .19 .02* .01

II: Expensive possession (factor score) 49.97 8.30 .11 -.00 .01

III: Educational resources (factor score) 49.84 7.34 .21 .01 .01

Personal Attitudes

II: Self-esteem (factor score) 49.75 8.06 .25 .07** .01

School ability (sum Q 27, 28, 35) 12.00 2.08 .23 .16** .03

Dependent Variable Job Knowledge Score 11.16 7,.15

Intercept -2.03 2.65

_
Multiple Rb -2 b
Explained Variance (R )

.54

.29

Number of Observations 1906

aSD s= standard deviation of mean, r = zero order correlation of independent and depen-

dent variables, B = net regression coefficient, SE = standard error of coefficient,

I = values enter intercept term.

b
Corrected for degrees of freedom.

Significant at .05 level; **significant at .01 level or less.
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APPENDIX C-2

Varimax Rotation of Factor Matrix for
Responses to Attitudinal Questions

A preliminary analysis of items that dealt with students' atti-
tudes toward school indicated that ten of the items were reflected
mainly in two factors. The ten items were reanalyzed and two factors
were extracted that accounted for 49 percent of the variability in
the responses to these items. The factor loadings for these items
are presented in Appendix Table C-2.

The first factor has its highect'loading on items that refer to
the usefulness of the things being studied, how much the students
learn, and how interesting courses are. This factor accounts for
29 percent of the variance in responses, The second factor refers
mainly to the efforts teachers make to encourage students and to
explain material, and how bard the school tries to prepare the stu-
dents. These factors account about equally for the variability in
the items that refer to general satisfaction with education and
overall liking for school.

The factor loadings from Appendix Table C-2 were used to generate
factc,r scores for each respondent for the two factors. Like all other
factor scores in this report, they were standardized to a mean of 50
and a standard deviation of 10. The respondents were then grouped by
the first digit in their scores and a chi square analysis was conducted
across the four basic groups. As would be expected, the nverall dis-
tribution of these scores reflected the scores found for the separate

--Fe-rridre-s were usually -a -Iittle-more-positive-than-malesi-and
work study students, both male and female, were a little less posi-
tive than the other groups. In general, however, the differences
among the groups were not large, and there was no tendency for
the cooperative students to perceive their education as more useful
or their teachers and schools to be trying harder to educate them.
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APPENDIX TABLE C-2

Varimax Rotation of Factor Matrix for
Attitudes Toward School Items Among Current Students

School Attitude Items

Factor Loadings

II

39. How useful are the things you are studying to

you right now? .78 .18

38. How useful will the things you are studying be

when you leave high school? .75 .20

33. How much are you learning from the courses

you are takfng thir year? .69 .34

34. How interesting are the courses you are taking

this year? .68 .36

49. Overall, how satisfied are you with the educa-

tion -jou are receiving in your courses? .49 .46

48. How hard are you, yourself, trying to get the
preparation you will need when you leave school? .44 .27

37. How much do your teachers encourage you to
learn? .22 .72

36. How ha-cd do your teachers try to help You
understahd the material they cover? . 20 . 7 1

47. How hard do you think your school is trying to
give_you_preparation,you will need ...? .32

-.44
.47

24. Overall, how well do you like school? 732

Sum of squared factor loading 2.91 _1.96

Percent of total variance explained 29% 20%

23 2
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APPENDIX C-3

Varimax Rotation of Fattor Matrix of Self-Esteem
Items, Current Students

The factor patterns seem to reflect the phrasing of the items
more than the students' feelings. The eight items in the first
factor with loadings of .30 or higher are all positively phrased.
The second and third factors are made up mainly of negatively
phrased items, plus two which refer to planning one's life or
being controlled by events. As with the 'attitude toward school'
items, the factor analysis was used to produce factor scores for
each respondent for the three identified factors. These scores
were standardized to a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.
The scoresftere then compared separately for males and females
across the four basic groups of respondents. Only one of these six
comparisons approached "significance (2. .07)--the first factor
among the female work study respondents, who tended to have some-
what lower scores on this factor. Overall, however, these items
present no evidence that having various types of work experience
while in school had any major impact on how the students feel about
themselves.
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APPENDIX TABLE C-3

Varimax Rotation of Factor Matrix of Self-Esteem
Items.Among Current Students

Self-Esteem Items Q80

Factor Loadings

*I II III

a. I am able to do things as well as most ...
b. I have always felt pretty sure my life ...
c. I take a positive attitude toward myself.
d. I would rather decide things when they come up ...
e. All in all, I am inclined to .think I am a failure.

.53

.52

.59
-.11
.25

.09

.04

.36

.58

.05

.22

.28
-.04
.18

f. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. .27 .58 .17.

g. I nearly always feel pretty s re Of myself ... .43 .02 .19

h. I seem to be the kind of person who has ... .24 .37 .3-

i. I feel I have a number of good qualities. .58 .20

j. I wish I could have more respect for myself. .18 .23 .36

k. I never have any trouble making up my mind ... .34 -.19 .31

1. There isnot much use for me to plan ahead ... .05 .52 .18

m. I have often had the feeling that it is no use ..,
n. At times I feel I am no good at all.

.14

.20
.56
.34

.29

.62

o. I certainly feel useless at times. .17 .21. .68

.43 .01 .12

q. I feel 7 am a person of worth, equal ... .54 :03

Sum of squared factor loadings 2.33 1.80 1.53

Percent of total variance explained 14% 11% 9%



APPENDIX TABLE C-4

Varimax Rotation of Factor Ratrix of Items Related to
Effects of Holding a Job While in School,

Employed Current Students Only

Job Effect Items; Q73

Factor Loadings

III IV

a. Job-causes you to get lower grades. .48 .05 .07 .03

b. Holding a job helps you to get better grades. .18 .20 .40 .02

c. Job makes it harder to find time, to study. .66 .D4 .15 .01

d. Like school better when you have a job. .09 .13 .40 .15

e. Job Makes your courses more interesting. .15 .50 .46 .06

f. Job helps you to apply things you study in school. .06 .77 .16 .14

g. Job makes it harder to take part in school activities. .47 -.01 -.01 -.09
h. Holding job helped decide what you want to do. .07 .25 .23 .27

i. Jola causes you to feel less a part of the school. .44 .03 -.08 -.05

j. Job helped you to Continue school, not drop out. .01 .10 .55 .14

k. Holding job helped you to get along with people. -.03 .05 .19 .36

1. Job helps you to understand better things you study. .05 .61 .39 .13

m. Get nlong better with teachers when you have a job. -.01 .39 .56 .13

n. Job causes you to haveless contact with friends. .51 .07 .03 .01

o. Holding job taught skills not learned in school. .06 .03 .38

--p;-Molding-Inb-intrensed-confidence-in-yourself
q. Job makes it harder to do chores at home. .60 .06 .08 .00

r. Holding job makes you wish done with school. .09 .09 -.15 -.12

Sum of squared factor loadings 1.78 1.41 1.50 .86

Percent of total variance explained 10% 8% 8% 5%

N 2203
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